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Dedication
To Evelyn Winter—Artist, friend, teacher and horsewoman—who encouraged,
educated and pushed me to get going on this book. You were an inspiration, strong in
life and strong as you journeyed towards the other side. Miss you Ev! (It's done )

Our "family," painted by Evelyn Winter for my 40th birthday
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Foreword
Heidi Potter has been a standard name in quality horsemanship for the Southern
Vermont region for many years. In my own work with horses, I have come across
her students in many settings and have heard nothing but praise.
I’ll never forget my first meeting with Heidi, when she asked me to come to her farm
to provide a consultation. I found her to be charming, knowledgeable and eager to
learn as much as she could about yet another system. Her hunger for learning, I
believe, is what supports her excellent gifts as a teacher. It is rare to find someone in
this profession with as much experience as she has, to still be so open and humble.
Since our first encounter, I have been lucky to enjoy Heidi’s company in many
settings, and her straightforward, honest approach to both horses and life has come
as a breath of fresh air.
Her book is aptly titled, “Open Heart, Open Mind,” because this is absolutely her
approach to her work.
Whether she is sharing her personal experiences with her own path as a Martial
Artist, or imparting her thoughtful approach to helping people with practical, heartcentered support aimed at improving the horse/human bond, her stories are
enjoyable. Heidi’s writing walks the path of both personal reflection and
professional advice.
I believe whoever reads this book will thoroughly enjoy it.
Sharon Wilsie
Author of Horse Speak
Founder of Wilsie Way Horsemanship
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Open Heart, Open Mind
This book was written for the horse and the horse lover, with lessons learned from the
horses and the humans that have touched my life.
Join me on my journey to better understand the horse. To learn how we can mindfully
co-exist and communicate in a way that makes the most
sense to him. This book includes lessons in horsemanship
and stories of training—the successes and the failures.
Read about how my training progressed from a place of
dominance to a place of understanding. Learn how
lessons from the martial arts enhanced my horsemanship,
my teaching and my everyday life.
The stories are told from my point of view, and as best I
can, from the horse’s point of view. My intent and hope is
that this book will give you a new way of looking at your
horse, a way that comes from a place of knowledge, mindfulness, compassion and
understanding. I believe the road to understanding the horse lies within us all. We
simply need to open our heart and mind, silence our mouths and “listen” to what the
horse is saying. As horsemen and women we should all share the common goal of
learning how to co-exist in the type of world our horses need and desire, one of peace,
security, comfort and joy. Follow me as I share some insights that will hopefully help
you on your journey to a more safe and enjoyable life with your horses.
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The Journey Begins

For me, the dream of owning my own horse came true at the age of twelve. Like many
new horse owners, I had very limited knowledge of horses. Their spirit called out to me.
I felt an unexplainable kinship to them and an almost overwhelming “need” to have
them in my life. Back then I wasn’t even familiar with the word “horsemanship.” At that
age there was no need to put a name on anything. There was only a need to be with the
horse. My horse and I could do something together or we could do nothing together. I
was happy either way. It was easy. The relationship part came natural to me, as I think
it does for most animal lovers. The actual “doing” part was learned by observation, trial
and error. My horses were amazing teachers and by listening to them we got along
quite well. When I did run into trouble I simply asked the other horse people around me
for some guidance.
My first recollection of riding was when I was about 6 years old. My family lived in
Keene, New Hampshire, which at the time was a fairly small city. There was a sizable
group of kids in my neighborhood that were around my age. We were within walking
distance to schools, two small corner stores, our church and downtown. My Dad was
self-employed and ran his business out of our home. The foreman of his business Bill,
and his family, lived nearby in the small country town of Walpole, New Hampshire. Our
families grew very close during that time. Bill’s daughter Kelly and I were the same age.
She loved coming to visit me in the “city” and I LOVED going to visit her in the “country.”
They had a small farm which included HORSES!
My Mom grew up on a dairy farm in New Hampshire and shared my love of animals. She
was very supportive in allowing me to turn our city home into our own small farm.
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She had difficulty turning down my requests to keep whatever cute little animal I
brought home or occasionally wanted to purchase. We always had the token cat and a
dog, as was common in my neighborhood. In addition to them we were often home to a
menagerie of other animals. We had rabbits, gerbils, hamsters, a guinea pig, fish and the
occasional rescued baby bird. One fall we even made a terrarium for my new pet
“Willy.” Willy was a woolly bear caterpillar that I found and wanted to keep over the
winter. I was sure that he would have died in the cold had I not “rescued” him. I would
take Willy out each night and hold him in my hand until he uncurled.
Then I would let him crawl hand over hand or across the carpet for a
while before returning him to his tank. Miraculously, I managed to
not totally destroy his natural life cycle and was able to release him
back outside the following spring. He seemed no worse for the wear.
Growing up in my neighborhood provided me with many friends and
a great childhood. However, I always yearned to live in the country.
My friend Kelly and her family had a real farm, surrounded by woods
and open fields for their horses. Sleepovers were common between
us. When we were at her place we spent all our time outdoors, hiking
in the woods, playing in the fields, rummaging through the barn and
riding horses, whenever her Dad was around to supervise us.
The first horse I ever rode was “Pat” the pony. As I recall, Pat was not a very good
citizen. They also had “Mingo,” a white grade, medium sized horse. I was around six
years old when I began riding Pat. I don’t remember many details about riding early on.
However, there is one ride that stands out in my mind to this very day.
Kelly’s dad Bill was out riding Mingo and offered to give me a ride. He was a very tall
man and always seemed like a giant to me when I was little. He reached his hand down
and easily hauled me up behind him onto the saddle. He then proceeded to kick Mingo
into a full gallop across the field, just a whooping and a hollering. I will never forget the
feeling of riding on that horse as we flew across the field. I wrapped my arms around
Bill’s waist and held on for dear life. It was terrifying and exhilarating, all at once.
Finally, my first horse. My Mom’s dream house was a log cabin in the country. She
yearned for the beauty and peacefulness that she experienced during her childhood
years. When I was twelve years old her dream (and mine) became a reality. My parents
purchased a 10-acre lot in nearby Westmoreland, New Hampshire. Finally we could
have our own country farm. As destiny would have it, Westmoreland was also home to
Circle C Ranch. This was the place that I had been trail riding at for several years and it
was located only a few miles from our new home. There were three generations of
family living and working on the ranch. I formed fast friendships with these families and
will forever cherish my teenage years of living, playing, riding, showing, working and
growing up with them. By the age of twelve I had saved up $350 which was just enough
to buy my first horse. To a young, horse-crazy girl Thunder was the white version of the
“Black Stallion.” He was the horse that I had been trail riding that season at the ranch.
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He was a pure white, 16-hand, grade gelding. He was pretty even tempered and could
run as fast as lightening, (definitely a requirement for a twelve year old girl.) Looking
back, he was probably an Appendix Quarter Horse, favoring the Thoroughbred side.
Some of the best times I recall of riding him when I was young involved racing with a
group of ranch kids up a long gravel road. We would all line up, give a holler and take
off. This was such a thrill, especially seeing my horse was the fastest horse on the
ranch. We would fly past the others and take over the lead. Those behind us would be
pelted by the small stones that covered the road. The faster it got the more we smiled.
There was no better feeling on earth for me!

Top, Tobi. Bottom Tobi and Thunder circa 1990
Over his 30 years of life this wonderful horse gave me so much joy, kept me mostly out
of trouble and taught me so many valuable lessons. In 1995 Thunder became my very
first lesson horse. In 1977, the year of my sixteenth birthday, the ranch purchased Nichi,
an Appaloosa mare, her yearling filly and her two-week old colt. I fell hopelessly in love
with that colt.
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While some kids dreamed of a new car on their sixteenth birthday my wish was for a
particular horse. I received a small box from my parents with a photograph that
brought tears to my eyes. Tobi Joe was mine to raise and train.
At eighteen years old Tobi became my second lesson horse. He was very athletic, had
smooth gaits and great natural energy. He died of colic in his 28th year but was still a
vibrant, healthy horse. He gave over 100 lessons that season, teaching everything from
first canter to beginner jumping over cross rails. I attribute the long life and health of
these two horses to the natural lifestyle they led.
It is interesting to think back now on how I rode and trained my colt as a child. I had no
formal education in horsemanship, riding or training. I simply had the horses and folks
at Circle C to guide me. Throughout my teenage years I spent all my free time at the
ranch. Our summers and weekends were filled with guiding trail rides, hauling to local
horse shows, riding to the country store and just hanging out at the farm. It was a great
lifestyle for a group of teenagers. There was always work to be done, fun to be had, and
it mostly kept us out of trouble.
A few years later a barn was built on our property and my horses came to live at home.
My interest in them waxed and waned through my late teens and early twenties. Tobi
Joe turned two the year I turned eighteen. That was bad timing. I was out of school,
working full time, playing softball and enjoying a social life that didn’t very often
include horses. That left Tobi Joe being green broke until about the age of twelve. When
I did feel like trail riding I would ask Rob, my boyfriend turned husband, to ride Tobi.
Rob had only ridden a handful of times in his life but he was stronger than me.
(That should tell you a lot about what I didn’t know back then.) We had some exciting
rides for sure but managed to live to tell about them. He married me anyway—go figure.

Showing with Circle C friends circa 1976
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The Martial Art Connection

The Japanese Horse Master
Excerpt from Dr. Allan J. Hamilton, M.D.'s book Zen Mind-Zen Horse
There's a wonderful story about a Japanese horse master who lived to be one
hundred years old and lay on his deathbed, expressing regret that the end
was near. His oldest, most dutiful son was at his side, attending to him.
Suddenly the old man sighed and said, "What a pity that I must die now, at
this time. “The son looked back at his father with disbelief and said, "Father,
how can you have regrets about dying now? You are one hundred years old.
No one in our village is older, wiser, or more revered than you are. You are
the most celebrated horseman in Japan. Could anyone ask for more? Why
despair about dying?
“Because," said the old man, "It was just last week that I began to truly
understand what horsemanship is about. It's such a pity to die now. I was off
to a good start!”
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As you read through this chapter please understand that what you read is my opinion
and my interpretation of my experience in the arts. The journey is a personal one.
What we take from every class and into our individual lives varies, even though we
shared the same time, space and training. One of the fascinating things for me was
drawing parallels between my training and my horsemanship. I was intrigued by how
much one could enhance the other. The practice of mindfulness is paramount in our
journey to coexist peacefully and joyfully with all living things.
Most people understand the definition of “martial,” which means “warlike.” Sensei
Donahue would encourage us to equally consider the meaning of the word “art.” Art is a
structure with no boundaries. You must first learn the basic principles and techniques
of art. Once you have the basics down you can begin to really create. “Expression”
comes at a much later stage of being an artist. I consider our horsemanship to also be a
form of art; when once our basics are solid we can begin to create our own form of art.
In high school I became close friends with a girl who had recently earned her black belt
in Taekwondo Karate. She was a small girl, standing just over five feet tall. We discussed
her training as we were walking across the field for gym class one day. I was totally
enamored by the fact that she had obtained this high level of accomplishment at such a
young age. Knowing this small person had the ability to defend herself (as once tested
by some tough kids in school) impressed me. As we walked she began explaining
another aspect of her training called “forms.” Forms were a memorized pattern of
movement. I couldn’t quite picture what she was talking about and so I asked her to
give me a quick demonstration. What she showed me was a complex series of kicks,
blocks and punches, performed in a specific pattern. During her demonstration she had
a quiet, yet powerfully focused sort of energy about her. Her eyes were open but she
didn’t really seem to be focusing on our surroundings. I was instantly intrigued. That
memory stuck with me over the years and fueled my desire to try it for myself.
Fast forward ten years to October 1986. I finally made room in my life to begin training.
My husband Rob and I joined a small dojo (martial art training space) named Fred
Villari’s Studio of Self Defense. It was located in Brattleboro, Vermont, a small town that
bordered our hometown of Guilford. We began a training that spanned over six years
and through the birth of our two children. I trained through much of my pregnancies.
Always with mindfulness and the careful treatment of my classmates, some of whom
seemed terrified. My opinion was that I was just pregnant, not dead. I could still move,
exercise and learn, just not be thrown to the ground or hit. I took a sabbatical once my
belt ceased to fit around my midsection. I hated missing classes but the time had come
for me to change my focus for a while.
There are many different styles of martial arts training. Fred Villari’s discipline was
Shoalin Kempo, a Chinese art. Our instructor, Sensei Paul Murry, was a very quiet,
patient, man, with a quick smile and very quick hands! His classes were just the right
mix of stretching, physical fitness and self-defense training.
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After a busy day at work you would exit the noise of the bustling street and enter into
the quiet, welcoming world of the dojo. Once there you would take a deep breath, clear
your mind and settle into being in the moment.
It was a place of peace, respect, hard work, focus, partnership and enjoyment. This
feeling is familiar to most horse people. It is what one feels when they walk into a barn
or enter their horse’s paddock. Ahhhh........
Over the six years of training in Shoalin Kempo we earned several promotions and
made many friends. The time came for us to decide if we could commit to what lay
ahead. Could we spend the next year focusing on preparation for our Black Belt test? It
had become increasingly difficult to balance training with our duties as parents to three
children, our full time jobs and managing our horse farm. We made the necessary, but
difficult decision to leave training. We knew that even though we wouldn’t be physically
training at the dojo, the lessons learned were ours to keep for a lifetime.

Back to Horses
In 1994 we opened Maple Ridge Stable, a riding, boarding and training facility. I had a
lifetime of caring for and riding horses. I felt the time was right to see if I could turn my
passion into a career. Using Tobi Joe and Thunder as my first two lesson horses I began
to teach riding and horsemanship. I thoroughly enjoyed teaching and sharing my
knowledge. Over time I realized that I needed more experience to continue growing as a
teacher and a trainer. I needed to become a student again. I began studying techniques
in natural horsemanship and searched for a teaching methodology that made sense to
me and my horses.
In 1998, only four years later, we expanded our business to include an indoor arena and
twelve additional stalls. I became a CHA (Certified Horsemanship Association) certified
instructor and continued my teaching and riding education. I heard about a facility
across town that gave lessons in something called Centered Riding®. I scheduled my
first official riding lesson with a woman named Lucile Bump, a Senior Centered Riding
Instructor. This experience and discovery would forever change the course of my life.
On the day of my lesson I arrived at Lucile’s stable with my Appaloosa mare, Whisper’s
Princess. I had purchased Whisper at an auction a few years prior. Not because I was
looking for a horse but because she was pretty, had smooth gaits and was in foal. The
“in foal” part was the clincher for me. (I believe a hormonal moment was to blame. It
happens to us young mothers.) My husband and I were actually the only ones in our
group who did not get an auction number and were not looking to buy a horse. We were
just there to support two other couples who were friends of ours. THEY were the ones
looking to buy a horse. As we trailered Whisper home late that night I had a panic attack
of sorts. Clearly I had acted irrationally. I couldn’t imagine what I had been thinking.
This horse crazy lady had been snowballed by a pretty horse with a baby in her tummy!
Whisper and I arrived at Southmowing Stables a few years later for our first Centered
Riding lesson. I tacked up at the trailer and headed to the outdoor ring where Lucile
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was waiting. After introductions and a short visit I headed out to the rail. Whisper was
nervous, beneath me she felt a little like a time bomb ready to explode. Most horse
people understand this feeling I’m describing. It’s the small thing that tends to happen
just before the bigger thing happens.
Whisper was a really sensitive mare and I’m certain she was feeding off my nerves. This
was my first “official” riding lesson and I was admittedly a little nervous. She and I sure
weren’t helping each other out very much. I was trying to look relaxed and in control.
(“Trying” is the key word here. It’s a bit of an oxymoron to try to look relaxed. Either
you are or you are not.)
I was trying to ride in the position I had learned in my early years of showing western
pleasure. I was taught to turn your toes in, push your heels down and grip with your
thighs. I was doing all of these things in an attempt to look like I wasn’t moving very
much. I believed that the more you appeared to look like you were not moving, the
better rider you must be. Looking back I have no idea how doing all those things could
have ever resulted in the look of a relaxed, balanced, harmonious rider. We simply don’t
know what we haven’t yet learned.
As I rode around the rail Lucile began talking me through the basics of Centered Riding.
She instructed me to uncurl my toes and relax my leg. My first thought was how could
she tell my toes were curled? I had cowboy boots on. The truth is that I couldn’t actually
grip with my thighs, point my toes in and push my heels down without curling my toes.
Therefore, of course, she was exactly right. She then instructed me to breathe, relax my
body and allow the horse to move me. She talked about grounding and allowing my legs
to drape heavily around my horse’s barrel. As I began to incorporate these changes I
could feel the tension draining out of my body. I allowed the relaxation to permeate
from the top of my head to the bottom of my feet.
As we progressed through the lesson I specifically recall how much more comfortable
my knees became. Due to years of playing competitive sports and one particular riding
“incident” as a teenager, I had developed knee problems. Upon dismounting it would
take me a while to work out the stiffness and get moving again, even though I was only
in my 20’s. As we know, whenever we hold any part of our body in an unnatural
position or with tension, like I did with my legs, it causes strain and discomfort
throughout our bodies. I had been riding this way for years and could feel the effects.
Another revelation was the change in Whisper. As I did what Lucile was instructing me
to do my horse began to settle down. She had been going around with her head up,
tight as a tick, eyes wide, with the whites showing, (a look perfected by the scared
Appaloosa) to being much more calm, relaxed and rhythmic. No surprise there, right?
When the rider relaxes, focuses on breathing, releases tension and becomes more
grounded, the horse does the same. I was elated!
However, the most exciting thing I took away from my lesson that day was the
realization that many of the philosophies Lucile shared with me were familiar. They
directly related to the basics we practiced in the dojo. This was Karate on horseback!
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I knew this language and knew how to relate it to my body and my horse. It made total
sense to me and to my horse. I found exactly what I had been searching for that day. It
was an educational system that I could believe in and grow with. The parallels between
traditional martial arts and horsemanship were endless! I couldn’t wait to begin sharing
this new discovery with my students.

Back to Training
In 2002 I was drawn back into dojo life when our youngest son Tyler showed an
interest in training. The dojo we had previously trained at had closed down years
before. After a little research I arranged to visit a local dojo called the Brattleboro
School of Budo. It was under the instruction of Kyoshi Patrick Donahue. Kyoshi
Donahue taught a variety of disciplines, but primarily focused on the Okinawan art of
Shorin Ryu Karate-do and Aiki-Budo.
Upon entering the dojo I embraced the familiar feeling of calmness and peacefulness. I
hadn’t realized just how much I had missed it. I could feel myself needing to take a big,
deep breath, relax and just leave the outside world behind me. I could feel my heart,
mind and spirit opening up, making room to receive whatever lay ahead. This feeling is
just one of the many parallels that can be drawn between martial arts training and
horsemanship. It is the way we should feel as we enter our horse’s world. We should
prepare ourselves by taking that deep, calming, cleansing breath. We must leave the
world outside and open ourselves up to the lessons presented to us in the presence of
the horse. We need to experience living in the moment, as the horse does. I felt like I
had come home again.
This dojo provided a safe, welcoming and supportive environment for people of all ages
and abilities. It was truly a traditional martial arts school. Its focus was not on
tournaments, competitions or karate as a “sport.” Its focus was on learning skills that
would enhance one’s life, physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually. It was
exactly what I wanted for my son and again for myself.
I again began to recognize and appreciate the parallels between the two practices that I
was learning. My discovery of Centered Riding was going to provide me with ongoing
study as an instructor and a rider. Much of my practice in the dojo would apply to and
enhance my work with horses as a trainer. The extra bonus was that both of these
experiences would benefit me in many aspects of my life in general.

The Process of Learning
The color of the obi (belt) in the martial arts symbolizes a student’s journey of learning
in the dojo. Testing and promotions may result in a student earning the next colored
belt or a stripe on their current belt. The color of the stripe earned would generally
match the color of their next belt. For example, earning three green stripes on your
white belt would mean that you were working towards obtaining your green belt.
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Colors Have Meanings
When someone begins training at the dojo they are given a white belt. The color white
symbolizes purity. It represents a new beginning. The student is a clean slate, an open
book, ready to observe and learn. As knowledge is obtained and skills are developed
they progress to the next color. The color and order of the belts differ with each style of
training. In Okinawan Shorin Ryu karate, which I studied in the longest, the green belt
follows white. The color green symbolizes the season of spring and growth. The
student’s basics are becoming more natural and they are ready to put them into
practice.
The brown belt is earned next, representing the color of dirt. The color brown
symbolizes grounding and our connection to the earth. This promotion is earned when
a student’s practice includes a developing idea of energy flow and their connection to
the earth.
A student may be invited to test for their Shodan (Black Belt)
once they have spent a great deal of time practicing, analyzing,
evaluating and developing a solid sense of awareness. The
color black is a combination of all colors, the absence of light. It
is the opposite of white, as seen in the familiar yin/yang
symbol. A black belt symbolizes that you have mastered the
basics and are now ready to begin learning. You are ready to
begin creating “art” by using those basics that are solidified
within you.
Our journey in horsemanship develops in quite the same way. Along with knowledge
comes the understanding that we are also just beginning. After a lifetime with horses
we may consider ourselves “Black belts”, but hopefully we understand, as the dying
warrior whose story I shared did, that we truly may just be on the verge of
understanding.

Check Your Ego
There was never any room for ego in the dojos I trained at. Likewise, there is never any
room for it in our work with horses. In the dojo we were all there for the same purpose,
to learn and share. We bowed as we entered and exited the dojo. We bowed before and
after working with our uke (receiver/partner). We bowed to our Sensei upon first sight.
We lined up according to rank at the beginning and end of every class. These traditions
were less about rank and more about respect, mindfulness and awareness. As a black
belt you might have earned the right to be first in line. However, you knew that you
were still just a student, open and eager to learn, like everyone else.
In both practices we must accept the fact that some things will go well and some will
not. There are layers and layers of lessons in all that we do and the learning never ends.
Our Sensei used to say, “Don’t try to be humble, just be humble.” In the dojo, like our
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work with horses, the journey is often a humbling experience. So let’s go forth humbly,
without ego, and begin learning again. Dojos often post creeds at the front of the dojo
training space referred to as the shomen. Below are two creeds that represent the key
elements of our training in Shorin Ryu. They are listed in the order of importance. We
read them aloud at the beginning of each class. In this section I will use these sayings to
begin drawing some parallels between my training in the arts and in horsemanship.

Brattleboro School of Budo Dojo Creed:
Best Etiquette~~Strongest Spirit~~Best Technique

Best Etiquette
The dojo is a place of peace, where mindfulness is of the utmost importance. When we
bow upon entering and exiting the dojo we are showing mindfulness as well as
demonstrating proper etiquette and respect. It requires one to clear their mind of all
things past and open it fully to the present. This is exactly what we must do upon
entering our horse’s world. Being peaceful and present in the moment is a
demonstration of Best Etiquette.
Wikipedia-Definition of etiquette: A code of behavior that delineates expectations for
social behavior according to contemporary conventional norms within a society, social
class or group.
Wow! This is exactly what we must do in order to be safe and effective while working
around horses. The “code of behavior” is an easy one—Do no harm. In this I mean do no
harm, physically, mentally or emotionally, when you are in the presence of a horse.
The horses’ herd has a very specific societal norm. It is based upon social classes and
learning how to successfully exist and live peacefully within a group. It is the human’s
job to employ these ideals anytime we are sharing space or working with a horse. We
must become more like the horse and less like a human in order to communicate with
them in a way that they can most easily understand. We must speak and act “Equus,”
not human.

Strongest Spirit
The word “Spirit” is derived from the Latin word spiritus, meaning “breath.” Wow
again! Get really used to the word “breath” because it will be referred to many times as
you journey through this book.
Our breath is one of our most valuable assets. It can help control and direct so much of
what happens when we are working with our horses. Remembering to take even just
one big, deep breath can give us enough perspective and clarity of thought, to positively
alter the outcome of most any situation.
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“Strongest Spirit” simply means bringing your best to the table. Open your heart and
soul, and just do your best. Give every experience all that you can. You’ve heard the
saying, “no pain, no gain.” Actually, in the physical sense of the word, this is not what
we are looking for in either practice. The best you can give will change from one day to
the next. Why hold back if we are going to spend our precious commodity of time doing
something? Just take a big, deep breath and do the best you can.

Perfect Technique
Training in any type of sport can often create a desire in us to try for perfection. My
Sensei would say, “Practice doesn’t make perfect, only perfect practice makes perfect.”
In the dojo, as is true in learning or training in any sport, developing your skills in order
to improve or succeed takes tons and tons of repetition. Even then we may never really
achieve perfection. Is that goal attainable or even important to us, or is it the journey
that matters?
In karate training one aspect of our training is to achieve “mushin,” meaning a state of
no mind or mindlessness. This allows one to actually do, without thinking. I am
guessing that artists of many disciplines experience this while creating. Their body
simply takes over and the art is passed through their hands to the canvas or the
spinning wheel. This may only occur after much repetition or it may come naturally.
Having a goal and doing your best is important to most of us. However, when your goal
involves another species you must proceed with caution. I have seen horses being
drilled over and over again towards getting a particular task “perfect.” We see this in
training for human sports as well. The difference is that the person has chosen to make
this commitment, often driven by passion and desire. The horse makes no such
commitment. By nature they have very specific goals in their life and are only truly
committed to them. Stay alive, eat, drink, proliferate and play.
“Perfection” is a human term and holds no meaning to the horse. As you practice and
train with your horse be sure that you are not doing so at their expense. As their
keepers we are responsible for their physical, mental and emotional well-being. Keep
your riding or training sessions fun, switch them up, take breaks and reward often.
Know that the horse is 100% honest. They do not lie. There is a time when it is okay to
push and ask them for more. Only in this way might we progress. However, I also
believe that horses will generally give you the best they have to offer at that moment. If
it seems that they are not putting in their best effort rest assured that there is a reason.
As horsemen and women it is our job to figure out why. The first thing to investigate
and eliminate is pain. Our first priority is to listen closely to what the horse is saying.
Only then do we stand a chance of truly building a trusting and enjoyable partnership.
You might just find that such a partnership leads you to that “perfect” technique.
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A common older creed that we valued in the dojo:
No Challenge~~No Resistance~~No Injury

No Challenge
Philosophically, Aikido is the art of harmonizing and connecting, designed to prevent
harm. The goal is to blend with and redirect the Uke’s (attackers) energy, not challenge
it. The Tori (defender) will try to take control of the situation, prevent injury and find a
peaceful resolution. The art of blending is one of the most important lessons in Aikido
and often one of the most difficult.
As predators we are predisposed to fight when challenged. Our natural response is to
tense up, muscle up and get ready. One of the problems here is that our attacker is
generally bigger and stronger than we are, thus rendering our efforts ineffective.
Through Aikido training one can practice the art of blending and learn how to feel
another’s energy. In addition to blending energies one must also learn how to read body
language and intention of their opponent.
Our horsemanship is just this way. As a trainer (of which every horse handler is, either
knowingly or unknowingly) one must have the technical knowledge to know what to do
with the energy that is being provided. When a horse is resistant you can either fight
with him or learn some tools that will lead you to a peaceful resolution. Ask yourself if it
really makes sense to challenge the strength of a 1,000+lb flight or fight animal. If not,
could you find a way to blend with his energy and redirect it, eliminating the challenge
and possibly a fight? Feel of him, blend with him, read his body language and
understand his intention. Then try to interrupt and redirect his intention, making his
idea your idea, staying calm and soft, yet clear. This path will help lead you to more safe
and enjoyable learning situations for both you and your horse.
One specific example of using this philosophy comes from our basics in Horse Agility
training. Our goal is to have a horse that leads quietly, remaining in position, on a soft
lead, without restraint. Some horses will simply walk right past you. When this happens
we can use pressure and bump them back. However, if we employ the tools discussed
above we could try something different. When the horse passes us we could abruptly
change directions, redirecting their energy. If done timely and correctly this will result
in him ending up right back in the desired leading position, next to our shoulder. We
were able to avoid using muscle and tension. We avoided a fight and still got what we
wanted in the end. We created a way for the horse to figure it out and in a manner that
left us both calm and successful. This should be our goal in all of our training.
Please understand that I am not saying that there is never a time to use pressure with a
horse. There are times when you need to set clear and quick boundaries. For example,
you must act immediately when a horse rudely pushes into your space.
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This dangerous and unacceptable behavior will likely cause injury and accelerate if not
attended to. A quick, clear response from you is needed. It may be loud noise and/or
pressure of some sort. This correction should be done timely and without emotion.
Remember, the horse actually learns on the release of the cue. Once he has moved away
go right back to being calm and quiet.
Here is another philosophy practiced in the dojo that relates to our work with horses. In
the dojo our first line of defense is to get out of the way and/or deflect the strike. A
counter attack or move is only used when necessary. Our Sensei would remind us that
the best decision we could make would be to avoid the conflict altogether, if possible.
That is the only way to guarantee that you would make it home safely that day or night.
If flight is not possible we could hopefully come up with a strategy to take control of the
situation. Using resistance in this situation would most likely not be in our best interest.

No Resistance
Did you ever hear the words, “It takes two to fight,” or “It’s the second angry word that
starts the fight?” Well, these are true words not only in our life with humans but also
with horses. It is natural for us to answer resistance with resistance. If someone grabs
and pulls on us we automatically resist and pull back. As humans, predators and
survivalists we are wired to resist when we are being physically threatened. Our brains
tell us to fight and save ourselves. We use our muscles which cause tension throughout
our bodies. Tension causes us to become off balance, stiff and brittle. As a result of these
actions we may fall and if we do we will be much more likely to break. In martial arts
training, especially Aikido styles, we are taught to replace this instinctive reaction by
using our mind and our energy with a clear understanding of how the body works. We
want to blend with and redirect our opponent’s energy with clear intent. This same
technique can work with our horses. If they offer us resistance we can blend with their
energy and redirect them towards a direction of our choosing. This technique is one
way to peacefully resolve the issue.
Many trainers resort to using muscle when faced with resistant horses. If they are not
strong enough then they may need to take advantage of devices designed to gain
physical control. When we are dealing with reoccurring physical resistance in the horse
we must consider if the cause is mental and/or emotional. We must ask ourselves why
are they doing what they are doing? What is the cause? We should always try to avoid
the mindset of “us versus them.” If our goal is to form a respectful and enjoyable
partnership then we must begin to look at things from the horse’s perspective. Are we
treating him in a manner that would make him want to partner up with us? Let’s open
our minds up to considering a different path for our horsemanship.
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Consider these three things when a horse offers resistance:
#1 Does the horse understand our request?
#2 Is the horse in pain?
#3 Has the horse been taught the skills needed to carry out our request?
We may need to first control their bodies in order to gain control of their minds and
emotions. However, it must come from a place of understanding and compassion. We
are their keepers, their teachers and their mentors. Our job is to foster and create a
relationship built on mutual respect and trust. We must work with the horse in a way
that makes him want to choose us as his leader and his partner. What if when we felt
resistance in the horse we didn’t offer any back? Wouldn’t that make the horse think?

Case Study - The horse that “Roots” in the bridle
Remember that a horse can only pull on you if you are there to be pulled on. Timing is
everything with this exercise. If you release when he is already pulling you will be
rewarding and thus teaching him to pull again.
Let’s apply this lesson to the horse that has developed the habit of “rooting.” Let’s also
assume that we have ruled out any physical problem with the horse’s teeth or mouth,
any problem with the fit or style of the bit, and that the rider’s hands are not the cause.
The horse that roots is one that grabs the bit and drags the reins through the rider’s
hands, pulling his head towards the ground. This is done at the halt or just as he is
coming to a halt and is generally caused by him anticipating bit engagement. This
behavior can be common with lesson or hack line horses who regularly have untrained
hands in their mouth. The horse is basically saying, “Give me the reins so that I don't
have to feel any bit pressure in my mouth.”
When they lower their heads and pull down they are looking for and expecting
resistance. One of the best ways to retrain this behavior is simply to offer “no
resistance.” Again, timing is really important here and the rider must be quick. As soon
as the horse commits to the halt the rider must immediately grab the buckle, the knot,
or middle of the reins, with one hand and extend their hand and arm as far up the
horse’s neck as they can reach. When the horse pulls the reins and lowers his head
down towards the ground he will feel nothing but air. There will be nothing to pull on
and no resistance to feel. It takes two in order for resistance to exist. If you are not
there to be pulled on there is no resistance. This method generally takes all the wind
out of the horse’s sails. He gets no satisfaction or result for his efforts. It creates a
different experience for him. Eventually he will give up this behavior because there is
no need for it. Be sure to rub and reward him anytime he stops and accepts light contact
with a quiet head.
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Understand that this technique is not designed to use when a horse braces on you
under movement. In that case you would not want to throw away your reins or drop
them when he pulls on you. You would need to learn how to do an effective half halt to
rebalance, lighten and soften him to your contact.
Positive reinforcement training could also work in this situation. It would open up a
valuable channel of communication; change his mind set and his overall association
with stopping. It would break down the pattern of resistance and bring out his desire to
offer you something else. Any time there is something really meaningful in it for the
horse he will try much harder.

No Injury
Safety is a concern no matter what the sport. In the dojo we are reminded of this at the
beginning of each class when we repeat the creeds. We rely on education, mindfulness
and training to help us limit the risks and lower the potential for injury.
The practice of falling is a big part of our curriculum. This part of the practice can be
very challenging. It requires us to get comfortable with something that can be most
uncomfortable. It is not natural to allow yourself to be thrown to the floor. What comes
natural is to tense your body up on the way to the ground, thus creating discomfort and
possibly injury. It's a great lesson in letting go, blending and relaxing. Mind over matter
for sure! Luckily, the worst outcome is generally soreness the following day. When it is
done correctly it looks and feels smooth and effortless.
As I aged in my training at the dojo I measured success differently. If nothing hurt when
I returned to my feet after a fall or being thrown, then it was a win-win for me. It meant
that, much to my relief and delight, I had done it right. I found this particular aspect of
my training a little more daunting in my 40’s and 50’s than it was in my 20's.
Consequently enough, women in this age range are the most predominant demographic
in my line of work.
Developing the ability to relax when falling is an incredibly valuable life skill, and not
just with horses. However, learning to relax as you are going down goes against what
comes natural. We are wired to avoid falling at all costs and greatly fear it. This fear
causes us to react by bracing ourselves, making us much more brittle and breakable. If
we could change our mindset from fear to one of acceptance, we would be much better
off. I realize that this sounds strange, but it is possible. Creating muscle memory
through training in the arts is the best way I know of to prepare you for falling.
However, there is help for those who will never journey down that path. Try changing
your mindset and think of blending, melting and relaxing your way to the ground. You
can even practice this at home. If you remember how to tumble or summersault you
may want to practice as well. Get a group of horse friends together and seek the help of
a qualified gymnastics coach. Request a tumbling lesson. This would be the safest way
to help ensure correct technique and avoid injury. This practice can help create the
muscle memory needed for when the unexpected happens.
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Fear of Injury
For many, gone are the days of thinking that the more exciting the ride, the better it
is. I want to have fun but feel safe and secure at the same time. Those of us who rode
as a child can recall the feeling of pure bliss as we raced across the country side,
around a barrel or over a jump course. We loved the thrill and the joyful feeling of
freedom that galloping around on the backs of these wonderful beings gave us. We
were invincible! Innocence was bliss, and so was ignorance! Then we grew up and got
older. We got smarter and had more life experiences. It was no longer an issue of not
knowing what we didn't know. We knew much more and some of it scared us. We
also realized that listening to the little voice in our heads was one way to help ensure
us of a long and healthy life!
Research shows that horseback riding is one of the most risky sports. Any time you are
working around or riding a 1,000 pound living, breathing, reactive flight animal there is
risk. (What are we thinking?)
Again, education, mindfulness and training will help limit those risks and injuries. We
must be diligently mindful and aware. We need to be willing to adjust our plans and
work with whatever the horse presents to us in that moment. Being flexible and open to
change will lead you to much more safe and joyful experiences with your horse.
Adult women make up the largest demographic of horse enthusiasts in my practice
today. At the beginning of my clinics I often ask the group to share a little about what
their goals are. There is often a few that say something along the lines of, “to stay on
top,” “to personally decide when it's time to get off,” “not to become separated from my
horse,” etc. These quotes elicit laughter, followed by agreement from others in the
group. However, we all understand that what they say is the truth and not really a
laughing matter at all.
Other common and terrifying fears include being out of control, bucked off or run off
with. When fear takes over rational thought can fly out the window. This often results in
the rider tensing up, going fetal, losing balance and subsequently falling off. Each step in
this process causes alarm and fear in the horse as well, exacerbating the problem. I
myself am not immune to these fears, especially as I get older. I find myself more
thoughtful about what horses I get on. I base my decision on how they are acting on the
ground. I want a connection with a horse. I want the horse to be calm, soft and
responsive in halter. I want them to stand quietly at the mounting block, giving me
permission to get up on their backs. I stress these things in my clinics because my hope
is that every rider will have this level of awareness. It is for certain one of the best ways
to help ensure a safe and enjoyable ride.
In my profession I come across people riding horses that I wouldn't even get on. There
will always be risk when we work around and ride horses. However, there is much that
can be done to help reduce that risk of injury. Practicing roll falling or blending with the
ground is one way; being committed to your education so that you can become the most
balanced, quiet, mindful, knowledgeable rider possible is another.
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Be sure that the horse you are riding is the appropriate horse for you. If you know in
your heart that this is not the case then make a change. None of us truly want to
experience an unscheduled dismount and I join you in that thought.
My Centered Riding clinic students are very committed to improving their riding skills
in order to ride more comfortably and confidently. The Centered Riding basics are the
keys to developing a more balanced, secure, effective seat on the horse. Each clinic day
begins with practice off the horse. These workshops expose the riders to the CR basics,
teach them body awareness, improve their ability to feel and begin creating muscle
memory in order to change old habits. They are then followed by mounted application
in order to begin creating these changes in the saddle. The CR Open clinics are designed
for all levels of riders, all disciplines and every breed of horse. Learning and applying
the CR basics is the best way I know to help ensure more safe, comfortable and
enjoyable rides for you and your horse.

My best flying lesson (By the way, a corrugated pipe is not a log!)
Back in 2010 I realized just how much my time training in the dojo, hitting the darn mat
or dirt, could truly save me from injury. I was competing at a Western Massachusetts
Stock Horse Show. These competitions consisted of five classes; there was a reining
pattern, two cow classes, a horsemanship pattern which was ridden out in a large field,
and an advanced outdoor trail class. At this venue the trail class was held in a large,
fenced in, grassy turnout area.
I was riding my 15 year old
Quarter Horse named Cooper.
The trail class was always one
of our best classes and we
were doing well at it this day.
About half way through the
class we came upon the drag
obstacle. There were a few
obstacles that were required
in these shows and a drag was
one of them. Cooper and I had
experience and success
dragging a small log at prior
shows. At this show we were
slated to drag a black, plastic
corrugated piece of pipe. We lined up parallel to the stand and I retrieved the lariat. I
dallied around my horn (going for that extra point!) and headed off. All went well as we
dragged it on the grass and began our circle. In the grass there was a section of pebbles
that we had to drag across. When the corrugated pipe hit the stones it created a loud,
vibration noise. At that instant Cooper was sure his life was in danger and he bolted.
Because I dallied the rope I had both reins in my left hand and the lariat in my right,
thus making a one rein stop impossible.
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I have a vivid memory of the wide eyed look of the judge and his scribe as we headed
straight for them. It was like the parting of the Red Sea—they split up and we sailed
right on through.

Then the bucking began....Cooper was running to save his life, while I was
trying to disunite us from the killer pipe. We passed the men and were headed
towards a fence. During the flight I was able to quickly pull up off the horn and throw
down the rope, releasing the scary beast that was chasing us. However, I wasn’t
quite quick enough. Cooper took to bucking as I was asking him to slow down.
As you can see from the photo this little horse was quite athletic. (Who says a horse
can't buck with their head up?) After sitting a few, Cooper's bucks finally got the best of
me. One of my friends approached me later on saying, “I really thought you had it.” Well
frankly, so did I, right up until I didn't. I had effectively been “launched” right into orbit.
Due to said “athleticism” of my little QH, I had enough time in the air to think about how
I wanted to land. On the descent I managed to tuck my chin, angle my shoulder and roll.
This allowed the momentum to carry me a little and spread out the contact of my body
across the ground. There is no doubt that being able to roll and blend with the ground;
versus resisting or “getting ready” to hit the ground prevented an injury. The impact
was there, but it was diffused and not concentrated on any one area. I laid there in the
dirt, taking some deep breaths, scanning my body and looking up at the faces looking
down at me.
My trusty steed continued bucking all the way back to the entrance gate. Once there he
just stopped, seeking the comfort of his equine friends lined up at the fence. My mental
body assessment told me that things seemed intact so I got up, retrieved my horse, and
re-adjusted my saddle. Cooper stood quietly as I mounted and asked for permission to
finish the course. Permission was granted and we carried on. Cooper did a great job on
the remaining obstacles. He was calm and obedient. This is a great example of how
horses live in the moment, and the moment had passed. Wouldn't it be nice if we
humans had such capabilities?
As is generally the case, there were a lot of people checking in with me following our
dramatic performance. One comment that repeated itself was how well we were both
able to quietly return to the task at hand. My training enabled me to not only avoid
injury but to breathe, relax, release and move on to being present in the moment. My
only disappointment that day was with myself. I really was proud of Cooper and how
well that little Quarter Horse soldiered on and returned to work.
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Hindsight is always 20/20
After an incident like this we commonly replay it over and over again in our minds. We
are searching for what caused the incident, what we did wrong and how we could avoid
repeating it in the future. It is almost always the case that we humans were at fault. My
reflection on this incident resulted in just that conclusion. I had made a few mistakes.
#1- I should have taken more notice of Cooper’s “interest” when those who preceded us
dragged the pipe off the grass and across those pebbles. Each time his ears pricked up,
but he never moved. He just wasn't typically a reactive horse. I learned that if he shows
even the slightest amount of interest or concern I need to listen. Being quiet by nature
he may whisper something to me that another horse might shout.
#2 - I should have considered that dragging a black plastic corrugated pipe is a totally
different experience to a horse than dragging a log. We humans think that we are still
dragging a long, round object. Thinking like a horse would cause us to realize that it will
feel different, move different and sound different, creating a totally different experience.
Some horses might take it in stride, but others will not.
#3 - If I considered numbers one and two I would have ignored the extra points and
held the coiled rope in my right hand instead of dallying it. This would have allowed me
to instantly drop the rope when things got exciting. Then I could have easily and quickly
gotten ahold of two reins and brought Cooper back under control, thus possibly
avoiding my flying lesson all together.
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Reflection
Horses are our teachers and provide us with experiences to reflect on and grow from.
One such reflection led me to remembering a specific karate class from two nights
before that show. We trained outside that evening, in the warm summer rain, on a
grassy area that spans along the side of a river.
We were working on bunkai (applications) to one of our katas (a memorized pattern of
strikes, blocks, punches and movements). One of the techniques included a throw to
the ground. Each of us hit the wet grass, which quickly turned to mud, 20 plus times
that night. The more “mature” adults in the class, like me, certainly were feeling the
effects of repeatedly hitting the ground and jumping right back up for more.
As martial artists we understand that one of the “gifts” of this training is to challenge
yourself, push towards your limit, stay present in the moment and never give up. It is
simply part of training in a traditional dojo. Although many of us were feeling pretty
spent we also felt gratitude and contentment as we ran back to the dojo, dripping wet,
covered in dirt and grass stains. Laundry duty included a lot of bleach that night! I'm
glad someone took a picture of us that evening as this was certainly one memorable
night of training.

I believe that had I not gone to class on this particular Thursday night, just two nights
prior to that show, my experience might have been a little different. Upon my descent
back to earth I may have had just a little less muscle memory or a little slower response
time, thus resulting in an injury. I did experience some tail bone soreness from hitting
the cantle during the early bucks, but I was very grateful to have been able to walk away
and continue our ride. This practice has truly influenced my work with horses, with
humans and with life in general. When you enter the dojo, like when you go to work
with a horse, every other concern disappears, or so it should. Losing focus can result in
the missing of valuable information which can ultimately lead to injury. It also means
that we are not taking full advantage of this special time we have with our horses. Let’s
take a lesson from them and try to live in moment.
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Elements of Successful Horsemanship & Life
Breathing ~ Centering ~ Grounding ~Energy ~
Awareness ~ Mindfulness ~ Blending
These are the common elements that have
brought my martial arts training and my
horsemanship together. Many of these
elements I experienced first in the dojo and
secondly when I got involved with
Centered Riding. Today I consider them the
ideal foundation for both practices. If you
can integrate these elements into your day
to day life, as well as into your
horsemanship, they will help lead you to a
wondrous journey of peace and joy
wherever you go.

Our Breath
We all know that we cannot sustain life
without our breath, nor can we practice
our best horsemanship without it. Mindful
breathing is the most important tool in
your tool pouch. It offers you and your horse relaxation, clarity and the ability to stay in
the moment. It helps to ensure that your time spent together is more pleasurable, more
successful and safer.
From the time we are born our bodies know how to breathe. If you watch a baby
breathe you will see its belly, ribcage and chest rise and fall with each breath. Notice
that animals at rest breathe in the same way. If you happen to have a dog or cat resting
at your feet right now, take a look. You will see that upon inhaling the breath reaches
down the entire length of their ribcage. When they exhale the body completely relaxes
and returns to normal. This is the natural way of breathing.
Many people lose this natural function of correct breathing as they mature. The stresses
of life, injuries, illnesses, worries and the accumulation of responsibilities get in the
way. Our breathing tends to become much more shallow and shorter in duration. It may
actually only exist in our upper chest. Let’s take a moment here and try to improve our
breathing technique. It will not only make a difference in your work with horses, it can
enhance your overall health and day to day living.
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The diaphragm is a very large, mushroom shaped muscle that rests up in your rib cage.
Upon inhaling it drops down and expands in our abdomen, much like filling a water
balloon. What looks like your stomach enlarging is actually your diaphragm expanding.
This exercise will help guide you towards a more correct and healthful way of
breathing. Enjoy!

Relaxation Exercise
1) Relax your body.
2) Take a breath in and just notice where it goes.
3) What part of your body rises or expands? Those of us who are beyond our
youthful years will likely notice our chest and possibly our shoulders rise
up upon inhaling. You may find it difficult to breathe down deep into your
body and expand your abdomen, or technically speaking, your
diaphragm, without this happening. No worries! Help is on the way!
4) Visualize what it looks like when you fill a balloon with water. You seal it
onto the water spigot and slowly turn on the water. The balloon stretches
down, expands at the bottom and begins to fill.
5) With that image in mind, place your hand on your belly, below your navel
and inhale slowly through your nose. Imagine your breath traveling the
same way the water would, originating from the bottom and slowly
traveling upward. Be aware of your belly area. Allow it to soften and expand
into your hand. This doesn’t need to be a big, deep breath to start with. Just
take a small amount of air in. Try to feel it more than think it.
6) Next, exhale slowly through your open mouth. Encourage your breath to
leave your body from the top down, like the water balloon once removed
from the spigot. Your breath, like the water, travels out through a small
opening. The last thing to empty is the bottom of the balloon, or in your
case, your belly area. You'll feel the area that was once large become
smaller. This is actually your diaphragm contracting and returning to its
resting place up in your rib cage where it is protected.
7) Inhale again and while exhaling release any tension or tightness that you
feel. Allow your body to fully relax but remain tall in your torso. Do not let
your ribcage collapse. Imagine the back of your head is attached to a string
which is hanging from the ceiling. Allow your shoulders to drop away from
your ears, your lower back to soften and your pelvis to drop back into a
neutral position.

Occasionally I come across someone who has difficulty with diaphragmatic breathing.
They just can't seem to access that part of their body. Their breath gets stuck up in their
chest. If you are having this trouble just keep trying by placing your hand on your
stomach and imagining that area expanding. Slowly take in only a small amount of air. If
your chest rises first then just try again. You can even begin the breath by pushing your
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stomach out and then filling that spot. Keep the water balloon image in your mind or
replace it with the idea of filling a glass of water. It always fills from the bottom up and
empties the opposite way.
It may be easier to try it lying down. The bathtub is a great place to practice as you can
clearly see where your breath is going. Just be patient with yourself, give it time and
practice, practice, practice. When this becomes easy you can play around with taking
even deeper, longer breaths. Once this happens you will begin to reap the benefits that a
restorative, relaxing, healing deep breath can offer. It should become the foundation for
and often the first step of doing anything with your horse.

What your breath does for you
Relaxes your body
Clears your mind
Refocuses you and brings you back into the moment
Releases tension
Enhances your ability to feel
Allows you access to your center for strength and stability
Lowers your center of gravity
Allows you to rebalance yourself
Conserves your energy

What your breath does for your horse
Re-establishes communication and connection
Relaxes his mind and body
Rebalances him mentally, physically and emotionally
When using a deep, audible breath to relax your horse be sure to give it time to have an
effect. Your horse might respond almost immediately or it might take a few breaths
from you before he totally releases his breath and relaxes. It depends on the horse and
the situation. The more you practice, the quicker he will understand and respond in
kind.
Remember that your breath can either calm the horse or alert him to danger. If you
hold your breath when you get worried or scared, you’re telling him: “Look out! The
cougar is about to pounce!” At the same time, he notices your body get tense and your
breathing become shallow, rapid or stop all together. If you are working on the ground
with him he will not only notice the change in your breathing, but he'll also notice that
your ears are “pricked” and your head is up. He will read your facial expression,
including your eyes and your body language. If you are on red alert then he will betoo.
Once you are aware of your body tensing up your very next step is to take a big, deep
audible breath, soften your eyes and relax your body. In this way you immediately tell
him to do the same. He will then know that it was really a false alarm and there is
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nothing to be concerned with. Then he will be able to release his own physical, mental
and emotional tension. You can watch and feel this transformation happen.
His eyes will soften and he may start to blink. His body will relax, his head may lower,
he may shake it or blow out and he will likely release a big, audible sigh.
If you wait long enough (which you need to) these things will be followed by him licking
and chewing and/or yawning. Some horses will offer a huge release and do many of
these things. Some may only do one of them. During the time the horse is releasing his
tensions please do nothing until he has completely stopped.
Only then will he be done processing, relaxing and be ready to move on. Just be quiet
through this entire process. This is often one of the hardest tasks for the human. Ninety
seconds will seem like an hour. The moment you make a move or have intention of any
sort, the horse will notice and again be ready for action. If you can allow him to finish
his release, which is mental and emotional, he will then be ready to re-engage with you
and move on to whatever comes next.

You always have time to “take a breath”
I taught a series of winter workshops years ago to a group of riders at a horse facility in
Vermont. The focus was on building a better relationship with your horse. One session
included exercises that could be practiced and applied in other areas of one’s life. We
did quite a lot of breath work in this session and discussed where and when it might
benefit us in the course of our daily lives.
At the time I was spending a few days a week working as a trainer at this facility. A
couple days following the workshop I was in the indoor arena getting a horse ready to
ride. An employee who attended the workshop entered the arena and announced to me,
“I remembered to breathe!” I had no idea what she was talking about but said, “That’s
great!” Then she proceeded to tell me her story.
The prior day she was headed into work after a snow storm. The drive into this facility
could be challenging, even for us Vermonters. It was located at the end of a long,
twisting, narrow, dirt road. In a few sections there was not enough room to pass
another vehicle. You had to see the car or truck coming and then decide which one of
you was closest to a wider, pull-off spot. It usually involved someone backing up, pulling
off and waiting. There was also a brook that ran the length of this road with water
and/or gullies on both sides.
On this particular day the road was still snow covered. She rounded a bend in the road
and noticed an oncoming vehicle. It was traveling well above a safe speed and there was
no way the other driver was going to be able to slow down or stop to avoid hitting her.
She had to quickly get out of his way and decided to steer her full sized jeep off the side
of the road. Her passenger side wheels ended up in a gully, and the jeep flipped up onto
its side. When everything came to a halt she found that she was suspended in the air,
held in by her seat belt. She was panicked; her first reaction was to release her seatbelt.
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Before doing that she began to remember the breathing lessons from our workshop. I
talked about the importance of taking time for a breath, especially in a crisis situation.
In most any situation there IS time to take a big, deep breath.
This helps calm you down, lower your heart rate and clear your mind, making room for
rational thought. After taking a breath and relaxing a moment she realized what to do.
If she had just pushed her seatbelt release button she would have dropped down
through the cab to the passenger door below. It was quite a distance to drop. By
considering her options she was able to hold onto part of the vehicle and support
herself before releasing the belt, thus preventing her from free falling and reducing her
potential for injury. She walked away from the accident unhurt.
This is one story that comes to mind when I talk about the use of breath in all areas of
our life. It serves as a great example of how taking the time to breathe can positively
change the outcome of a situation. So, go forward and remember to breathe.

Centering
The concept of using your center is very predominant in traditional martial arts,
especially in Aikido or Aiki-Budo. Remember, these arts are primarily defensive. The
object is to bring the situation to a peaceful resolution. In 2011 my husband Rob and I
experienced a whole new level of mastery in the discipline of Aikido. We both held
ranks in Karate but not in Aikido. The Aiki practice had been included in some of our
training but we were still at the beginner level. Our Sensei invited many of us to join
him for a weekend of Aikido training with some of his Senseis in Indiana. This event
would give us an intimate and up close opportunity to train with some of the most
skilled and respected teachers in the arts. Our weekend was a wonderful blend of
training, sharing, learning and camaraderie. It left a lasting impression on both of us.
We will always cherish the lessons learned and the joyful, mindful way they were
shared.

A smile, a gentle touch, and in the next moment you find
yourself face down on the floor, rendered useless. All
within the blink of an eye!
Over the years we met and trained with some of
these Senseis and their senior students at our
Brattleboro dojo. We always looked forward to
training with this group. This particular session
included two of Kyoshi Donahue's highest
ranking and respected teachers, Soke Thomas
Burdine and Soke Michael Pabst. On several
occasions over the years we had the privilege of
training with Soke Pabst and were really looking
forward to learning more from him.
He never ceased to amaze us! We were also
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looking forward to being taught by Soke Burdine, someone we had heard much about
for years but had yet to meet. He was the highest ranking instructor at this particular
dojo. When he entered the dojo you knew you were in the presence of a Master. We all
bowed and greeted him as was customary. He was a tall man with an easy smile that put
you at ease. However, we learned quickly that you couldn’t let his smile and easy way of
being fool you. Being thrown or taken to the ground by a Master, even one in his late
70’s, is an experience you don’t forget. You just hope to catch a glimpse of what the heck
he did that landed you where you ended up so fast. For me, one of the most important
elements of this training was to focus on the all-important tasks of relaxing, blending
and allowing myself to be “peacefully discarded.” This was the best way to avoid injury.
You needed to simply (or not), just relax and become “one” with the ground. Done with
a certain degree of skill it makes it look effortless and easy, which it is not.
Quieting your urge to “fight and resist” is one of the hardest, yet most important
lessons. It is in our nature to protect ourselves. At the thought of a threat we tense up
and get ready for the battle. Our training in Aikido requires us to change this innate
response. We must become centered and stay relaxed. Breathing, connecting and
blending energies with our attacker is paramount. We need to get out of our brains and
into our centers. It is exactly the same when we work with our horses. When things go
wrong we first must be aware of and get control of our emotions. If we find ourselves
feeling scared or angry we need to take time for a breath, relax and center ourselves,
emotionally, physically and/or mentally. This will help lead us to a more productive,
safe and peaceful resolution. Keep in mind that with horses it is never about us versus
them. It is always about going somewhere together, at that moment.
I recall one specific experience from our training in Indiana. I was working with Soke
Pabst who was sitting in a chair. The exercise was for me to go in for a wrist grab on
him. I did as instructed and in the blink of an eye I was face down on the floor. Then,
with a flick of his wrist, I was on my back. He proceeded to effortlessly flip me back and
forth. I felt like a fish out of water, rendered completely useless. It was totally amazing
and just a little comical.
Like horsemanship, the effectiveness of Aikido comes down to just a few main
principals. One must understand timing, human anatomy, motion and movement. You
must be able to read that person and anticipate what is coming. It doesn’t matter what
size person you are dealing with or how defenseless you think they might be. Same goes
with the horse. It isn’t about size. It is about timing, understanding their anatomy,
motion and movement. It is about reading their body language and being aware of your
own.
Receiving, blending and redirecting shared energy is the pathway to a peaceful
resolution. In the martial arts, as in horsemanship, developing these skills can take
years to accomplish. Our minds tend to get in the way of us being able to access our
centers. Employing the key elements in this book will help lead you to more safe and
harmonious experiences with your equine friend.
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Locating & using your center
The balance point of every object lies within its center. For example, let’s use a pencil.
Once you find the exact center of the pencil you will be able to balance it on the tip of
your finger. In this chapter you will learn how to find your own center and then
discover how to access it for mental, emotional and physical strength. Obtaining the
ability to use and think through our center can be life changing.
The idea of having and using a center may seem elusive at first. Just trust that each of us
has one and we all possess the ability to use it. Thinking and acting through our centers
help to restore emotional, mental and physical balance within our lives.
It is our place of energy and control. Just like breathing, centering is essential to
improving our work with horses. Once you have an understanding of what it is and how
it works, the important and more difficult part is remembering to use it.

“Water is the softest thing, yet it can penetrate mountains
and earth. This shows clearly the principle of softness
overcoming hardness.”
~Lao Tsu~
The Unbendable Arm
I first learned about “use of center” back in the mid-eighties while training in the
Shoalin Kempo dojo. We were doing partner work. One person was told to hold their
arm out straight in front of
their bodies. Their partner
was told to stand on the
outside of their arm, place
one hand on top of their
bicep and the other under
their wrist. The person
facing the extended arm
was to try and bend it at
the elbow, while the other
tried to keep it held
straight out.
The first phase of the
exercise was to use
muscle and resistance. Just duke it out and may the strongest person win. As you might
imagine, both people were gritting their teeth, fisting their hands, holding their breath
and using muscles all throughout their bodies. Eventually, the strongest person would
prevail. However, both were left feeling the effects of the struggle. Their muscles were
tired and sore. Their bodies had become tense and unbalanced.
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Less is more!
After experiencing the struggle we were then told to try it a different way. We were
shown how to locate our centers and told to practice breathing in and out from there.
The person whose arm was extended was told how to correct their stance. They needed
to be in kiba-dachi, also referred to as a horse stance. This placed their feet hip-width
apart and their knees softly bent, allowing for the flow of qi (energy.)
Then they extended their arm, imagining that they were sending energy out with every
exhale. It flowed from their centers, up through their body, out their relaxed extended
arm, through their soft, open finger tips and beyond. Much later I discovered that Sally
Swift used the image of your arm being like a fire hose with water shooting out to the
farthest point imaginable. The person with their arm extended was also told not to
think about resisting. They needed to simply relax and just keep the water flowing out
with each breath.
Their opponent instantly found that it was much harder or altogether impossible to
bend their arm. There was a new strength in them that seemed effortless. The one
trying to bend the arm was red-faced, shaking, off balance, holding their breath and
using all their muscles. The one standing was relaxed, talking, wiggling their fingers and
even smiling. That one could keep the battle going all day long, unlike the one fighting to
bend their arm. This is the kind of strength we can all tap in to. It comes from the inside,
not the outside.
The second time I came across this technique was in a Centered Riding clinic many
years later. Sally Swift, who was in her 80’s at this time, was going to demonstrate the
exercise. She stood up and invited the only man in the room to come forward. Sally was
using a walker at this time due to having neuropathy. Because of this a couple of us
jumped up and stood protectively behind, just in case she became unbalanced. She did
not request us to do this. She obviously had no concern whatsoever. As it turned out, we
didn't need to have any concerns either. Sally proceeded to talk us through the process.
I don’t recall many of the details, but I do recall that this man could not bend her arm
which was quite remarkable to us all! I demonstrate and teach this exercise in most of
my Centered Riding Clinics. For the demonstration I often choose someone who
appears strong. Many years ago, at a clinic in Florida, I chose my host’s husband. He was
a giant of a guy that towered over my 5'9" frame. He played college football and looked
to be all muscle. (Inside I was actually wondering if I bit off more than I could chew, but
there was only one way to find out.)
I explained the exercise and we began the initial “fight it out” phase. He made little work
of bending my arm. Then there came the real test. I corrected my stance, softened my
eyes, began breathing deep into my center and extended my relaxed arm out away from
my body. On each exhale, I imagined the energy flowing out through my finger tips and
beyond. I nodded my head to signal to him that I was ready. He began trying to bend my
arm. After a moment I had to interrupt the exercise and ask him to cup my wrist instead
of gripping it. His huge hand was squeezing my “not so huge wrist” and threatening to
crush all its little vulnerable bones. He corrected his hold and we proceeded.
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After a few moments he was able to succeed in getting some bend in my arm. However,
he himself, along with everyone else in the room, was truly amazed at the difference.
This isn't a magic trick, it has nothing to do with how physically big or strong you are. It
has everything to do with understanding how to breath correctly, how to access your
center, how to use imagery and then to believe in the ideology behind it all. The goal of
this exercise isn't to prove that your arm is absolutely unbendable.
The goal is to demonstrate what kind of strength every one of us can tap into when we
access our centers. It allows people the opportunity to really feel the difference for
themselves and discover their own inner strength. Over the many years of teaching this
exercise (referred to in Centered Riding as the “unbendable arm”) I have never had a
student who wasn't successful to some extent. As is true with everything else, your
ability to access your center and tap into its strength improves with practice.

Where is your center?
Your center is located down deep inside your pelvis, below and behind your belly
button. Place your thumb on your navel and allow your hand to rest below it. Place your
other hand on the small of your back. Between your hands lies your center.
You can imagine your center as a sphere, filled with energy and a little weight, floating
within you. Your center is your area of strength and control. Combining diaphragmatic
breathing with centering allows you to rebalance yourself physically, mentally and
emotionally.
Learning how to access your center is a life skill that benefits everyone. Remembering
to use that skill in times of trouble can result in a more balanced and safe outcome.
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Three Types of Centering
Physical
Centering yourself allows for physical balance of both you and your horse. In an early
Centered Riding clinic I recall Sally Swift explaining to us that balance is one of those
things that we cannot keep. It is dynamic. We will get it, lose it and then get it back
again. With practice and by improving our core strength we will discover that we get to
keep it longer and with greater ease. When we do lose it, which is inevitable, we will be
able to regain it quicker and quicker.
One of the best examples of physical rebalancing is the half halt. An effective half halt
comes from your center, your seat, your legs, and lastly, into your hands. Many riders
are taught that it comes from the hands first or only. Centered Riding teaches us to
always use our bodies first in order to affect the horse. It helps us to always remember
that the horse’s movement will generally mirror our own. Therefore, we must “fix”
ourselves before attempting to “fix” the horse.
In a half halt the goal is not to engage the mouth of the horse, but to rebalance and
engage his hind end. Therefore, it must generate from our “hind end.” We want the
horse to shift his weight to his hind quarters, lift his back and lighten his front end. The
final aspect of the half halt is for the horse to soften and lighten in the front. Your hands
are involved only by virtue of being attached to your center. You are basically doing a
pelvic tilt and can imagine that your hands are attached to your pelvis. When your
pelvis rocks down and back your hands will follow. If the horse is trained to softness in
the bridle a small sponge squeeze with your ring finger or fingers should be all that is
needed to finish off the rebalance.

Mental
Centering yourself mentally allows you to focus your mind and your attitude. As we
know, horses are always living in the moment. One of their greatest gifts to us is the
reminder to do the same. We must try our best to clear our minds of things in the past
or in the future. Being with them necessitates this. It is the best way to truly enjoy our
time together.

Emotional
Emotional centering allows you to feel, absorb and connect with your environment and
those in your presence. Deep breathing is the tool that will help get you to the place of
relaxation, calmness and openness. This is the pathway to finding peace in chaos.
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Case Study – A lesson in Grounding
Tucker was a 5-year old, bay quarter horse I purchased for my lesson program. He was
a handsome, 16.2 hand gelding with a sweet and basically quiet disposition. I was
visiting a barn in New Hampshire to look at a horse for sale. I recall passing by him in
the barn aisle on my way to the indoor arena. I remember the way he looked at me with
interest, ears pricked and kind, soft eyes. My first impression was that he was
handsome and looked like a sweet guy, but much too tall. It didn't matter because I
knew he wasn't the one I was there to see.
As is often the case, the horse I went to look at turned out not at all to be what I was
interested in. He was cranky in the cross ties, tried to bite the owner while he was being
tacked up and ended up looking a little lame. We often discover a few surprises once we
get a horse home, but I tried not to buy a horse with known problems, and this guy had
his share. I needed a suitable horse for my riding program and he did not fit the bill.
After excusing him they mentioned that the bay gelding in the barn aisle might be
coming up for sale and asked if I wanted to take a look at him. I left thinking that he was
quite nice, just a little taller than I really wanted.
Not long after my visit I received a call saying that in fact his owner had decided to sell
him. I was headed out to a clinic and so asked my husband if he would take our son and
go assess this horse in my absence. I knew the value of seeing a horse more than once
and also in getting a second opinion. Moreover, I would know what he was like under
saddle, with two other riders on his back, on a different day.
My husband is the typical horse husband. He has a lot on his to do list and for pleasure
his first ride of choice is his Harley. While he enjoys riding horses, back then it typically
only happened a few times a year. Our youngest son Tyler was around ten years old at
that time. Having grown up on a horse farm he loved the animals but his desire to ride
was short lived. He had other interests that also ended with him choosing motorcycles
over horses. Go figure! The guys in my family seem to be drawn to go a different sort of
horse power. (Maybe it has something to do with control, or lack thereof.)
The following weekend they headed up with another father/son team who were friends
of ours. Our friends’ son was actually a student of mine at the time.
I’m not sure if it is good parenting or not, but any horse I bought had to pass the “kid”
test. And it wasn't a kid who rode all the time, but one who didn’t. This test meant that I
would put our youngest child up on the horse, after I had ridden and assessed them
myself of course. I wanted to see how the horse would respond to a less skilled rider. If
they passed this test I figured that they might work out as a lesson horse. Luckily for us,
and probably for Tyler, I had very little turnover and not many occasions to go horse
shopping.
I called my husband later that night, anxious to hear how it went. My husband’s first
response was that the horse was too tall. He said that he had gotten a nose bleed upon
mounting. (His wit and humor is one of his more endearing traits.) When we discussed
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the specifics of the rides, all had gone fine. He did mention that when Tyler cued him to
jog with a little too strong a cue, he went off into a lope. The lope was slow and relaxed.
Tyler was able to easily bring him back down to a jog and then a walk. Even though the
horse’s training and attitude were appropriate, my husband told me he didn't think he
was a suitable lesson horse because of his height. He felt he was just too tall. So, of
course, I went right out and bought him. (Just so you know, he did fine and turned out to
be a good lesson horse for advanced beginners and adults.) Upon arrival at our farm my
husband immediately began to refer to him, not by his given name “Tucker,” but by
“Nose Bleed” or “Too Tall,” That’s the way it was around our house.
I always give a new horse a few days to settle in and then begin with ground work. I
generally start horses in the round pen to get a feel of them mentally, emotionally, and
physically. Tucker was pretty much what I expected. However, there was one thing that
I couldn’t quite figure out. When I asked him to canter to the right he would get really
quick and just bomb around the pen. I always made sure to warm him up slowly. I
would ask for walk/trot in both directions. Once I got calmness and softness I would ask
for the left lead canter which would go fine, and then lastly the right lead canter. In the
beginning it was always the same reaction. He would start off with a hop or a buck, and
then just bolt. He ran like his life depended on it. I would then try to bring him down
calmly and quickly, in order to prevent injury. Much later on we discovered that he did
have some physical issues with his lumbar area which may have been the cause of this
problem.
One day I decided to lunge him in the outdoor arena. I thought a bigger circle and a
more open feeling might help him. After we warmed up and it seemed like all the stars
were aligned, I asked for the right lead canter. It started off okay until he passed the
corner by the gate, when the long side opened up in front of him. That was when he flat
out bolted. I held on tight and he took me right off my feet. After a moment it became
clear to me that I wasn’t going to win this one. I had to let go of the lunge line or be
dragged. I chose letting go, which I hate to do! It’s funny how we sometimes truly think
that we are stronger than 1100 pounds of horse. Eventually, he stopped running, as
they always do, and I proceeded to retrieve him.
I got things sorted out and decided that I needed to be ready for what I knew was
coming. I also added a second line that would help me control the outside of his body.
When he passed the letter “A” on his way to the gate I got “ready.” I braced myself,
engaged my biceps and thought, now I’m ready big boy, bring it on. I'll hold you this
time.
I have no idea why I thought the outcome would be any different. (As we know, the
definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over and expecting different
results.) The same exact thing happened and I had to let go again. I HATED it just as
much that second time! Clearly I was missing something profound here.
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Using all three aspects of centering
After getting things back together and taking some time to reflect I suddenly realized
what I had to do. I needed to center myself mentally, emotionally and physically.
Instead of using my brain, my emotions and my muscles, I had to just breathe, ground
and go into my center.

Mentally - I needed to stop thinking about what I wanted or didn't want to happen
because when we are in our brains we cannot be in our bodies.

Emotionally - I needed to center myself emotionally, relaxing and simply staying in
the moment with the horse.

Physically-I had to resist the urge to go to physical strength by using the muscles in
the front of my body, such as my biceps. Instead I needed to breathe, ground and allow
the energy to travel down the back of my body.
I walked Tucker around and practiced my breathing, centering and grounding. I waited
yet again until he was calm and responsive. I put him out on the circle to the left and all
went well. I changed directions and took him to the right at walk and trot. When it was
time for the canter I checked in with my breathing, got centered, got grounded and
thought about sending the energy around the circle towards the middle. I kept my focus
and clear intent on the fact the “we” were going to continue our circle to the right. When
I felt him tense up and start to quicken I centered and grounded again. Although I felt
some tension in the lines, he stayed right on the circle and went around without a
problem. I immediately stopped him, praised
him and headed back to the barn.
Clearly much of Tucker’s problem was that this
had become a habit. For a reason unknown to
me at the time, a habit and behavior had
formed. It most likely originated from physical
discomfort and/or lack of strength and balance.
From there he was left with the memory which
manifested into a behavior that became a habit.
The take away lesson for me and now for you is
that anytime you find yourself using muscle
with a horse, please know that there is a better
way. The first thing to do is assess why you are
resorting to using muscle. Is he resisting or
getting strong because he is in pain, or because
he doesn’t understand the request? Is he not
mentally, physically or emotionally able to do
what you are asking? Are you not being clear
with your body and your intent?
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Is there something that you need to change? These are all things that must be
considered first when things aren’t going well.
There are times when we meet a horse that challenges us and gets strong. This can be
either on the ground, under saddle or both. In either or both cases there comes a time
when we must be able to hold onto them, for their safety, our safety or the safety of
others. Those are the times when we need to remember to breathe, center and ground.
You will be amazed at how strong you are when you work from your center and not
your muscles.
Learning how to access our centers is a life skill that everyone should possess.
Remembering to use that skill in times of trouble can result in a more balanced and safe
outcome. Here I have provided you with an introduction to the key components of this
practice and how to apply them. I have shared examples of how effective they can be in
certain situations. Personally developing these skills will most likely require
experiential, hands on learning as well. You would benefit by training in a traditional
martial art that teaches these philosophies, by studying other styles of eastern arts
and/or by learning and practicing the Centered Riding basics.

Grounding
Grounding is our connection to the earth. It allows us to give and receive energy. You
can think of it as a gravitation pull downward. You may have experienced grounding in
a couple of different ways without really thinking about it.
Have you ever picked up a 50 pound dog and commenced to carry him into the
bathroom for a bath? If he is anything like my dog you may have experienced him
getting heavier and heavier the closer you got to the tub. In mere moments he was
seemingly able to double his weight and body mass. He went from 50 pounds of not so
easy to carry to almost impossible to carry.
It’s the same feeling as when you go to lift up a sleeping child. When you go to pick them
up while they are awake they reach up to you. You are then easily able to hike them up
on your hip and away you go. Now, take that same child when they are asleep. You bend
down and reach into your car to lift them out of the car seat. They feel like a sack of
potatoes. It seems like they have doubled their weight, making your task much more
difficult.
These scenarios offer you two good examples of one form of grounding. When the body
of a dog or a person is no longer supporting itself or in the case of the dog, not on board
with your desire to move them, the earth’s gravitational pull becomes evident. That
“pull” makes moving or carrying an object much more difficult. In the dojo we used
grounding for stabilization and strength. It was our connection to the earth, making it
difficult for one to move us. Just like centering, there is the physical element of
grounding, and also a mental and emotional element.
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Sally Swift uses the image of a spruce tree in her book, Centered Riding 1. In that image
you can see the roots growing down and out, deep into the earth’s soil. The roots
provide stability for the tree, offering it a strong foundation.
Grounding also offers us stability. It provides us with a solid foundation to exist upon.
The success of what exists above is directly affected by what exists below. If the
foundation is weak then everything above it is also weak. Try this exercise.

Exercise
Find Your “Grounding”









Stand up. Spread your toes. Imagine your roots growing down deep into the
earth. Allow the earth’s energy to flow up to you and then back down into the
ground.
Stand in balance with your feet hip width apart. Keep your knees softly bent.
Take some big, deep breaths. Allow your breath to travel down your torso,
down your legs and out your feet, into the ground.
Imagine your “roots” spreading down and out into the earth. Feel the stability
that they are offering you and your overall connection to the earth.
Now, go for a walk and continue with the breathing. Keep this feeling of
heaviness and connectedness to the ground as you travel.
Keep your knees soft and your toes spread out.
Imagine that you are leaving a deep footprint in the sand. You can see the
outline of every toe and every part of your foot in the sand.
You should experience complete relaxation, fluidity of movement, ease of
balance and a solid connection to the ground.

In the dojo we used grounding for stabilization and strength. It was our connection to
the earth, making it difficult for one to move us. Just like with centering, there is the
physical element of grounding, but also a mental and emotional element to grounding.
Our ability to ground ourselves was often put to the test. In one instance we would be
told to “freeze” in a certain position while doing kata. We might have been left with one
arm fully extended in front of us while at the far reach of our punch. Then we would be
required to hold that position for what often seemed like an eternity.
As we progressed in our training we learned ways to make it much easier. The first
thing to do was to relax your shoulders and let go tension. Isolate and release any
muscles that were working unnecessarily. Imagining that your arm was being
supported and suspended by a string attached to the ceiling helped you release your
muscles. You had to allow your body and mind to just be in the moment. You needed to
avoid “thinking” about what you were doing or mentally acknowledge your tiring
muscles. You had to just breathe and stay centered.
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Every exhale was an opportunity to send energy from our centers, throughout our
bodies and down to the ground for strength and stability.
Our Sensei would then often walk around the room to test us for mental, emotional and
physical centering and grounding. He might push us in different directions by our
shoulders to check our stability. He might grab the fist of our extended arm and push or
pull on it. If we tried to anticipate his actions we would unbalance ourselves.
He might slap at our calves, thighs or ankles to see if we would waver or remain solid in
our stance, firmly planted on the ground. Our success depended on our ability to stay
present in the moment but let go mentally and emotionally. It was about developing a
strong, grounded and stable presence regardless of the circumstances. Occasionally, he
would use the element of surprise and approach us from behind. We knew that
eventually it was going to be our turn, but not exactly when. Anticipation would always
get you in trouble. The only way to succeed was to be diligently mindful and present,
focusing on your breathing, your centering and your connection to the ground.
This type of training was a blessing because it taught us to be in our bodies and not our
brains. We had to let go of thought that was based in the past or future. Thinking about
the “what ifs” always spelled trouble. You would lose center. The natural human
response to thinking about “impending doom” is to tense up, go into the fetal position,
stop breathing and offer resistance using muscle. As soon as we become emotional and
get into our brains, we are instantly out of our bodies and very vulnerable. We stop
breathing, become brittle and are easily unbalanced. We lose our connection to the
earth, and with that goes our mental, emotional and physical well-being.
Whether we are in the dojo, walking down a dark alley, or working with our horses, the
answer is the same. You must be in the moment. You need to continue breathing,
centering, grounding and connecting to the earth with each breath. These are the
golden rules for our work with horses. They will help to keep us safe, offer us clarity of
mind when needed, and allow us to feel. These skills will help enable us to appreciate
and enjoy the preciousness of the moment.

Grounding replaces “gripping”
I spoke earlier about my first lesson in Centered Riding. I mentioned that early on I
learned that gripping with your inner thighs was what helped you stay in the saddle.
That’s what gave me the feeling of security. I appreciated and enjoyed the differences in
my body when Lucile started talking to me about letting go, relaxing and riding without
tension. My body loved it and my horse loved it. I was able to ride more comfortably, for
longer periods of time. However, riding in this relaxed manner left me feeling much less
secure. I felt that when I rode with my legs hanging heavy and relaxed around the
horse’s barrel I could easily become unseated if the ride were to get exciting.
One of the beauties of Centered Riding is that when we as instructors take something
away from our students we can and will replace it with something else. Sally Swift was a
master of using imagery. She taught her instructors, not only to tell our students what
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to change but how to change it. When I am teaching a CHA Instructor Certification Clinic
I remind the instructors that if their students could do what they were asking of them
they would. “If” is often a matter of the rider not knowing a different way, or not being
able to change a habit that they were not even aware they had.
The imagery that Sally provided offers many tools to assist our riders. They are an
important key in teaching the “how to.” Her work will always be invaluable to us and to
those whose riding we influence.
In order to regain my sense of security in the saddle all I had to do was find my
grounding. I had to allow my energy to go out through my feet and reach down deep
into the ground. This was my connection to the earth and the key to my security. My
experience and practice with grounding in the dojo allowed me to apply it while
mounted on my horse. I found that as long as I was centered and balanced on the horse
all I needed to add was grounding to feel connected and secure. I then was able to
replace gripping with grounding, creating a much more enjoyable ride for my horse and
myself.

Grounding in the saddle
Grounding in the saddle happens by releasing tension and allowing your breath to
travel down your long, heavy legs, out the bottom of your feet to the ground. Sally gives
us the image of our legs hanging all the way to the ground, making the connection seem
possible.
Your seat, while it should remain connected, must also be able to move freely with the
horse’s movement. Be sure that your grounding doesn’t end up in your seat. This would
cause you to ride heavy in the saddle and make your horse’s job much more difficult.
Every rider has a responsibility to their horses to carry themselves. This is done by
supporting the upper torso and keeping your ribcage lifted and open, like in our
walking mediation. When your pelvis is balanced in and your ribcage is lifted you
should be able to move in rhythm with your horse. Remember not to make your horse
carry the sleeping child, the petrified dog or the sack of potatoes.
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This walking mediation exercise combines breathing, centering and grounding.
Enjoy the quiet, confident, secure feeling that you get when all these things come
together.

Exercise - Walking Meditation,
Breathing, Centering, & Grounding
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Begin walking around with knees softly bent. Become aware of your
breathing. Be sure your diaphragm is expanding and contracting with
each breath.
Scan your body for tension. Upon your next exhale allow your breath to
travel down your shoulders and arms, through your torso, down
through your center, down your legs, out your feet and into the ground,
releasing any and all tension from your body.
Find your center down deep in your pelvis. Imagine that there is a
beam of light radiating out from it and let that light guide you on your
walk. Try to avoid using your mind at all.
Become aware of how you are carrying yourself. As you walk allow
your body to fully relax but keep your ribcage lifted and your chest
open. Allow your shoulders to drop away from your ears and hang
heavily by your sides.
Remember the sleeping child and imagine that the earth’s gravity
is pulling you downward into the ground.
Spread your toes and imagine that your feet are filling out every inch of
your shoes. Become aware of the ball of your foot as you step down.
Allow it to spread out and make complete contact with the ground each
and every step.
Now just continue to focus on breathing, centering and grounding as
you make a few more trips.

Correct posture - Training for it out of the saddle
We want our horses to be athletes so that they can easily carry us for years to come. In
order to do so we must also be athletes so that we can be able to ride them for years to
come. Our fitness and posture on the horse has a huge impact on his fitness and
posture. One of the best ways to break old habits and improve your overall posture is to
practice it off the horse. That is the time to strengthen the muscles necessary to hold
you erect. Practice this while you are driving in the car or working at your desk. Is your
pelvis level, allowing the small of your back to be soft, full and long? Are your seat bones
equally weighted? Are your shoulders relaxed and dropped down away from your
ears? This self-awareness checklist will help you naturally be a better rider, and your
horse will LOVE it!
Energy- Energy (ki or chi) needs to be initiated from your center—not from
extremities (using muscles). By understanding the flow of energy and how to direct
it you can achieve calmness, strength and clear communication. Learn how to
“receive” and “redirect” energy rather than offer up resistance to it. It’s a win-win!
We have previously talked some about blending and redirecting energy. To prevent
getting struck in the dojo we used the projection of energy, both physically and
mentally. For example, envision that someone is coming at you with his arm raised up,
intending to strike you from overhead. Trying to resist would just continue the conflict
and most likely result in you being overtaken by the bigger and stronger person that is
attacking you.
Our defense was to simply deflect their arm with ours, preventing them from landing
the strike and us from receiving the blow. When the attacker came in with arm raised
we would simultaneously step to the side with our arm raised. This allowed the outside
of our arms to slide against each other. The result was a pain-free approach to getting
us out of the line of fire.
This initial movement could be followed up by sliding your hand down their arm,
grabbing their wrist, locking out their elbow with your other hand, stepping back and
spinning both of you 180 degrees. The object was to accept and receive their energy,
which was coming forward towards you.
You then used that energy, and their own momentum, to help you spin them around
and guide them to a face down position on the floor with their arm bent up behind their
back. This left you behind and above them, thus ending the conflict. It was a matter of
receiving and blending with their energy, not trying to stop it, but simply redirecting it
to where you would like it to go. Your goal is met when you have brought the conflict to
a peaceful resolution.
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Back at the barn
This idea of using energy and projection is also effective with our horses. It first
requires that you be centered and grounded so that you become emotionally, mentally
and physically stable. Previously I mentioned that you don’t want to try to resist or
control a 1,000 pound flight animal. Making their idea your idea by accepting their
energy and redirecting it can serve you well.
In Horse Agility we are always working towards liberty with a horse. Our intention is to
take the lead line off and be able to direct them. At first we simply want them to follow
us and then eventually to go away from us, navigate an obstacle and then return to us. I
begin each agility clinic with a leading exercise of stop, start and steer using little to no
halter or lead line pressure. Most of us have been taught to rely on the contact that is
passed through the lead line, to the halter, to the horse's head, in order to control him.
When we judge Horse Agility competitions the human loses a point off their
horsemanship score any time the lead line gets tight. I mark the score sheet with a "TR",
for “tight rope.” I love this rule because it puts the blame where it belongs, which is on
the human. The horse doesn’t need to change, the human does. It really encourages
handlers to learn a different way to communicate with their horses.
In the beginning I explain that everyone can expect to have “TRs” written on their sheet
if they are new to this philosophy. Why wouldn't they? We must learn to walk before we
learn to run and fly. The lesson resonates with them because they are there to learn a
better approach and losing points is often memorable. They develop a means to
communicate with their horses by first being aware of themselves. Then they use
mindfulness, awareness, intent, body language and their energy to physically and
mentally project where and how they would like their horses to go. For those who are
ready we wrap the lead line and give them a go at liberty as you see in these two photos.
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Perfecting that halt
Let’s assume you and your horse are walking along nicely and you are coming up to the
cone at which you want to stop. I often see people just stop their feet abruptly when
they reach the cone. When this happens the horse runs into the halter pressure and/or
gets a physical tug to make him come to a stop. Try the mindful halt steps below to
practice using your energy, your body language and your breath to halt at a cone.

The Mindful Halt









Prepare yourself for halt about two strides before the cone.
Lift your shoulders up & rock back
Inhale a deep audible breath as you slow down your feet
Think of rolling your center down and back.
Slowly lift your hands as you lean back slightly.
Time your audible exhale so that it happens just before you reach the cone.
Land with your feet squared up. This is an important element of any halt. Your
horse will mimic your body right down to the position of your feet.
You can even exaggerate dropping your “tail” down under as you transition to
the halt. This mimics what we want the horse to do with his body.

The body language described above will give him advance notice of the down
transition. He will see, hear and feel what is going on in your body. He should
respond by lifting and getting lighter in his front end, shifting his weight to his hind
end and “sitting” down for a halt.

Walking off in harmony
Now it’s time to walk off with your horse. It sounds easy so I’m going to make it a little
more complicated. The first thing to be aware of is making sure that you give your
horse an idea that you are intending to walk off. When you do that you move him with
your body and not from a pull on his head. It’s much more kind and just another step in
developing connection with your horse. Try the steps below to help you both move off
in harmony.
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The Mindful Walk-Off









Envision walking off, look up and project your energy straight out ahead of
you.
Lean forward slightly with your shoulders, raise your arms up and point
with your open fingers. The lead line should have enough slack so that when
you raise up your arms there is no contact on the halter.
Here’s the hard part . . . WAIT . . . for your horse to acknowledge your cues
and begin to shift his weight forward. Remember that he has to see the
changes in your body with his eyes, process them with his mind, and then
send a message to his feet. This very well may take a couple of seconds. Be
patient, aware and mindful.
Once your horse begins to step off relax your arms and just go.
Walk with clear intent and project energy out to where you are headed.
Only lift your hands and point again if he loses focus, you are making a turn,
changing directions or stopping.
The arm and hand cues will only be needed until your horse responds to the
movement in your body. If you are patient and consistent it won’t take long.
Done well, your horse will feel that you are energetically connected and
gladly follow your lead.

People are often amazed that their horse walks and stops with only a breath and their
body language. I know that the horses really appreciate this style of communication.
They become so responsive because their humans are attentive, aware and talking to
them via body language. This replaces what often happens when the human is not in the
moment and being mindful. Then the pressure to walk or halt comes out of nowhere.
That is simply rude to your horse. You wouldn’t do this to your child so don’t do it to
your horse. Your goal is to walk with your horse as if you are gently holding hands with
him.
This process begins your journey of communication with the horse through your center,
your mind and your heart. The interaction (notice I didn’t say “training” session)
becomes much more peaceful, pleasant and positive, while still being very productive.
It’s a win-win for you and your horse. Now go out and prosper. Remember that every
time you are leading your horse you are either training or un-training him. He can only
truly learn a new way if you are committed and mindful.
If you only practice this in the ring and then go back to just using halter pressure when
you pass through the gate it all is for nothing. Creating lasting change begins with you.
You must be in the moment, aware and committed to this different way of working with
your horse. From this place everything will just get better and better for you both.
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Our horses, our mirrors
This picture is a perfect example of shared energy and connection. During this
versatility competition the task was to trot onto the tarp and halt. Those that could
work the obstacles with the least amount of halter pressure were scored higher than
those who could not. Navigating
without pressure displayed a true
connection with the horse and a
clear understanding of how much
the handler’s body and energy
influenced the horses’ behavior and
movement. Deb and Scout are
displaying a nice example of
working in harmony with each
other. Scout easily reads the changes
in Deb’s body and energy, allowing
them both to stop in a balanced
manner on the tarp with no pressure
on the halter.

Review
The Walk Off
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Look up and ahead. Project energy from your eyes and your center.
Lean forward and lift your arms (as if you are holding two reins).
Point forward with your open fingers.
Wait for your horse to lean forward and begin taking a step.
Now move off and walk WITH your horse. Relax and just “be” in movement.

The Halt
1. Look up, see your target and figure out how much notice your horse will
need.
2. This will vary with the amount of energy you and the horse are putting out
and the responsiveness and training level of your horse.
3. Pick the spot where YOU should start transitioning down.
4. When you reach that spot begin to slow down and lean back with your
shoulders.
5. Inhale and slowly begin raising your hands up with fingers open and
pointing upward.
6. Exhale, tuck your tail and halt your feet squarely and confidently.
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How we affect our horse’s behavior
There are many examples of this topic throughout the book, along with tools that will
help us become more aware and mindful. However, I want to share an article that I
came across many years ago and often share at my clinics. The results of this study
serve as a perfect example of how we humans affect our horses. The study was
conducted in 2009 by researchers in the Department of Animal Environment and
Health at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences.
The purpose of the study was to test the effect that humans had on horses. The focus
was on how and if nervousness of the human affected the horse. In this study they
checked the heart rate of 10 horses and the 20 different people who led them. The
unmounted experiment was followed by a mounted session where they checked the
heart rates of 17 horses and the 17 different people who rode them. All of the people
used in the study were females of mixed ages and horse experience. The horses were all
Swedish pleasure horses of mixed breeds, genders and ages.
The study was conducted in an indoor arena. Each horse and human pair either walked
or rode four times between two points marked “A” and “B.” The markers were a
distance of 30 meters (98.4 feet) apart. Before they made the fourth pass between the
markers the participants were told that a person holding an umbrella was going to open
it as they passed by. However, the umbrella was never actually opened, meaning that
the fourth experience was exactly the same as the prior three. The results were that the
heart rate for every human, mounted and unmounted, increased on the fourth trip.
Most notable though was that so did the heart rate of each and every horse on the
fourth trip.
This study provides us with the scientific basis for something that many of us already
know. Our horses are intuitive. They read us like a book. We cannot lie to them or try to
be something that we are not. Animals in general have this ability. They make us reach
deep within ourselves for answers that will help. I often hear from my students that
they realize the affect that their nervousness has on their horses' behavior. Much
trouble comes out of this exact situation. This is why we all need to develop tools to
help prepare us mentally, physically and emotionally to be the best we can for our
horses. This is another part of the journey that will help lead us to more safe and
enjoyable experiences with our equine partners.

The importance of self-awareness
One day I was teaching at a nearby stable. Waiting for my student to arrive I observed a
young lady lunging her horse. She was complaining to her “non-horsey” boyfriend,
leaning against the rail, that her horse would continually break gait. She was obviously
upset and made a big deal of it to her boyfriend. It was evident that she was trying to
impress him with her vast knowledge and ability to command this horse. I watched as
the horse willingly picked up the trot and then the canter upon request. He was actually
a very obedient horse and very attentive to his handler's requests. This young lady had
no idea whatsoever about the transference of her tone and body language to
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the horse. When her intention was actually to have the horse continue in canter she
herself would lower her energy and say things like, “See, he is going to break to trot” or
“Don’t you do it.” While she was speaking her tone challenged him to do exactly that so
she could make a big deal out of correcting him. Her excessive chatter meant nothing to
the horse, but her tone and body language did. Every time she said one of those things
with her voice deepening, the horse would break. Then she would chase him off with
the whip until he picked up the canter again. I had to bite my tongue and not offer
advice that wasn't asked for. Thankfully I was drawn away when my student arrived to
begin her lesson.

The 75/25 rule
Back in one of my first clinics with Sally Swift we were taught about the 75/25 rule. She
explained the importance of putting seventy-five percent of our energy on ourselves
and only giving our horses twenty-five percent. Her claim, and rightfully so, was that if
we take care of our bodies, and are aware of what we are doing, the horse will come
along. “Aware” and “Allow” were two of Sally’s favorite words. She taught us that we
must become aware of our mental, physical and emotional state before making a
request of our horses. Are we ready for the task at hand, free from distraction, and in
the moment? Have we prepared our own bodies and minds? Are we mindful about
relaying information in a way that the horse can understand? Once this is ensured we
can then make the request of our horse and simply allow it to happen. Things will not
always go perfectly, but they will always begin to go better.
When I reflected on this subject later it came to me that horses are born knowing how
to naturally do just about anything we ask of them. Like most prey animals, horses are
precocial. This term means they are relatively mature and mobile right from birth. This
gives them the amazing ability to flee from danger with the rest of their herd. We
humans, along with most other predators, fall in the opposite developmental category
called “altricial" which means "requiring nourishment.” These species are primarily
helpless at birth or upon hatching. In comparison, they develop over a much longer
period of time.
Therefore, horses being a precocial species, have the amazing capability of going
forward at walk, trot, canter and gallop, all within a seemingly short time of being born.
We watch them as they joyfully jump up, go sideways, go backwards, and perform
effortless flying lead changes. Considering this, we realize that we don't need to train
them how to do these things. They already know. It really only comes down to
developing a communication system so that they can understand what we are asking.
Equally important, we must also develop the skills needed to stay out of their way so
that they can do what we are asking. We also have the responsibility to help bring them
along physically, mentally and emotionally in a way that ensures their overall health
and well-being. All of these become the lesson in the lesson. It really is all about us,
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changing ourselves, improving our skill and being the best that we can be for our
horses. Much easier said than done! It takes a village and a lifetime.
Let’s revisit my story about the young girl lunging her horse. The lesson was that she
needed to learn how to become ultra-aware and vigilant about what her body and her
tone was relaying to her horse. We know that horses
are experts at reading body language. The majority of
their communication system in the herd is non-verbal.
We humans can only strive to fully understand their
level of expertise in this area. Had this young girl had
any knowledge about how she was affecting her horse’s
behavior things would have gone much better for her
him.
It is imperative that we consider and use Sally's 75/25
rule before making any request of our horses. Then we
must try to continue with that same level of awareness
throughout our time together. At times I even ask my
students to use a 90/10 rule. These are the times when
things will only get better if and when the human takes
care of themselves and stops worrying about and
focusing on their horses’ behavior. I often use this as a
warm-up exercise in my ground work clinics on the
first morning. Not unlike a horse show, the first half
hour can be filled with anxious people and anxious horses. The new environment,
exposure to and being part of an unknown group of horses, and people, can bring on a
ton of anxiety. The learning can only happen once we get to a place of calmness. Then
horses and humans will be ready and able to learn.
When asking the students to put 90 percent of their energy on themselves I walk them
through the Centered Riding basics of soft eyes, breathing, centering and balance. I talk
about grounding and being connected through their feet to the ground, offering them
stability. I remind them to smile, as that fixes almost everything. After a few trips
around the arena the horses miraculously begin to settle down and are walking calmly
next to their humans. Then we are ready to begin.

Mindfulness
I’ve come to realize that one of the most important skills that a horseperson must
develop is mindfulness. I am referring to mindfulness of yourself, mindfulness of your
environment and mindfulness of the horse you are in the presence of. Being mindful
plays a huge role in our ability to keep ourselves and our horses safe.
Before interacting with a horse you need to do a self-assessment. You need to ask
yourself how you are mentally, physically and emotionally. Trust me when I say that
your horse will make the same assessment of you. As I previously mentioned, animals
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have this ability mastered. They can size you up and read your intentions in an instant.
Ever go to find the barn cat when the vet is there to dish out annual shots? Or try to
find the dog when your intention is to give him his bath? They are gone! What about
the day that you hurry to the barn for your one hour of horse time before heading
home to the next thing on your list of things to do? You change into your riding clothes;
get out your tack and grooming kit and go to retrieve your horse. As you head out
across the pasture with halter and lead in hand he senses your hurriedness and turns
away. He heads out across the pasture towards his herd mates. Your first thought is not
a pleasant one. Why on the day that you have only a short amount of time to ride is he
pulling this stunt? Well, let’s take a look at things from his perspective. He sees:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

My human is tense.
Her eyes are hard.
Her heart rate is up.
Her breathing is shallow.
And her energy is telling me that she has it in for me. I’m outta here! I sure don’t
want to be any part of what she has intended for me. This is not going to be fun
and I am much safer and content here in the company of my herd mates.

When we are busy and mindless we can unknowingly frighten or be rude to our horses.
Try this little exercise with a human friend or family member. Better yet, try this with a
stranger if you dare.
1. Approach the human from the front.
2. Once you are within reaching distance open up your hand and spread your
fingers.
3. Reach up to his or her forehead and attempt to stroke them between the eyes.
If they respond at all like my audiences do at seminars, they will jump back and
possibly scream out a little. They are completely taken aback. As humans, we know
that this would be an obtrusive, rude and uncomfortable way to approach another
human being. It is actually a little creepy and not at all socially acceptable. We just
would never do that. Why then are we tempted to do this with our horses? I’m not
sure where our desire to stroke the face or head comes from, but it seems to come
naturally to us humans. My dog even occasionally reminds me that this is not how he
likes to be greeted. We adopted him from a shelter as a puppy. Although he has gained
confidence with age, he still occasionally demonstrates insecure behaviors. He is not
comfortable with an open hand coming towards his head, not even my hand, and I am
one of his most favorite people on the planet!
If we pay attention our horses will tell us how they prefer to be approached. One
approach that I learned, and that seems to consistently work well, is to look up at the
sky, look around (not directly at the horse), smile and breathe deeply as you wander
your way towards your horse. Once they acknowledge you with their eyes try to either
call them towards you or approach their shoulder. Many horses are not comfortable
being approached straight on towards their head. Feel free to offer them the back of
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your soft hand if they are reaching out for you. Wait for them to touch or smell your
hand. Once the horse acknowledges you and stands still, he is giving you permission to
enter his space. Reach up with a smile and offer him a gentle stroke. Notice that I did
not say “pat or slap” him. Unlike our dogs, I don’t believe these sensitive prey animals
enjoy that. I think that they just simply tolerate it. A meaningful stroke is a kind and
gentle way of saying “Hello, let's share some time together.” Be mindful, put some love
in your hand and rub it in.♥

“We were given one mouth and
two ears so we could listen twice as
much as we speak.”
Native American Saying

Even if it seems that you did everything right it is still possible that your horse may
check you out and decide to leave. There could be many reasons why your horse
doesn’t want to be caught and haltered. Let’s just focus on you for a minute. Try this
exercise the next time you are headed out to the pasture or paddock to retrieve your
horse.

The Mindful Approach
1. Take a deep breath as you enter the barn. Absorb the smells, sights and
sounds that you have come to love. (I often hear how therapeutic just being in
that space is for people and I totally get it.)
2. When you exhale try to relax and release the tensions of the day.
3. Allow your shoulders to drop down and away from your ears.
4. Feel your pelvis level out and the small of your back fill and expand.
5. Soften your eyes and smile.
6. Check your center and make sure it is down where it belongs. (It tends to
climb up to the top part of our bodies in time of stress).
7. As you are walking around spread your toes and allow yourself to feel heavy
and grounded, connected to the earth.
8. Open your mind and your heart.
9. Be only in that moment.
10. Enjoy yourself and be grateful for all that you have.
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All of this only takes a few moments. You can practice it as you ready yourself and the
barn for your horse. When you go out to get your horse keep these things in mind. Smile
as you approach him. He will notice the softness and welcoming body language that
accompanies your smile. Center yourself, take a nice, deep breath and check in with
your grounding. Soften your eyes and look around at the beautiful world in which your
horse lives.
Lastly, try to be quiet when you spend time with your
horse. As prey animals they exist in a quiet world.
Support what comes natural to them by communicating
primarily through body language and not by the spoken
word. This one can be very challenging for us humans.
Our tendency is to be busy and bossy, with our bodies,
our minds and our mouths. Challenge yourself to “still
the waters” and work with your horse in the quietest
way possible. Shut off the music and turn off your cell
phone. Don't get distracted by entering in conversation
with others. Explain that this time is reserved for you
and your horse, and that you need to be listening to him,
not talking. This method of being will enrich how you
both experience your time together. Maybe this way of
“being” will spread beyond you to the other horses and
horse people in your life.

Mindfulness of your horse
After assessing yourself, you need to check in with your horse. How does he seem
mentally, physically and emotionally? The results of this assessment should drive what
you do together that day. If he seems agitated then plan on doing some groundwork
before expecting him to settle down for grooming. This will also allow you to see if
there is anything physical going on that may be affecting his mood. If he seems
disinterested in being with you try some obstacle play or some clicker training games.
You want to show him that being with you is just as good as spending time with his
buddies, maybe even better. Always remain flexible. Remember that horses are not
motorcycles. You can’t always simply jump on, start them up and cruise on down the
road. They are living, breathing, reactive animals of flight. Your horse may have other
major considerations that you have no idea about. Being open and flexible will help
keep you both safe and enjoying your time together.
Your time together should include a balance of work, reward and pleasure. Be sure to
include a nice grooming session, a moment of rubbing that “sweet spot”, or some time
hand grazing and just hanging out together. Each session should end with you both
feeling better than when you started. Consider that any time spent in the company of a
horse should make it a good day!
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Mindfulness of the environment
Being aware of their environment is what has kept horses from extinction for millions
of years. Staying alive is instinctively one of their main objectives. If we put them in a
threatening situation (as proven by my dragging story) we may end up in a heap of
trouble. Remember that when the wind is howling, or the rain is pounding on the arena
roof, or the snow is sliding off it, your horse is likely to be distracted. The level of
concern varies with each horse.
It can be a big deal to your horse when a new horse arrives or a pasture mate leaves.
They can become uneasy if something has changed in their environment. They will
notice and possibly react to light changes and shadows cast on farm equipment, objects
in the arena, barn, or trail that make them appear totally new and different. Realizing
how these types of changes can affect your horse will help you to make good decisions
on what you might or might not do during that day’s session.
While it may be fine to continue on with your plan be sure to be patient and not punish
them if they are distracted. Punishment will only confirm their cause for concern as
they are not able to associate one with the other. Use tools to bring their focus back to
you and remind them that you, their leader, are making a request. They will sense your
commitment to the task at hand and your lack of concern about their distraction. This
will help them feel more secure and focus their attention on you.
For example, my horses become edgy during hunting season. It isn’t the noise of gun
fire in the distance that bothers them. It is the random movement in the woods, be it a
hunter passing by or the deer moving in unusual patterns at unusual times of the day.
During this time I realize that keeping them focused and busy during our time together
will be important. As a prey animal their minds might just be preoccupied with thinking
about survival.
Our mindfulness and awareness about what is going on in their world helps us to better
understand their behavior and gives us important information in order to create a more
safe and productive session.

Mindfulness exercise - training for “you”
Here’s a challenge for you:
The next time you go out to the paddock, pasture or stall to retrieve your horse try not
to speak at all. Do not utter a word! See if you can actually greet him, halter him, groom
him, tack him up, lead him out and mount him without speaking. I'm not implying that
talking to our horse is a bad thing. This is just an exercise in being mindful. It helps us
become aware of something that we may have very little awareness about. Some
people, more than others, tend to be naturally very talkative and “busy” in general.
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When you work silently around your horse your awareness is greatly heightened. Only
then are you truly able to listen to and really “hear” your horse. You also become much
more mindful of your actions and your energy. You open yourself up to your horse and
the space around you. You may be surprised by just how difficult this exercise will be. It
takes a great deal of awareness and mindfulness. However, the benefits are many. Just
be quiet and present in the moment with your horse.

Review
Mindfulness of Yourself









Be aware of how you are feeling physically, mentally and emotionally
before approaching your horse.
Quiet your mind by taking a few cleansing, deep breaths. Breathe in peace
and calmness. Breathe out stress and tension.
Center and ground yourself as you prepare for your session.
Approach your horse with joy and thankfulness.
Open your mind and your heart while you share time with him.
Prey animals exist in a quiet world. Support what comes natural to them by
communicating primarily through body language and not by the spoken
word.
When making any request you want to cause an action, not a reaction. It
takes no effort to cause a reaction, it takes knowledge to cause a
thoughtful action.
Try to “still the waters” with your horse. Be quiet and mindful in all that you
do.

Mindfulness of Your Horse





Assess and address how your horse is physically, mentally and emotionally.
Being flexible is crucial to creating a lasting bond with your horse. Base
your session on his needs before your own.
Balance work with reward and pleasure to ensure a mutually
positive experience.
Always end your time together on a good note.

Mindfulness of the Environment



As prey animals, horses have existed purely by awareness of their
surroundings. Be aware of what is going on in their world and know that this
will drive their behavior.
Be patient with them and work to gain their attention. Do not punish them
for acting in a way that comes instinctively; just give them something else to
think about. Continue to bring them back into your moment.
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Your Outlook on Life - You Have a Choice

Personalities cannot be changed, but attitudes can be. The way you handle frustrating
or stressful situations is a direct reflection of who you are. Those of us who have or are
raising children are very aware of this. The child, like the horse, is always aware,
always listening, always observing. They learn some of life’s most important lessons by
watching how we handle difficult or stressful situations. These lessons are not learned
if we say one thing but do another. Our attitude and reaction sends them a very clear
message. To that end, most of us are very aware of setting good examples. We try to be
mindful and behave in a way that will help guide our children. We hope to send them
out into the world as a young adult with integrity, who is well-balanced, empathetic,
honest, kind and happy.
We can’t change who we are, but we can change our outlook and our reactions to the
unpleasant, challenging or stressful situations that we face in our day to day lives. In
this way we can actually improve our horsemanship, and if necessary, our parenting
skills. Our reactions away from our horses are a direct indicator of how our reactions
probably are going to be when we are with our horses. You can’t pretend to be
something you are not. Your horse will see right through that.
Daily life throws us many opportunities to improve ourselves and our horsemanship.
While they may not provide us with technical skills, they will provide us with a chance
to practice improving what we know needs work. Take advantage of these moments.
You have nothing to lose and everything to gain. Below are a few examples of
opportunities that may come your way and ideas on how you might use them to create
positive changes in both yourself and your horsemanship.
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Stop light training 101
Do you get irritated and tense when you are held up at a red light? If you are like most
of us you have answered “yes.” We are busy, we have lots to do, we have somewhere to
be and now we are being delayed. This one event can leave us feeling anything from a
mild annoyance to full on road rage. (I should point out here that our reaction is
generally caused by our inability to manage time effectively.) Regardless of your answer
to the above question this exercise can turn the entire experience into something
positive and productive. Instead of becoming annoyed, frustrated, angry (or grabbing
your cell phone) consider the ideas shared below.

Red Lights Revamped








Be thankful that you are alive to experience this day.
Appreciate this moment of rest.
Take some deep, cleansing breaths to relax your body and mind.
Scan your body upon each exhale and release tensions from your neck and
shoulders downwards.
Check your posture. Does it support proper alignment for riding your horse? Is
your ribcage lifted, your shoulders relaxed, your pelvis in neutral, your lower
back relaxed and your seat bones equally weighted?
Now that you are sitting tall, readjust your side and review mirrors to this new
height. (Be mindful about not automatically readjusting them back to where they
were.)
Look around and become aware of your surroundings. Notice the little details
and the big ones. Being aware of your surroundings can become really important
in the event that you need to quickly respond to something happening around
you. This awareness could one day help keep you safe.

You just got cut off!!
Is your first response to cuss, yell, shake your head, beep your horn or offer a hand (or
finger) gesture?? That would come natural to many of us. However, on some level we
really do know that all of this does no good. It generally only serves to upset us further.
(Honestly, it sometimes does give us a moment of satisfaction too:) The thing is that
we’ve allowed someone else’s stupidity, lack of knowledge, or distracted behavior, get
to us.
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Try this instead




When you feel that blood pressure spike, take a big, deep breath. Retraining
yourself to handle stress this way is beneficial in many, many ways.
SMILE! Don’t allow someone else’s ignorance or bad decision to steal your
peace or ruin a good mood. Instead, let it serve as a reminder that choosing
happiness over anger always leaves you feeling better and more in control.
Back off or pull over. Don’t join them and become part of the problem or make
it worse. This will help to ensure your safety, the safety of others with you and
of those around you.

Conflicts at work
When you are involved with a conflict at work do you storm around, seek out a coworker to vent at, beat on your keyboard or head to a bar for a drink? Subconsciously,
we know that none of these actions are going to resolve the conflict. Only clear thought,
analysis and rationalization will help lead us to a peaceful and productive
solution.(Although, some of the other responses can help us get through the process.)

A New Approach








Take a deep breath, exhale slowly and repeat. (Yes-this again! Are you seeing
the pattern here?) Deep breathing will help clear your mind and calm your
emotions. When we let emotion take over we are unable to activate the
thinking part of our brains, often leading us to bad decisions.
Take a break and go for a walk. Exercise helps to relieve stress and opens the
way to clearer thinking. Seek the beauty in all that surrounds you. It may be a
painting, a tree, interesting architecture or simply some flowers in a pot.
Beauty surrounds us. We just need to be open enough to see it and give
thanks.
Give it time. We are not using our brain when we choose to be reactive. Clear
thinking comes to us when we allow “space” for rational thought to enter.
Seek out education from co-workers, family or other resources. Arm yourself
with knowledge so that when you confront the situation again you can do it
from a place of wisdom, not emotion.
Don’t give up. Calmly and confidently try to apply your new found wisdom. If
that doesn’t work go back to the drawing board for more insights and
answers.
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“Never refer to your horse with a word that is not
synonymous with partner.
It builds walls and sets you against him”
~John Lyons~

Back to our horsemanship
What does thinking about these three situations and our
responses to them have to do with our horsemanship? The
answer is EVERYTHING! By working on “You” you are
becoming the best you can be. You can improve your health,
your happiness and your overall well-being. Then you bring
all this to the table when you are in the presence of your
horse. I promise you he will notice the changes and you both will reap the benefits.
Keep emotion out of all horse interactions. Don’t get in the mindset of them against you.
They aren’t doing it to “you,” they are just being a horse. It is sometimes difficult to keep
this in perspective. We need to remember that horses have great memories and are
looking to us for guidance. If we react negatively, or with great emotion, we will leave
them with that association when they are faced with that same situation again. There
are reminders of this throughout the book. The general rule is that if you feel yourself
getting emotional you need to step back and reassess the situation. Decide whether it is
time to leave it for a while or try another method. Be sure that you are part of the
solution and not exacerbating the problem.

Blending the principals
The definition of Blending is: “Combining an integrated whole to produce a harmonious
effect.” Wow! Isn’t this our goal with the horse? We want to become one with the horse
and we want our shared energies to look and feel like a dance. This is what we notice
when we watch those who excel at liberty work as they “dance” with their horses on the
ground. We also feel it when we watch riders, without bridle or saddle, appear to ride
effortlessly, beautifully and in true harmony with each other.
When we blend together the elements of breathing, centering, grounding, energy,
mindfulness and awareness, the results can be amazing. These elements are the keys to
creating or restoring balance within our busy lives and within our horsemanship
practice. They feed our mind, body and spirit. They offer us clarity, allow us to live in
the moment, remind us about what is truly important in life and open our minds to all
that is possible.

Life isn’t about waiting for the storm to pass. It’s about
learning to dance in the rain.
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For me, learning and practicing these elements in the dojo and through my education in
Centered Riding, transformed the way I work with horses and humans. They have had
an impact on my safety awareness, my ability to stay in the moment, and my ability to
remain calm and grounded when things get exciting.
However, the work is never done. The lessons are not for free and must not be taken for
granted. Personally, I must be ever so diligent about employing all of these traits and
avoid getting wrapped up in my busy life. I think that this is true for many of us. The
practice is not mindless but mindful. The journey has no ending. It will always take
effort, commitment and discipline in order for us to make any given day the best it can
be. Occasionally, my husband Rob will remind me that, "This is not a dressed rehearsal."
Bearing that in mind, all we can do is try to make every day the best it can possibly be.

As I complete this part of the book I want to give a heartfelt thanks and gratitude to Sensei
Paul Murry and Kyoshi Patrick Donahue for all they shared and for providing us with an
atmosphere where traditional martial arts could be learned. I also want to thank Kyoshi
Donahue’s teachers, past and present, who shared their knowledge. Lastly, I would like to
thank all the karateka that I have worked with over the years. Without you the practice is
only half. Arigatou gozaimasu!
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Natural Style Training

Natural Horsemanship has become widely known and regarded by many as a better
approach to training and working with horses. Good natural horsemanship replaces
previously used methods of “breaking” a horse with techniques more in line with the
idea of “gentling” a horse. The methods of “breaking” a horse are often based on using
fear, force and dominance. The idea of "gentling" a horse is a much more mindful,
compassionate approach based on how horses interact and communicate with each
other in the wild.
My first introduction into the world of Natural Horsemanship was in 1991 when my
husband and I attended a John Lyons symposium in New Hampshire. This experience
exposed us to an entirely different approach of working with horses. It left me
fascinated and eager to learn more.
John's methods and means of communicating with the horses seemed so logical. Over
the course of the weekend we watched him desensitize horses to a variety of stimulus.
He worked methodically in a way that would allow the horse to slowly gain confidence.
One session was with a horse who was terrified of having electric clippers used around
his ears. I think John literally started with a cotton ball and made buzzing noises with
his mouth. He went so slowly that he never caused the horse to get scared and try to
run off. He gave him the time he needed to process and the results were successful.
I clearly remember that I had one burning question for John. I was having a problem
with my mare Whisper that I just couldn't resolve. I wanted to know how to get her to
stand still in the show ring. At the end of each class when we were expected to line up
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and stand still she would begin the “dance.” No matter what I tried nothing seemed to
work. She would just wiggle and dance around until it was time to leave the ring. So,
when John asked the audience for questions I raised my hand. He called on me and I
explained my problem. His answer to me was, “That's easy, just move her feet.” Okay,
so that was so not helpful at the time. I left not really having any idea how that was
going to solve my problem. Eventually I discovered what he was talking about, but it
was a long time later.
This event was also my first experience at seeing anyone work in the round pen with a
horse. I was captivated by the communication happening between the horse and the
human. The philosophies made sense to me and apparently to the horses as well. They
laid out a seemingly practical way to bridge the gap in communication between horses
and humans. I felt that once somebody understood how to read a horse they would
most likely find success. The methods were based on how horses instinctively think,
communicate and interact with each other in the wild. This work fascinated me and I
couldn't wait to get started.

My Journey into Round Pen Training
After attending this symposium I continued my study in Natural Horsemanship. I was
captivated by the idea of using a method developed by those who observed how wild
horses interacted and communicated with each other.
I read, watched and listened to several well-known
trainers’ methods in order to learn how it all worked.
I then began to experiment with my own horses. I was
amazed to find how different the experience was with
each horse. This type of work offered the horse an
opportunity to express himself because it was all
performed at liberty. I found that some horses needed
very little pressure to move off and direct, some
needed more and some simply wouldn’t move at all.
I will always remember the feeling that came over me
the first time a horse joined up with me in the center
of the pen. It was with my incredibly sensitive
Appaloosa mare Whisper. I got goosebumps! My
heart swelled as I experienced her understanding
of something I myself was still so unsure of. She walked right in, stood by my side and
then proceeded to follow me around. I was on cloud nine, totally captivated by this
method of communication and what transpired when understanding took place.
My experience with my opinionated little Quarter Horse Cooper offered me something
very different. Cooper was more of a horse’s horse. He didn’t really seek people out
and at 14.3 had what I referred to as a “pony brain.” I don’t say that with negativity, it
just is what it is.
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He was willful, opinionated and would give any unsuspecting student a run for their
money. If they were really soft with their hands and directed him with just the right
balance of authority and sensitivity, all would go fine. However, if they weren’t skilled
enough to offer him clear directions, anticipate and subsequently shut down his little
ideas, then it was “game on.”
He generally behaved fine when headed away from the gate. However, at the farthest
end of the arena he would pull out his bag of tricks. He would speed up just a little, drag
out some rein, duck his shoulder and head to the gate with his rider. It wasn’t
dangerous or fast. It was just almost always impossible for them to recover control until
he reached the closed gate. It took a lot of coaching and a strong, skilled, effective rider
to stay ahead of his ideas.
Take this personality and imagine how things might go in the round pen. It took more
energy from me and my rope to get him moving. Once he was moving things went along
pretty smoothly. However, if there is going to be trouble in the round pen it almost
always shows up when you ask the horse to reverse direction. Many horses take offense
to this request as it is a show of dominance. It also takes a great deal more effort than
just moving along the panel. Cooper didn’t disappoint here. When I would ask him to
change direction he would offer me some head action and ultimately what I refer to as
the equine “flip off” as he reversed and moved away. (That gesture is demonstrated by
the horse kicking out with one or both hind feet, in direction of the human, as they are
leaving.) This troubled me in the beginning but I came to realize that it is just an
expression of the horse. I believe that horses always have a right to express themselves
and share their opinions, as long as it doesn’t put anyone in danger. How else would we
know that we might have to change OUR behavior or technique in order to make things
better?
Because my overall focus has shifted, I almost never unexpectedly elicit that reaction in
a horse any longer. However, sometimes expression happens, and it needs to. That is
how we learn about the horse. I am more mindful about observing how the horse feels
and aware of what they need from me before I proceed in working with them. Through
years of working with horses in this way I have improved my ability to read the horse. I
better understand the effect my energy and body language have on him. My priority is
always to use the most subtle body language possible in order to communicate my
desires to the horse. I want him to respond to my requests in as calm a manner as
possible. I am prepared to use as little as possible, but as much as necessary, to clearly
get my message across. This type of training must always be done in a manner that will
in no way jeopardize the horses’ well-being.
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Teachable moments -Lessons learned when things go wrong
I vividly remember two round pen sessions that did not go well. One was with Wally,
the younger half-brother of my Cheval Canadien Horse Riley. His owner Laurie
attended one of my annual Spring Round Pen workshops. I hadn’t much experience
with Wally but thought him to be generally quiet tempered. This was to be my first
round pen session with him. There came the time for me to ask him to change
direction. I had learned a few different methods for doing this so if one didn’t work
with him I could try another. As it turned out Wally really didn’t understand what I
wanted and I wasn’t experienced enough to see his confusion. I took it as him just not
wanting to do as I asked. I upped the pressure with my body and the rope. His reaction
was to face me and rear straight up. That shocked me as well as his owner. Rearing,
although a natural posture for a horse, was totally out of character for him. Laurie
raised both of these horses and she knew them well. Clearly, it was me who made a
mistake. I was honestly at a loss and not sure how to proceed. I just knew that I did not
want to elicit that behavior again. I can’t recall what happened next, but suffice it to say
that we slowed things down and we ended the session on a positive note. Rearing
remains a behavior that to this day makes me very nervous. It is one that I don’t want
to be around. I am happy to refer those horses to the cowboys who have more
experience in dealing with it than I do.
The other round pen experience that left me very troubled happened with a young
gelding. His owner had raised him herself with limited horsemanship knowledge. This
horse was spoiled and had grown into a very pushy, mouthy and at times aggressive
horse. Prior to this visit she had brought him to a round pen workshop at my place and
it went okay. I recall that we had done some groundwork and improved his behavior to
some degree. A while later she asked if I would put her on the schedule when I traveled
to work with other horses in her area. She had set up a make shift round pen in her
back yard.
When I arrived at her place the horse was led into the round pen. Family members and
other horse friends from the area had gathered to observe. One spectator was her
daughter who had some experience working with this horse. I started out slowly,
asking him to move around with my rope. It went okay in the beginning but then went
downhill fast. When I asked him to reverse direction he came at me, into the middle of
the pen, with his ears pinned back. I managed to get him away from me with my rope
and back to the rail. This was a very frightening experience for me. My heart was racing
and my instincts told me to get out of the pen. I knew it was not wise to stay in the pen
in my current condition as the horse would surely pick up on my fear.
I exited the round pen and walked to my car. I needed to process what had transpired
and regroup. It was clear that I had to come up with a different plan. I recall trembling
as I walked, thinking about how I could safely resolve this situation and leave things on
a good note. I really didn’t want to end the session that way. Deep breathing helped to
lower my heart rate and clear my mind for rational thought. I will admit that the urge
to just hop in my car and drive away was quite strong.
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I decided to get my flag and try using that. It would allow me to get really big, really fast
and to create lots of noise and commotion if necessary. My rope had turned out not to
be very effective because the ring was so small and I didn’t really have enough room to
throw it with any accuracy. I decided that my goal would be to get the horse’s feet
moving in a direction of my choosing, as calmly as possible and that I would do it from
outside of the pen. This would give him some much needed space and help keep me
safe. After a couple of successful trips around the rail I ended the session. I put down
my flag, entered the pen, called him to me, and rubbed him all over.
Opportunities for growth and learning really flourish when things go wrong. I wanted
answers. I also wanted tools that would help ensure that I wouldn't have to feel the
way I felt in the pen with those two horses. I also wanted to avoid making a horse feel
the way those two horses felt in my presence. I spent many hours reflecting and
replaying each of those sessions in my mind, especially the
last one. I conferred with some respected
professionals that I had worked with and asked
their advice. I read and studied, trying to figure out
where I went wrong and what I could have done
differently. The message that stood out from those
I talked to was that my safety had to come first. I
also knew that I had to proceed with caution when
working with young, fresh, adolescent boys.
However, there was no magic solution. It all came
down to better understanding and better
communication between me and the horse.

Understanding horses’ brains
Throughout this book you are reminded that it is
our job to think like the horse, not vice versa. In
order to do that it helps to understand the
differences in how our brains function. Humans are
able to think in the past, present and future. Horses
are only able to think in the present. They
remember and associate feelings with things,
people and certain circumstances. They’ll know if the experience caused them to feel
pleasure, fear or pain. Through repetition we are able to shape or reshape their
behaviors, in order to create more safe and positive experiences for them. However,
they will always continue to live in the moment.
The brain stem is the oldest and smallest part of our brain. It has evolved over
hundreds of millions of years. It is the part of the brain referred to as the “reptilian
brain.” In both the horse and the human it is the part of the brain associated with
survival. It controls life functions such as breathing, balance, coordination of muscles
and heart rate. It triggers the flight, fight or freeze response. Its impulses are instinctive
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and without thought. It’s only concerned with the fundamental aspects of existing such
as; dominance, physical well-being, survival and mating.
This part of the brain is automatically engaged when we or our horses are in immediate
danger. It kicks in before the thinking part of the brain even has a chance. A good
example of this is when a human feels rage.
When the feeling of rage occurs the reptilian brain is activated and over-rides the
thinking and reasoning part of the brain. Through maturity most humans develop the
tools needed to shift the rage response into a thinking response, thus helping ensure a
more peaceful resolution to the situation.
Fear can also cause us to react from our reptilian brain. When scared or threatened
both humans and horses may instinctively resort to fight, flight or freeze mode. In this
state it can be much more difficult to access the thinking part of our brains. As
horsemen and women it is our job to understand where our horse’s behaviors and
reactions come from. Then we can work to develop the necessary tools required to calm
them down and help return them back to the thinking part of their brains, where
learning is possible.

Actions are thoughtful—reactions are instinctual
Our goal as trainers is to create a situation that causes the horse to think, not react. It
really doesn’t take any skill or knowledge to cause a reaction in a horse, anyone can do
it. The steps below offer some insights and tools to help you create more enjoyable,
peaceful and successful experiences with your horse.
Remember that horses are 100% honest. There is a reason for everything that they do.
Let’s imagine that you are riding down a dirt path and you come to a puddle that spans
the path. Your horse stops dead in his tracks as if to say, “You can’t possibly expect me
to walk through that.” And then the “dance” or fight begins.
In order to be perceived as a trusted leader you must consider this experience from
your horse’s point of view. To your horse this dark, reflecting, moving thing could be
ten feet deep. If he steps into it you both might totally disappear. Truly, that is what he
sees. With our human brain we understand that the puddle is only three inches of water
sitting on the road. How you choose to deal with this type of situation is what sets you
apart as a trainer.
When it comes to the puddle, you have two choices. Your first reaction might be to view
his behavior as ridiculous and start pushing, kicking, hitting and fighting with him to go
through it. Your better option is to take a moment and try to consider it from his point
of view. Whatever emotion and attitude you put into the situation will be his guide. If
you resort to getting angry and frustrated he will know that he is right and there really
is something to be afraid of. If you stay calm and patient you will help earn or preserve
your reputation as a trusted leader and give him the confidence he needs to be
successful.
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Goals of an effective and respected trainer
As horse owners, handlers and trainers we each may have different goals. However,
I believe that we all share the common goal of aspiring to be the best we can be, for
ourselves and for our horses. Below is a list of guidelines that might help us achieve
our goals.









Communicate in a way that the horse understands by using
principals derived from the herd.
Choose compassion and understanding over force.
Be mindful of how your physical, emotional and mental state affect the
horses’ behavior.
Train with calmness, consistency and clarity, never anger.
Support the horses’ emotional, mental and physical well-being during the
learning process.
Offer softness in order to get softness. (By the way, softness comes from the
inside first.)
Use techniques that are geared towards the individual personality type
of the horse you are working with.
Seek leadership through understanding and patience, not
through dominance.
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Tobi Joe & the "Pail of Doom"
The first time I showed my Appaloosa Tobi Joe he was a 3 month old stud colt. He
performed perfectly, earning Grand Champion for the day and screaming for his mother
the entire time. Fast forward 20 years and we were headed to our second show ever
which was being hosted by the Western Massachusetts Appaloosa Association. This was
our first excursion away from the farm since moving to Vermont 15 years prior. Tobi
spent much of this day screaming as well, only this time it was for his herd mates, who
were back home. I guess some things never change.
I was looking forward to the trail class because trail riding was the majority of what we
did together back then. In the class, Tobi performed all the obstacles with ease up until
the bucket carry. The task was to carry a bucket of pebbles from one barrel to the next.
I wasn’t too worried, (that should have been my first clue) even though we had never
really practiced this type of obstacle before. Ignorance was bliss, at least for a moment
or two.
We approached the barrel and I picked up the bucket, holding it out to the side so that
Tobi could see it. As we proceeded to the next barrel he began to get nervous and dance
around. In my infinite wisdom (of which I really had none) I decided to pull the scary
bucket closer to me so that I could keep it more steady and quiet. BIG mistake! Now the
scary object had just disappeared into his blind spot, on top of and behind him. That’s
when things really began to get exciting! Tobi reared up and began jumping around on
his hind legs. I knew that I had to get rid of the bucket immediately. However, dropping
it on the ground next to us seemed like a really bad idea. I was pretty sure that would
cause an even bigger explosion.
Having played softball for over 15 years I had a pretty good arm and aim. Therefore,
choosing to throw the bucket seemed to come quite natural to me. It just so happened
that the judge and her scribe were sitting off to the side of this particular obstacle. I
easily launched the bucket of rocks over their heads and avoided injuring anyone. Once
the scary object was no longer a problem Tobi came back down onto all four feet and
we continued on. To this day my husband still tells people about the time that I threw a
bucket of rocks at a judge. I however, choose not to see it quite that way. I made a
calculated and mindful throw over the judge’s head, with clear intent and purpose.
Where it landed was not an accident at all.
This was another great example of the fact that we don’t know what we don’t know. I
learned something in each of my classes that day and went home with a clearer idea of
where the holes in our training were. Now it was a matter of learning the necessary
tools and gaining the knowledge required to help us both advance in our training. One
of the beauties of working with horses is that we get to be a student forever. We can
never know it all or have all the answers. As soon as we think we know something the
horse will prove us wrong.
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Obstacle Training to Improve Relationships

When I was younger the trail classes at the shows were always one of my favorites. It
was exciting and interesting to see what type of course was laid out and what type of
skill was needed. My horses were ridden primarily out on the trail so we often placed
well in these classes. However, the obstacles we faced over 40 years ago in shows don’t
begin to compare to what we see today. We trainers, clinicians, instructors and show
managers take great joy in creating bigger, badder and scarier obstacles for horses and
humans to navigate. Prior to any obstacle training the horse must first be soft,
responsive and respectful in halter. This is where all training should begin. Once solid
leading skills are established the real fun begins. In Horse Agility many of our obstacles
are introduced with the idea of helping the horse learn how to go in, under and through
things. These obstacles simulate real life situations that every horse will most likely be
exposed to. This training will give them the confidence and knowledge to be successful
and help keep things safe.
For example, the curtain obstacle requires a horse to go under, into and through
something that moves in the wind and touches them from head to tail. This could mimic
them walking through bushes or branches out on the trail. The feeling also resembles a
blanket or sheet being laid over, on and around them. Stepping up onto a platform,
crossing a bridge, walking through a tunnel or into a narrow gap all mimic trailer
loading. The horse must step up onto something, go under something and walk into
something all at one time. It’s no wonder that so many horses have trouble with trailer
loading. This single act checks all of the boxes that a claustrophobic prey animal would
want to avoid. Obstacle practice can help set you up for success at the trailer. Our goal
in obstacle training should be to build more confident, agile, thoughtful horses.
Remember that it is our job is to create a thinking action in our horse, not a reaction.
Give the horse whatever time he needs. If fear or intimidation are used it will destroy
your relationship with your horse. He may do your bidding but he will surely leave you
when the halter is removed.
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Building confidence using the “Touch It” game
One of the best tools for horses with confidence issues is to teach them a game called
“Touch It”. This was actually taught to Riley by a previous trainer who worked with him
years prior to my owning him. The basic concept is to teach the horse that the verbal
cue of “touch it” means that they are to move forward, extend their nose and touch an
obstacle. When they do this they are greatly rewarded. Some people use clicker training
and food treats to teach this method but it isn’t necessary. Riley did not learn this
technique with the use of treats. I successfully teach it at most of my trail and obstacle
clinics without the use of treats as well. What is important about the reward is that they
are genuine and meaningful to the horse. I suggest people use a key word such as
“gooooddddd” and offer them a rub or stroke. Finding a sweet spot to scratch or just
giving them a chance to relax and not ask anything of them for a bit both are examples
of very meaningful rewards.
Remember that your goal is to cause curiosity, not fear when choosing your targets. Let
the temperament and confidence level of your horse guide you. The steps listed below
may go very slowly or very quickly. It depends on what type of horse you are working
with. If he is bold and confident he just might immediately touch the object with little
or no hesitation. If this is the case be sure to remove it before his desire to taste, bite,
play with or kill it occurs. Also remember that the horse learns on the release of the
cue and by the praise that he receives. He will remember the last thing that happened
to him in the sequence so be sure that it is positive and meaningful.
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The "Touch It" Game
1. Begin training on the ground, in halter or with the horse loose in a box stall.
2. Pick up any small obstacle that you think will create curiosity, not fear, in
your horse. For example it may be a small balloon on a stick, a toy, a cone, a
plastic flower, etc.
3. Hold it up in front of and just off to the side your horse’s nose where he can
see it.
4. Your horse’s curious nature will cause him to reach out his nose towards
the object.
5. Just as he begins to make contact with it use the verbal cue of “touch it”.
6. Once he touches it immediately remove it from within his reach and begin
praising him. You want to remove it quickly in order to preserve his curiosity.
You are not trying to desensitize him to it.
7. Praise him like he won the lottery! Smile at him and rub on him. Tell him
how smart, wonderful and brave he is.
8. Repeat this exercise with a variety of interesting objects until he responds
consistently to the verbal cue.
9. Once his response to your cue is well established you can experiment with it
under saddle. Set him up for success by initially only exposing him to objects
that he will be curious about, not fearful of.
10. You will have a wonderful tool to help your horse anywhere, anytime and
with most any obstacle. You will have the ability to turn his fear of something
into a game where he will be rewarded. It switches him back into the
thinking part of his brain that will help create a safer outcome for you both.
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Step by Step Success with Obstacles
When done well obstacle training provides an opportunity to support our horse and
show them that we can be counted on. This will lead us to creating more safe,
trusting and enjoyable partnerships. Here are some basic rules and reminders:
1. Approach obstacles confidently and with clear intent. Allow the horse to stop
at any time. This shows you where his comfort zone is and serves as your
starting point.
2. When he does stop just sit quietly for a moment or two until you feel him
relax. Avoid immediately using pressure.
3. Reward every try, regardless of how insignificant it seems. It is all real to him.
4. Resist the urge to push, pull or force your horse into, over or through an
obstacle. This can either create resistance or cause the horse to leap over it,
posing a frightening and possibly dangerous situation for both of you. Due to
his excellent memory he may now have a negative association with the
obstacle, creating more trouble for you both the next time around.
5. If he rushes over or past an obstacle, immediately and calmly turn him to face
it. Once he is relaxed you can walk away. Choose something easy that he will
be successful at before returning to the more challenging obstacle.
6. Use the “touch it” game to switch your horse into the thinking part of his
brain. This will be one of the best tools in your pouch!
7. Fear is a normal reaction. It happens. How you handle the situation when he
is scared makes all the difference. Use slow, thoughtful progression to build
his confidence in you and encourage him to follow your lead.
8. Reward and praise often. He will only know that he is doing the right thing
when you quit asking and praise him.
9. Smile and enjoy the journey! Your horse will feel your joy and that will help
assure him that all is good in the world.
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Rules that lead to a more trusting partnership
Being a horse trainer is very humbling work. Just when you think you have a good
handle on something horses will show you the error of your ways. They will demote
you to “white belt” status and send you back to the books. They will wait for you to
discover a better way of communicating with them. This must be a way that makes
sense to them (in their language), a way that supports them, and a way that is fair to
them. It causes us to be truly mindful. Only then will they willingly allow us to lead
them. Consider this list of guidelines as you journey down the path to building that
enjoyable and trusting partnership, and remember, our goal is to keep the horse in the
thinking part of his brain.

What the trainer needs from the horse:




He must stay in the moment with us. This means that he has to be looking at and
acknowledging the object.
He is not allowed to turn tail and run. He can back up as far as he needs to. Once
he’s relaxed he must be willing to move forward, at least to where he previously
stood, as long as nothing has changed.
He must offer us a try as long as we have waited for him to relax and
process before asking him to move forward.

What the horse needs from the trainer:








To take time to get to a place of calmness.
To not push so quickly and with such force that the flight instinct kicks in.
To allow him to stop approaching the object wherever he wants to.
To not get emotional. That only leads to confusion and fear in the horse.
To offer praise for every small step they take in working towards our goal.
To show him that the object is safe by approaching it yourselves if
necessary.
To only turn away from the object once relaxation occurs.
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A New Beginning – From Dominance to Connection

I spent less and less time in the round pen as time went on. However, the first few
sessions with any new horse that I took in for training would generally begin there. It
gave me a chance to get to know them and gave them a chance to express themselves. It
offered me helpful insights into each horse’s personality, sensitivity and
responsiveness. I was looking for calmness and obedience at liberty and on the lunge
line, in all three gaits, before beginning under saddle work. I also used the round pen
each spring as a way to check in with my younger or greener horses after the long
winter layoff. In 2012 we purchased a new property down the road from our home of
26 years. We couldn’t really decide where a round pen could be built without sacrificing
pasture, so we decided to go without.
The year before our move I became an Accredited Trainer for the International Horse
Agility Club founded by Vanessa Bee of Devon, England. The sport of horse agility is
based on the sport of dog agility. The training begins with leading and handling basics
on the leash or lead line, which will hopefully lead to being able to work the obstacles at
liberty. The further I got into the liberty aspect of this training the more I began to think
that something was missing. I wondered how I could further develop the willingness in
the horse to want to stay with me. I would read about, see images, or watch videos of a
person running across the open land with their horse or horse herd following them.
They would walk, trot, canter, jump over logs or weave around trees just using their
body. They could even work (or play) in a big grassy field and still have the ability to
call their horse back to them. I could only imagine that my own horses would be much
more interested in eating the grass and being with their herd than following me.
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I had a good thing going in the arena using clicker training and positive reinforcement
with treats. However, I wondered about the prospect of doing this in a larger, more
open area and without the treats. While they might happily approach me for a treat and
a rub in the field, I felt it had more to do with the treat than with me. What would I have
to do so they would willingly leave the herd? How could I be interesting enough that
they would want to stay with me until I decided it was time to leave?
I noticed that some of the people who seemed to have success with this did reward
their horses with treats, but there were those who just used praise. Their horses were
not being bribed. They had accepted their human as the leader of their herd and just
like in the wild, were willing and wanting to follow them. I would often reflect on
Vanessa’s statement that the truth will be told when you remove the halter. Do they
stay or do they go? I wanted to imagine the kind of connection with my own horses that
they would choose to stay. I just wasn’t sure how to get there. I began studying the
methods of a few trainers who seemed to be successful at liberty work. Some
prescribed a long list of tasks that were needed while others had a little more emphasis
on the relationship. I studied the body language of the horses and humans more deeply.
As I dabbled with these techniques I saw some improvements. In agility my horses were
getting better at the different obstacles and the tasks that were prescribed each month.
Our scores began to climb in the on-line agility competitions as well as in the few liberty
competitions we entered. I really appreciated the progression of the training and levels
of this sport. It was also helpful to receive the critiques that accompanied the results
each month. Each of the three horses that I dabbled in liberty play with already had
good manners, were obedient and well trained. Most of the initial exercises presented
in a variety of training programs weren’t much of a challenge for us. However, there
were always areas to improve upon. I liked trying new, more challenging exercises. The
problem for me and my horses was that the training often seemed repetitive and
boring. I wanted to avoid “drilling” them as I had so often seen done.
Over the years I saw the effects of over training in “Natural Horsemanship.” I didn’t find
much that seemed truly “natural” to the horse. I saw a lot of horses performing
exercises that were drilled into them. They performed them obediently, but robot-like.
The spark of interest, love and learning that should have been present in their eyes
while “playing” with their leader was not there. They were not present. They had been
programmed to do what they were doing. In an effort to keep things fun I even bought
some videos on trick training. I thought this would surely give my horse and myself
some winter fun and help keep boredom and repetition at bay. However, when I studied
the steps involved in teaching these tricks I became disheartened. For me they seemed
to insult and degrade the horse. Much of this work was done with whips or sticks and
was in no way going to lead to the relationship training I was seeking. Again, it seemed
to me to just be something the human wanted and was not really for the horse. I wanted
my horses to enjoy our time together. I always tried to mix work and play both in the
arena and out on the trail. I wanted my horses to want to be with me so that when I
removed the halter they would stay.
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The missing link
There was no magic solution, only mindfulness, self-awareness and understanding of
the horse. In 2015 I experienced a different approach to working, or as I should say,
being with horses. I trucked Riley to Maine and participated in a relationship clinic
taught by clinician, Piet Nibbelink. Piet had traveled from his home in the Netherlands
for this three day event. I discovered that Piet had trained with Klaus Ferndinand
Hempfling. I had owned Klaus’s book, Dances with Horses, for a few years and liked
what I read. After the first day of the clinic I began to believe that I had found that
missing link. By the close of the clinic on day three I was certain of it.
Throughout almost 50 years of riding and
working with horses I collected lots of
knowledge and many “tools,” but I
returned again to a place of wanting
more. To me horsemanship represents a
lifelong journey of learning and
experiences with no ending. Each horse
presents new insights and challenges. I
knew there was still something missing
when it came to the inner most and
deepest connection with the horse. At
Piet’s clinic I discovered what that
Piet Nibbelink
missing link was. It had nothing to do
with the horse or “teaching” the horse. It had only to do with me and my state of mind.
My perceptions, my intentions, my energy, my body language and being able to read my
horse’s body language. While I had a great deal of practice in mindfulness and selfawareness through my training in the martial arts and Centered Riding, I still had much
to learn. Piet’s work brought my understanding to a much higher level. The subtleties
amazed me. The focus at the beginning of each session was about what came from
within, not without. He reminded us about the level of mindfulness and awareness that
was needed before entering your horse’s space. As I mentioned previously in the book,
your horse knows exactly what you bring to the table.

Just a glimpse
Piet wasn’t going to teach us a “method.” There was not going to be a step by step
program for his work. No book or DVD. This set him apart from most of the other
trainers I had studied. It wasn’t “tools” that we needed to learn. It was a higher level of
awareness. We needed to understand what type of communication is natural to the
horse. We needed to be aware of our authentic self before entering the horse’s space.
Was there something that we needed to change about ourselves in order to begin
building the trusting relationship that we all sought?
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We were warned if we entered the horse’s space “wanting” it was not going to work.
The “wanting” would require us to use prescribed methods on the horse to make him
do something. We needed to consider the experience only from the horse’s perspective.
Instead of telling him what we needed, wanted or expected, we had to flip it.
Simply being in the moment and just sharing
space would be a good start. We were
instructed to let go of the “wanting,” which left
us feeling a little lost. We are used to entering
the space of the horse with expectations and
our toolbox of techniques. We want to do
something with them and we have
expectations. Piet taught us that if we entered
the horse’s space “wanting” it would close the
door to the open communication and level of
awareness that was necessary. We were asked
to replace the “wanting” with dreaming, for in
dreams anything is possible. There are no
limitations. Then we are able to be open and
flexible, instead of rigid. It is our job to show
the horse that we are the most important thing
in their presence. We are the ones that can
offer them safety, support, understanding and love.
Each experience with the horse must come from a place of understanding, acceptance,
forgiveness, openness and happiness. Only in this way will the horse seek us out as their
trusted leader. Then they will be able to return all of these feelings back to us. These are
the things that equine relationships should be built on. The process is very personal,
very deep and very meaningful. Your dream session ends with the feeling of peace and
joy, for both you and your horse. Remember, dreams can and do come true.






Here are the questions we were asked to consider:
How does it feel in here?
What changed for the horse once we entered his space?
What did he need from us in order to feel safe?
How could we create an experience that would leave us both feeling good or
better than we did before?
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The Picadero
All of the work we do in this practice is performed in a square pen commonly referred
to as a picadero. I prefer one that is more or less 60′ x 60′. It can easily be created by
using step in posts and tape fencing on any flat surface. I set mine up in my arena using
a corner and the two existing fence lines coming out from it. Then I just run two lines of
the step-ins with tape attached to finish creating the box. When I want to remove the
square pen I just pull up the two lines of posts, walk them into the corner of the ring and
reset them along the inside of my fence line. I’ve been told that this type of working
with a horse originally took place using a square pen. The problem was that horses
would run into the corners and get “stuck” there. This caused frustration for the human
which led them to rounding off the corners in order to prevent it from happening. To
permanently solve the problem the round pen was developed.
When people use a round pen their precision doesn’t matter quite as much. Their line to
the horse and body language can be off and still the horse goes on. If the horse refuses
to move forward or changes direction the pressure can easily be increased by using a
whip, rope or flag. The human has all the power. They can push and “correct” the horse
without necessarily knowing that it was they themselves that caused the horse to stop,
come into the center or reverse direction. I have witnessed this scenario many times
over my years of observing and teaching round pen sessions. The horse has only the
option of running the panel, jumping out or turning to aggression in order to save
themselves.
In the end it is not really the shape of the work space that matters. I have seen a lot of
good work performed in a round pen. However, this only happens when the human has
the knowledge, skill and sensitivity to the horse to do it well. Improving the relationship
must always be the top priority. The reason I stepped away from much of this training
was because I witnessed a lot of dominance and predator vs prey interactions. I have
seen trainers who pushed so hard and misread the horse so much that the horse either
tried or succeeded in jumping out. It is always the human that is responsible for causing
this action. No horse should ever be pushed to this extent.
Good horsemanship should always leave room for the horse to teach us. By bringing
corners back into the picture we do just that. When a horse chooses to go into a corner,
he is giving us important information and we need to listen to it. Maybe he feels more
safe there than in the center with us. Maybe it places him closer to the comfort of his
equine friends. Maybe we got out of position and drove him there by mistake. Maybe he
just needed a place to go because being connected to us didn’t feel good to him. He will
make us more mindful and teach us to seek out the skill and knowledge that is required
of one who wants to truly “be” with horses. We will know when we have it right. The
horse will choose to be with us because it feels good and safe.
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I am very grateful that the stars aligned on a particular day when I happened to see a
random Facebook post. It advertised one last minute opening in a Relationship clinic
taught by Piet. Just by chance it was scheduled for a weekend that I wasn’t traveling to
teach my own clinics. It clearly was meant to be. I am grateful to Stacey Lovejoy Scotia,
the owner of Healing Spirit Farm in Buckfield, Maine, for taking the time to talk at
length with me about her experience with Piet and his work. Because time is one of my
most rare and precious commodities, I was a bit skeptical about committing to making
the long drive to attend the event. However, on the day we spoke, Stacey convinced me
that her previous experience had truly deepened her understanding of her horse and
the overall relationship they shared. I am thankful to have had this experience and look
forward to continuing in my journey of better understanding the horse.

“There are three philosophies that will end all conflict.
They are timing, distancing and balance. Sometimes it is
one element, sometimes two, and sometimes all three.
Separate from those elements there are three physical
elements that are critical to ending conflict. They are
breathing, relaxation and posture.”
Kyoshi Patrick Donahue
There is no room for anger
Getting uptight and punishing the horse is always the wrong answer. There is no room
for anger with horses. Just take a deep breath and figure out how to safely navigate
both of you back to a place of peace and relaxation so that you can try again. You may
need to leave for a moment in order to give the situation some space and room for
perspective. Rational thought and the ability to make good decisions is only possible
when our minds are not clouded by anger. Knowing that it takes two to fight, be the
first one to seek out a peaceful resolution. Your reaction in crisis, either good or bad,
will have a lasting effect on your horse, for he has a great memory. Be sure to be part of
the solution and not part of the problem. Be willing to seek help from a respected horse
person when you find yourself at a loss. Your safety and that of your horse depends on
your reaction, and subsequent action, in trying times. Write it off to the fact that the
horse is just being a horse, and that is all he knows how to be. There is always
something else to try. Sometimes it’s as easy as making your horse's idea your idea.
I was once in a dressage lesson working on a 20 meter circle. Each time my horse
passed the area on the circle that was closest to the barn he would counter bend and
push away from my aides. Not an uncommon problem. My instructor said, “Let’s make
his decision your decision.” She instructed me to keep him on the circle but to bend him
in the direction he so badly wanted to go when we passed that trouble spot.
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In doing this I was making his idea my idea. Part way through the exercise he began to
realize that continually changing the bend was a lot of extra work. After a few circles I
asked him to maintain correct bend all the way around. At that point he was much more
willing to do as I asked and we quit after a couple of successful trips around the circle.
This exercise ended the conflict with each of us getting what we wanted. Being able to
keep emotion out of it made it a much more enjoyable and productive lesson. Through
conflict and challenges we learn. We are the ones in control of choosing our own
destiny. In the end, let us be the one who dictates how we and our horses feel during
our time together. It is a big responsibility.

Stay positive, keep it safe & keep your smile on
One early spring a boarder named Beverly took her Paint horse “Splash” out for a trail
ride. In Vermont it is common for horses to get extended time off from January through
March if you don’t have access to an indoor arena. We ride out if we can find safe
footing and the temperatures are comfortable enough.
On this sunny, spring day the dirt road just past our property had softened up nicely. It
gave them a good amount of quiet roadway to travel up and down on. When Beverly
returned from her ride I asked her how it went. She said that Splash bucked for much of
the ride. Then I asked her how she handled it. She replied, “I just laughed at him every
time he bucked.”
The reality is that Beverly and Splash had spent endless hours, both on the ground and
under saddle. They had a really great connection and knew each other very well. Splash
wasn’t really trying to buck her off, he was just expressing himself. Beverly’s reaction
allowed her to stay relaxed and just go with it. This frame of mind played a key role in
her ability to stay grounded and sit the action. Splash’s behavior may have accelerated if
instead of laughing she had become angry and upset. If that happened, they both would
have had a miserable time and it could have led to a very different outcome. Beverly
simply saw the humor in it and rode it out, staying the course. This attitude resulted in a
safe return to the barn with a smile on her face.

How do we learn best?
Remember back to the time when you were a child learning how to swim. Did the
person responsible for teaching you begin by telling you how to put your face in the
water, hold your breath, blow bubbles, kick your legs and move your arms while they
supported you? Or were you the kid that got tossed off the end of the dock in the true
"sink or swim" style? My guess is that the goal was probably met in both cases and even
possibly that the children in both situations did eventually learn how to swim.
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In terms of building trust and creating a desire for continued learning I would say that
only the first child would have willingly gone back for more lessons. The second child
would have most likely wanted to avoid the water like the plague. Most learning
experiences are wrought with a combination of successes and failures. That is the way
we learn. That is the way horses learn. We want to set up a supportive learning
environment and a plan that is well thought out, allowing room for questions and
mistakes. Learning can only take place when the teacher and the student are able to
think and problem solve together.

Leadership - what type of leader are you?
When I teach seminars on leadership with horses I often ask them this question about
how they learned to swim. They share their experiences and then we talk about which
scenario would be the kind of support they would want for their horse.
We discuss what it must have felt like to be the one thrown off the dock and expected to
sink or swim. Did they actually learn something or did they simply survive the “lesson?”
Assuming they did survive, how would this experience alter the way they felt about
their teacher? Would they have felt supported and thankful for the learning experience
that was provided to them? Would they want to go back for more lessons? Would the
experience have led them to continue trusting this person?
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“Whisper, don’t shout-it works better.”
~Sally Swift~

The Training Pressure Scale
I often ask my clinic participants the following question, “What type of action would a
zero represent on a pressure scale from one to ten?” Occasionally, I get someone who
comes through with the right answer. However, the right answer isn’t as important as
the thought process it evokes. It encourages and challenges people to be incredibly
mindful and scales their training process back to the bare bones basics of using their
natural aides first. The answer I’m looking for with this question is to “think” the
intention first. This is a very effective way of making sure that we are in the moment
and truly focused on the task at hand. Remembering to stay present in the moment,
both with our horses, and in our life in general, is often a very challenging task.
We humans often spend our days in a busy world that requires us to give our attention
to many different things at the same time. Having the ability to multi-task well in the
work force is seen as a strength. However, using that same strategy with horses can
prove problematic and simply is not fair to our horses. We might find our minds
darting back and forth from checking the time, to what do we have to do next, to what is
that little bump on our horse, to shedding a layer of clothing, to answering our cell
phones, to talking to a friend and the list goes on and on. As we work our way through
all of these thoughts, complete with random bodily actions, our horses are
continuously reading and possibly reacting to our body language and our energy. Then,
we are brought back into the moment at the exact time our horse doesn’t respond
appropriately to our request. We make a correction without realizing that we have
been the cause. If we ourselves were in the moment we would have seen or felt the
change coming and been able to prevent it.
Let’s go back to the training scale. It is really important to understand the importance of
timing and praise before getting too far into the specifics of the scale. Your goal should
be to apply any cue as slowly and lightly as possible, and to release the cue as quickly as
possible. Along with the release of the cue can be the additional verbal praise of
“gooodddd” and a rub on their sweet spot. Then you must wait a moment to allow them
time to “come down” and/or process before hurrying up to make another request.
If we just take a moment to bring ourselves into the present it will make a world of
difference to both us and our horses. It allows us to begin working from a place of pure
thoughtfulness, thus helping ensure a more positive and productive interaction. When
we are truly present we can remember to always begin at "zero" with a thought. Only
when the horse doesn’t respond should we climb up to a “one” on the scale. The “one”
we offer should only come from our own energy and body language, not from any
physical pressure. Understand that your eyes and your expression are a vital part of
how your horse will perceive you. They will read and understand the intention of your
overall “look.”
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Disengaging the haunches
Let’s use this important exercise to demonstrate climbing up the pressure scale. This is
a basic skill that all horses should be taught to understand. On the ground it is used as a
gymnastic exercise, causing the horse to reach and stretch under himself with his hind
legs. It also gives us control of the horse’s feet if and when it is necessary to refocus
him. Under saddle this exercise has many uses but most importantly it is the basis for
the one rein stop, which we might need in an emergency situation under saddle.
I learned how to disengage the haunches by swinging a rope and it worked. If the
swinging didn’t get it done I would progress to swinging bigger and faster. If that didn’t
work, I would progress to touching his hindquarters with the rope. In retrospect, I
never gave those horses the chance to perform it without a rope, using just a thought, a
look, and a shift of my weight and sending a little energy with only my finger. I made a
demand of them and kept it up until they succumbed to my wish. Looking back I realize
that I was coming from a place of dominance instead of a place of compassion and
connection. Starting with zero and working your way slowly and thoughtfully up the
scale, only as far as needed, leaves the horse and the human in a much happier place.
The same thing gets accomplished but in a more mindful and respectful manner, thus
helping to preserve your relationship.

As I ask this horse to disengage her hind end I am being mindful about my own body
language. Rather than just making the request with the end of the lead rope I am
physically stepping my left leg over and in front of my right leg, hoping she will do the
same. I am also looking at her hind end and projecting my energy there. We will only get
clear and soft responses when we offer them. Remember to use your intention, your
energy and your body language before using any artificial aides.
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Below is a pressure scale for the exercise of disengaging the haunches. Repeat the step
you were on if the horse offers you a try. Just hold that same cue a little longer, or make
it a little stronger. The horse’s sensitivity and previous training will dictate how much
of a cue he will respond to.

Exercise
Disengaging the haunches using the pressure scale
1. Have your horse in halter and on lead.
2. Stand on his left side facing his barrel.
3. “Think” about him yielding his haunches away from you by looking at them.
(Using your thought and your eyes to communicate your desire is a “one” on
the pressure scale.)
4. Bring your energy up, looking at the spot, shifting your weight and sending
energy out from your center by leaning slightly towards his haunches. Always
give him a few seconds to respond before going to the next step.
5. Lift your right hand and add pointing your index finger to the process.
6. Stop your request the moment you notice his left ear and eye on you, his neck
begin to soften and his weight begin to shift away. That's the time to smile and
praise him for his try. Remember that your reward and release is the only
way he learns that he did the right thing. If you keep the pressure up he will
likely try something else as his initial response got him nowhere.
7. Add a little more energy from your body, your finger, or from your arm.
8. If you still get nothing then it may be necessary to take a step towards
the haunches, lift a rope, gently swing it back and forth or send a circle
out towards the haunches.
9. If none of that works it may be time to reach out and touch him with the rope.
These steps are all done slowly and progressively. If done correctly you will almost
never need to touch the horse with a rope or stick. However, if a horse is shut down,
distracted and/or totally unaware of your presence it may be necessary. The
response you get from any given cue will vary horse to horse. It is dependent on his
training level, his sensitivity and your skill. Just remember that many releases from
you during your training will increase his willingness to continue trying.
It is important to keep the order of your cues consistent and always begin at zero.
This will not only help keep you in the moment, it allows your horse an opportunity
to get responsive with the lightest of cues. If you always go in with an eight on the
pressure scale, which in this case may be swinging a rope at his butt, you will never
have a chance at softness. This approach can also alienate your horse. He will not
want to be with you as he will see this treatment as unfair. In order to get softness
you first must be willing to offer it.
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The importance of correct timing
Knowing when to make a request of a horse can make the difference between success
and failure. It is always important to ask a horse to do something when you are pretty
sure he can do it. This means that you must consider where he is physically, emotionally
and mentally, before making the request. In this way you can make a decision that
helps you both succeed.
For example: Let’s say we are riding our horse in a ring where his companions are
turned out and grazing close by. We are working on leg yielding. Because this is a fairly
new exercise for our horse we want to make it easy for him. Our goal is to head down
the long side, about eight feet off the rail, and leg yield back towards the rail. We are
supporting him mentally because he has been trained to travel along the rail. He is a bit
distracted when we come by his herd mates. If given a choice he would certainly choose
being out there grazing with his buddies than being in here working with us.
In order to make our job easier and support him emotionally, we should decide to ask
for the leg yield on the side of the ring that runs parallel to his mates. Physically, we
make it easier by asking correctly with our body, our energy, our reins and our legs. By
timing our leg cue with the swing of his barrel we are asking him to step over at a time
when he can physically do so. We simultaneously soften our outside leg, thus allowing
space for him to travel towards the rail, in the direction where his buddies are grazing.
Ta da!!! By being mindful and in the moment during this exercise we have supported
our horse in all ways and really set him up for success. In addition to that you hopefully
had some success in helping teach him how to perform a leg yield.
No matter what request you are making of your horse it is really important to set him
up for success, whether it is trailer loading, lateral work or asking him to climb up onto
a pedestal. You are the one who is able to make the decisions that will lead you both to
the best possible outcome.
Another place where timing is imperative is when you are dealing with undesirable
behaviors, such as biting or pulling you down to grab grass. One technique that can be
used in both of these cases is designed to have the same effect as touching an electric
fence. The timing of the “shock,” which does not actually involve electricity, is the most
important element of this training. It offers a meaningful consequence of his action. At
the precise moment he makes his mistake you will “shock” him with a serious bump of
the rope, a loud noise, a flick of a flag or anything else creative that would “shock” him
and immediately get his attention. It needs to be unpleasant enough that it will stop his
behavior. Cause and effect!
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Release = Reward
Horses are masters at delivering and reading body language. One of the best things any
horse person can do is to spend time observing them in their natural habitat. You can
learn so much about communication, leadership, pressure and release, subtlety, the
horses’ individual personalities, and how they achieve harmony in the herd.
As previously mentioned, the horse only learns when you release your cue, not when
you apply it. For example; you would like your horse to walk forward. You squeeze your
legs and he moves off. Then you release the squeeze of your legs and let them relax. He
learns that when he walks off the rider will reward him by releasing the pressure.
If you continue to squeeze he may begin to offer other behaviors because he wasn’t
rewarded for walking off. In his mind his action was not the one you were looking for.
Only when the human releases the cue does the horse actually learn the lesson.
We see very clear examples of this in herd behavior. Let’s say the horses are eating the
morning hay which is scattered in separate piles. A horse lower in the pecking order
decides he would like to try out the lead mare’s hay pile. He begins to walk towards her.
She responds by lifting her head and pinning her ears back. If he turns away the
moment she offers this body language she will relax and go back to peacefully eating
her hay. In essence, she has rewarded him for his good observation skills and correct
response. She released the “pressure” of her body language as soon as he gave the
correct answer. The release of her pressure was his reward. Lesson learned!
There will always be a horse that chooses not to read the writing on the wall. I find that
these are often adolescent boys or horses who have not had a chance to be socialized in
a herd situation. If they continue to push the boundaries the boss mare will teach them
the error of their ways. Depending on their reaction to her body language she may
climb up the pressure scale very quickly, thus resulting in some battle scars. Generally,
this lesson sinks in pretty quickly and doesn't need to be repeated with the same
intensity.
Horses are almost constantly communicating with each other. Their communication
system is often made up of very subtle signs, but at times can also appear very extreme.
If a behavior seems extreme it is probably that we missed all the subtle cues that were
sent out before the extreme one happened. We can also assume that the horse on the
receiving end chose to ignore the subtle signs and experienced the consequences.
Watching horses interact in their natural environment is one of my all-time pleasures.
It offers such insight into their individual personalities and helps explain some of why
they do what they do with us.
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Case Study - Spider’s Journey
I met Sarah and her Morgan, Spider at a Horse Agility workshop back in 2013. The event
was hosted by a local riding club and well attended. It was an interesting group of horses
and horse owners. The base of horsemanship knowledge ranged from those who were
completely new to groundwork, to some who were very accomplished.
In the Horse Agility workshops I always begin with basic handling skills. These skills
include leading, stopping, starting and steering using body language and energy, rather
than halter pressure. Once the group made progress with the basics I introduced a few
obstacles. As is always the case, there were a variety of horse personalities present. There
were some with a high play drive, some who were quite confident, some who were very
curious and some who were terrified. Spider fell into the last category. He was pretty much
terrified and distracted by the entire scene.
What stands out in my mind most about Spider is that he hardly ever put his head down or
relaxed during the entire workshop. He was prepared to run off and save his life at any
given moment. His owner Sarah was the perfect match for him. She was consistently
grounded, calm and patient. As the day progressed I spoke more about how patience was
one of the keys to success. I discussed the importance of waiting for the horse to process
(lick and chew) before making another request. The handlers were taught to focus on
relaxation, giving the horse time to process and relax before starting again.
When it is time to introduce the obstacles I begin with ones that incorporate some of the
ground skills we have already practiced and aren’t too stimulating. The goal is to use slow,
mindful progression in order to build confidence. One of the first obstacles I introduce is
often the hula hoop. It is used as a parking place for the beginning stages of ground tying.
The goal is that the horse places his two front feet in the hoop which acts like a target. It
seems to make sense to the horse. The handler asks him to stand still, begins to move
around him and eventually
begins moving away from
him. Most horses take to it in
a short amount of time.
Spider was afraid of most of
the obstacles and upon
watching him more closely it
was evident that his biggest
fear involved putting his feet
into or on anything. This
made sense as he was also a
horse that had lots of trouble
loading into a trailer. I asked
Sarah to approach the hoop
and allow Spider to stop
wherever he needed to.
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After quite a few attempts Spider managed to get within about a foot of the hoop. He was
not going any closer. If encouraged forward he would quickly travel in circles around it.
We learned exactly where his comfort zone was and it was far away from this strange
object! Sarah was instructed to allow him to relax for a bit, ask again, offer praise for the
slightest try, and move on to something else. Spider was a horse that just couldn’t take
much pressure. He was extremely sensitive and would seriously rebel if you pushed him
too hard. He made it very clear that he was terrified about his feet being anywhere near
that “trap” on the ground. We made a little progress when I swapped out the striped, white
hoop for a solid black one. However, he still wasn't going to get close enough to put a hoof
in the hoop. It was just not something that was going to be accomplished on day one. In
future sessions with the hoop we had success by opening it up and asking him to walk into
the half circle and back out. We then progressed to asking him to step over it when it was
still opened up. Slowly we began to create a smaller and smaller opening until we finally
reconnected the entire thing. This was a long journey but we were successful in the end.
Following the agility workshop Sarah and I set up a schedule of weekly sessions. During
those sessions we took the time to really break things down for Spider. Pretty early on in
our training sessions I introduced clicker training. Neither pressure and release, nor
advance and retreat, were going to get the job done here. He was just too scared. The
lessons never seemed to stick. Each day was almost like starting over again. We would
make a small amount of progress but it was clear that we might not live long enough to see
it through.
Sarah had a list of goals for herself and Spider. One of the most important was trailer
loading. It often took over an hour to coerce him onto the trailer. Another goal was for him
to stop spinning and running for home every time he got frightened out on the trail. Sarah
also hoped that he could eventually trot and canter with a relaxed mind. It all came down
to trust. Sarah wanted Spider to develop enough trust in her that he would look to her for
support, instead of being so reactive and trying to run off.
Spider was such a sensitive horse that the moment you changed anything in his
environment he was immediately scared again. Making progress was very challenging. If
you made even a slight change in something you were working on, he would react like he
had never seen it before. A blue tarp at his place was very different from a blue tarp at my
place. The same tarp put in my ring was a major cause for concern. You might as well have
been asking him to approach and walk over an elephant. He would look at that tarp like he
had never seen such a thing in his life before. Forget about what happened if you changed
the color, shape or size.
Spider would even master a task at home such as walking over the tarp one day and the
next day he would look at it like it was a brand new obstacle. Of course, he was right. The
tarp would not be exactly the same as the day before. A wrinkle, a leaf sitting on it, how the
sun hit it or cast shadows onto it would make it look just a little different.
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Spider’s survival instinct was strong and he was a very athletic horse. In the wild he would
have been a survivor and most likely lived a long life, that is as long as his heart held out.
Positive reinforcement training was the key that unlocked a whole new world for us all. We
now had a system of communication that Spider was totally invested in. Things began to
make sense to him. He tried much harder once he understood that a try meant a reward
was coming. That is when we began to make some real progress. The clicker training
helped us break through the worst of his fears, but it still took countless hours of patience
and repetition to get any consistency. However, progress did occur and success seemed
possible.

Horse Sense
It is important to consider the senses of a horse when you are working with them. We
know that they see primarily with monocular vision and that they can see about 340○
around their bodies, without turning their heads. One aspect of their vision that we should
remember is that they see a separate picture out of each eye. This explains how your horse
can be fine passing an object in one direction and then be afraid when you approach it in
the opposite direction. Horses think in pictures, not in language. Therefore, approaching it
in the other direction creates a totally different picture to them. Just like Spider with the
tarp, the light and shadows from a different angle will change the overall picture of the
object to the horse.
Their binocular vision (focusing on an object with both eyes at the same time like we do) is
limited to a very narrow space which is out ahead of them, in the distance. In order to use
their binocular vision to focus in on something they must raise their head up. This action is
often accompanied by a tense body which causes alarm in the rider. It’s helpful to know
that they are just trying to focus in on what’s ahead in the distance. Being able to
understand why horses do what they do can help to alleviate some fears for the rider.
Remind yourself that they are just looking at something.
While Spider still has his moments, they are much fewer and farther between. One day I
received an e-mail from Sarah with a short video clip attached. The clip showed a
confident, playful Spider who was shaking a tarp around in his teeth. A few short months
prior to that he wouldn’t go within five feet of a tarp, say nothing about picking it up and
shaking it. It has taken a great deal of time, patience and positive reinforcement to get him
to this point. We have continued to work together over the years and Spider has turned out
to be a much more confident, predictable, relaxed and happy horse. “Kudos” to Sarah for
her tireless work, dedication and patience with Spider. He is a lucky boy!
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Negative Reinforcement vs Positive Reinforcement

Most of us are taught to use negative reinforcement training in our work with horses.
Please know that “negative” does not mean “bad.” Simply stated, we apply a negative
stimulus, such as pressure, the horse responds and then we release the pressure.
Examples of this are squeezing with our legs to get the horse to move forward or
pulling on the lead line to get him to stop. If he responds correctly we remove the
“negative” and thus reward him. Horses do learn by this type of training and it doesn't
need to be removed from our training repertoire. However, we must be very vigilant
about the amount of pressure we are using. In fairness to the horse we should proceed
up the pressure scale slowly and mindfully. When the horse is not responding to what
we are asking then we must try to figure out a different way of asking rather than raise
the pressure to a point that causes anxiety or fear in the horse. This will set you against
your horse. I believe that if they clearly understand what we are asking they will try to
do it.
My first introduction to Vanessa Bee was back in 2012 when I read an article she wrote
introducing the new sport of Horse Agility. I liked the guidelines she laid out for this
sport. They supported good horsemanship and offered a practical progression of skills
aimed at creating a more confident and obedient horse. Training for the sport was a
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great way to impart the idea of “fun” in horsemanship training, which can become
repetitive and mundane. My inspiration of her work was what led me to becoming
certified through her organization. I enjoy sharing this sport and its principals with my
students. It is a fun and informative excuse for developing good horsemanship skills
and supporting good horse/human relationships.
In her book, The Horse Agility Handbook, Vanessa makes an analogy that really
resonated with me. It offers the horse's perspective to a commonly used artificial aid,
the riding crop or whip. I wanted to share this because I think that all horse people
have the responsibility to fully understand the effect their actions have on our silent
partners. It serves as great motivation to find another way.
“Often people turn up at a horse agility training session with a whip in one hand and a
pile of treats in the other. We immediately dispense with both because we’re going to be
far too busy communicating with the horse to have time to use them. A whip is
unnecessary when training any animal. If the handlers in dog agility hit or intimidated a
dog when he hesitated at an obstacle, there would be an outcry (and not only from the
dog). Unfortunately, this habit is seen as quite acceptable in the horse world. If horses
yelped like dogs when struck, the use of a whip or stick would have been banned
from riding arenas years ago. A trainer may very occasionally use a straight stick as an
“extension of her arm” when handling horses that might kick or to guide a horse through
an obstacle from a distance. But once the horse understands the trainer’s arm signals,
such an “arm extension” this is not necessary.”
Most of us have been taught that if the horse doesn’t respond to the pressure cue you
simply increase it until he does. This type of training can result in needing to climb
pretty far up the pressure scale and at times very quickly. Once we get to that point,
neither the horse or ourselves are left feeling very good about our work together. Most
of us would prefer to have positive interactions with our horses where we accomplish
something and both are left feeling good about it. Please remember to consider the
horses' perspective the next time you use a stick or rope on your horse. Be clear, be
precise, but be fair. Causing pain will never be the right answer.

Dealing with problem behaviors
Below you will find tools to help you deal with a few common behavior issues. Some
are solved by using positive reinforcement, some with negative reinforcement and
some with both. Each horse is an individual and therefore, the trick can often be finding
a technique that works for both you and your horse. All horse owners and riders are
trainers, and as such need to have a variety of tools in their tool pouch.
Just like there are no two people exactly alike, there are no two horses exactly alike.
This is one of the reasons that training and working with horses is so interesting. There
may be a technique that has repeatedly worked for you but you find that one horse that
just doesn't get it. They don't understand what you are trying to communicate to them.
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That is when you have to switch gears, be flexible, and take some time reflecting on the
situation. Leaving it for a bit can keep you from becoming emotional and offer clarity to
the situation. Looking at it from the horse’s perspective is often helpful. You may hit the
books, talk to a mentor or another trainer, or just try something completely new. You’ll
know when you are on the right track because your horse will show you.

Case Study – Switching “Gears” with Cooper
My little Quarter Horse Cooper needed a dose of an anti-inflammatory paste one cold,
winter evening. He was favoring his right hind leg and I wanted to make him a little
more comfortable. My husband Rob and I had finished chores and were ready to let the
horses back out for the evening. Our horses live outside 24/7 but come into the barn
each morning and night to eat their ration of grain and be checked over. Outside water
was checked, hay piles were ready in the shelters and everything was tidied up. I
haltered Cooper and led him into the barn aisle, leaving the other horses in their stalls
to keep the atmosphere relaxed. Cooper, at this time, was the dominant one in his herd.
Letting the others out first to begin eating hay would have caused him obvious stress. I
handed the lead line to Rob because I don’t like to tie horses if I think that they may get
upset. I generally administer oral paste to horses haltered but with them loose in the
stall. There is a specific technique that I use for administering anything oral and it
works with 75% of the horses I use it on. I simply hook the fingers of my left hand on
the noseband of the halter and place my left thumb in the corner of their mouth where
the bit would lay. Once the horse begins softening his mouth and chewing I insert the
applicator by sliding it in behind my left thumb. For some horses I tip my head so the
brim of my hat blocks their view and bring the syringe up from under their head. This
way they often don’t see the scary object coming at them and because my thumb is
already in their mouth it doesn't feel much more invasive. It only takes a second to
depress the medication once it is in their mouth and they generally don’t react much.

You know what they say about assumptions.....
I knew that this technique doesn’t work with Cooper and I surely was not going to be
able to do anything obtrusive with him loose in his stall. He is a very smart little horse
with a BIG self-preservation instinct. For him you must go slow and always show him
what your intentions are. We made a great deal of progress over the years with him
accepting oral syringes. In this case I made an assumption that it was going to be no big
deal and that he would be fine. That was my first mistake!
With Rob holding the lead I lifted the syringe towards Cooper's mouth. He got that
OMG! look in his eye, tensed, threw his head up and started pulling back on the halter.
My husband held his ground and Cooper began to rear. My first reaction was “Seriously,
are you kidding me? Is all this drama really necessary?” He was a teenage horse who
has had syringes put in his mouth tons of times. He should have known by now that I
was not going to do anything that would get him killed. (Well, except for that little
dragging the pipe incident.) That train of thought was just me thinking like a human
again, not like a horse.
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No two situations are ever exactly alike to the horse. Next I did what comes natural to
many a good horse wife, I began to tell my husband what to do and what not to do. He
was trying his best to settle things down, but the more he kept tension on the lead, the
more Cooper escalated and pulled back. We stopped a moment, relaxed the pressure
and I again showed Cooper that I only had a syringe and it wasn’t going to kill him. I
took the time to rub it on his face and muzzle until he relaxed a little. However, as soon
as I attempted to insert it into the corner of his mouth again he escalated, throwing his
head up, and running backwards like his feet were on fire. At last, my
“trainer’s brain” kicked in and I remembered that there was a simple solution.
Cooper was the type of horse that would fight you to the end if he thought his life was in
danger. Things like oral exams, eye exams, nasal vaccines and acupuncture had all
previously qualified as life threatening experiences. We had gotten through these
multiple times once I switched to a positive reinforcement-based training that involved
a treat reward. Clicker training allowed me to reward the right behavior with a treat
and ignore any undesirable behavior. Cooper loved clicker training games! He would be
cooperative and willingly TRY just about anything. Food was one of his most favorite
things in the whole wide world! Every time I switched to positive reinforcement
training the entire atmosphere would shift. It went from being stressful to being
enjoyable. The change always feels good to the horse and the human. It is by far one of
the best training tools I have in my tool pouch. At this time I had owned Cooper for nine
years and so his reaction should not have come as a surprise to me. I assumed that he
would be okay. We had been down this road many times before. As horse people we
know being in a hurry and making an assumption, instead of taking a second to listen to
the horse, often leads you to trouble.
Cooper certainly wasn’t going to change the type of horse he was. It was my
responsibility to change something about what I was doing. The answer was simple. If I
switched to clicker training I could get this done quickly and without drama to any of
us. This technique changed the entire experience for Cooper. Instead of having
something done “to” him I was going to do something “with” him, and it was going to be
fun! In his usual fashion, when the treats came out he said, “Oh, what would you like me
to do? Just ask. I’m willing to try anything.” Then he offered me his signature
trademark, a big “smile”. (Later in the book you will see Cooper’s infamous smile and
learn the steps to teaching it to your horse.) Cooper had learned this in a behavior clinic
many years prior and he never forgot it. He would randomly offer it in hopes that it
might earn him a treat. On this particular night, he knew the moment we switched
gears. The treats came out and for Cooper it was “game on!”
I began the game by touching the syringe on the side of his face, clicking and rewarding.
My goal was for him to stand still when I touched his face, which he did on the very first
attempt and 100% thereafter. He never moved his feet! I asked Rob to give him a treat
after I clicked so I could just work the syringe without having to set it down. In certain
situations having a second person to help is much more efficient and at times totally
necessary. Precise timing is very important. When I put the syringe up to Cooper’s face
a second time I held it for one second and clicked. Next I began to rub it on the corner of
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his mouth and then clicked. I allowed just a moment in between each movement so that
Cooper could chew his treat, which were just small hay extender pellets. The fourth
time I brought it up to his mouth, inserted it and depressed the medication. Click, treat,
done! This “game” was safe, fun and stress-free for all three of us. It also had the benefit
of leaving Cooper with a positive experience to remember instead of a negative one.

Lessons learned
Had I taken the time to be in the moment and consider the horse I was dealing with, the
negative experience would never have happened. I knew this horse and I knew that
horses are in the moment. It doesn’t matter at all if you have done whatever you are
about to do a thousand times before. Each interaction is a new experience for the horse.
Life is dynamic. Everything is constantly shifting and changing. It may be the light or
time of day. It might be the energy in the atmosphere, the people in your presence or
the horses in your presence. It may be that the mares are in heat or that there is a noise
or scent coming in on the wind. No two moments are ever the same, for us or for them.
There is always something that is different. Assumptions should never be made without
mindfulness and awareness. Allow yourself to be taught by the horse in every
interaction. Read him and assess what he is telling you before you proceed with your
plan. There was a simple way to handle the situation with the syringe. All I needed to
say to Cooper was, “Let’s play a game with a syringe and some treats.” That would have
been answered by ears pricked, a nicker and a big, giant smile. Exactly in that order,
and that would have made me smile!

Biting
Horses cannot use words. They can only express themselves through body language.
Biting is one of the ways that they try to convey a message to us. A horse that is trying
to bite you is sending you a message. Now I can see you smiling and saying. “Ya, I know
what he is trying to tell me.” But honestly, horses may bite, attempt to bite, or gently
nip at you for a variety of reasons. Your first job is to try and figure out what the reason
may be. There is always a reason and it isn’t just that he is a bad horse. He may be
trying to engage you in play. He may be telling you that he doesn’t like what you are
doing to him or with him. It may be that he has had enough of whatever exercise you
are working on. You may be putting too much pressure on him or he may be in pain.
In the scenario below I am only addressing the issue of a horse that is mouthy, nippy or
tries to bite you when you are doing something specific with him. If you have a horse
that is actually charging at you aggressively with teeth bared it is time to enlist the help
of a professional.
Young, male horses, in particular, love to engage their humans in the “bite me” game.
When we take them out of their herd they often want to interact with us like they do
with their, herd mates. The fun really begins when the human reacts by swatting at
them. To the horse that is like, “bring it on and let the games begin!” They are thrilled to
know that they have just taught their human a horse game and they love it! This was
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one of the behaviors that caused Riley's owner to enlist my help with him when he was
a youngster.
Riley was a really nice tempered colt, but lacked the confidence typically found in this
breed. He also had a few vices. One that drove Laurie nuts was that he would constantly
try to “nip” at her. For him it was about getting something playful going, expressing his
anxiety and/or his dislike about what they were doing or where they were going. He
was not being aggressive. However, it is never okay for a horse to bite (or attempt to
bite) you. Swatting back at him wasn’t working. It just gave Riley exactly what he
wanted, a sparring partner! There needed to be a different approach to the situation.
I began each of my sessions with Riley in the barn with some grooming and bonding
time. From there I would lead him out to our riding arena on a loose lead line. Getting to
the ring required walking down a path that led through the pasture. It took a few
minutes to get there. I keep the lead rope loose when I lead because I expect a horse to
walk with me, not ahead of or behind me. This walk to the ring always provided me the
opportunity to begin teaching right away. Being respectful and obedient while being
led is a top priority for me with every horse. Being led on a loose rope also allows the
horse an opportunity to express themselves. With Riley I was paying attention because
I expected that he would take that opportunity pretty quickly. He didn't disappoint!
Before I tell you how I handled this behavior with Riley I will say that ignoring the
behavior is sometimes the right thing to do. Keep yourself out of their mouth by being
mindful about spacing and your position. Do not let them close to you until they can be
respectful. Back them up and keep them out of reach if you are standing still. Teach
them to lead a distance away from you if necessary. Put them right to work if they
appear to want to engage you in “play.” Instead of sparring with them just move their
feet, circle them, back them up, and occupy their minds and their bodies.
The technique I used with Riley was one that
worked for me before. First I acted like I wasn’t
expecting him to bite me as I led him to the ring.
I lead horses by holding my hands up in front of
me and my elbows bent at 90 degrees angles.
Similar to how we hold reins. This position puts
my right hand within reach of the horse’s
mouth. Using my peripheral vision I could notice
the exact moment that Riley would make his
move to bite me. When I saw it coming I would
meet him half way with the back of my fisted
hand. I wouldn’t use any arm strength or arm
movement. With just a flick of my wrist I could make contact with his mouth, quickly
and accurately, with the back of my knuckles. They would connect with the fleshy part
of his lips just as he was reaching to bite me. I simply met him just before he met me. My
intent was not to hurt him but to offer him an uncomfortable consequence for his
action. It took the fun right out of one of his favorite games. After a few attempts he
realized that playing this game with a human just wasn’t as much fun as it used to be.
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This is just one example that worked for me and isn’t a technique that is for everyone.
My years of martial arts training no doubt helped provide me with the accuracy, timing
and reflexes to make this technique very effective.
It is very important to note that when I was addressing his behavior it was done
without emotion. I continued walking at the same pace. I didn’t look at him and always
acted like I hadn’t done anything. It was simply a consequence of his action. While I’ve
learned that no one technique works with all horses, this one worked very well with
Riley. I had taken the fun out of his game. This surely falls under the category of
“negative reinforcement”, but it was the tool that I had at the time and it was very
effective.
Timing of the correction is very important. You previously read about the "electric
fence" training method. Remember that the idea with that is to deliver the consequence
of an unwanted behavior with an immediate, unpleasant action. The quicker and more
accurate you are in delivering the message,
the better it works. Horses will understand
the lesson if your delivery is "spot on".
Vanessa Bee explains in her book another
method for dealing with a mouthy horse
that I like very much. It is alarming to the
horse and quite amusing to us. Anything
that makes a smile is a good thing!
Let’s say you are leading the horse and he
attempts to bite you. At that exact moment
you do what I refer to as a “spaz out,” You
throw your arms up, shout, dance, flail, etc.
and then you continue walking on like nothing happened. It is important to know the
sensitivity level of the horse so you can best gauge and prepare for his reaction. You
absolutely want to shock him, just not to the extent that he pulls entirely away from you
and flees. Be aware of your environment when you use this technique. Warn others and
create plenty of space around you for the horse to go if necessary. Allow him to jump
back or run out on the lead line but continue walking like it never happened. Imagining
that your body is an electric fence will help you know when to deliver the shock factor.

Different approaches to training
I’m guessing that many of you have experienced the fly spray or water hose “dance.”
That’s the one where you are holding your horse on the lead line and spraying the air as
he dances around you in circles. With the fly spray you most likely end up wasting a lot
of money as you spray into the air. With the water hose you have most likely gotten a
little exercise in for your horse and managed to create a muddy mess outside of your
barn, all while ending up with only a marginally clean horse. I will use the fly spraying
scenario to illustrate three different training methods.
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Safety first! Begin every training session by ensuring that the place you are going to
conduct your training is safe for what you are planning to do. If there is a chance that
your horse could become anxious and fearful it is best to have him on a lead line as
opposed to being tied. As we know, prey animals are claustrophobic by nature and
prone to flight. Tying them up and approaching them with something scary can result
in a wreck. Also make sure that there is enough space for the horse to move around in
that is free of clutter and has safe footing. It may be best to conduct the training session
in an arena, ring or other fenced in area.

Flooding
Flooding is a fairly common technique, especially in the natural horsemanship world.
The goal is to teach our horse to stand still while being fly sprayed. (I recommend using
water in place of fly spray.) The handler holds the horse on the lead line and begins
spraying. The horse is scared and so begins to move away. The handler stays with him
and continues spraying as the horse moves. The horse may then kick it up a notch and
begin to actually run away. Wherever the horse runs off to the handler must follow and
continue spraying, trying to never drop contact with the horse. This can become quite
an athletic workout for both horse and handler. The handler must stay with the horse
and continue spraying until the horse stops his feet. As soon as the horse stops his feet
the handler stops spraying, praises the horse and allows him to rest.
While this is a proven and effective training method it is not for everyone, nor for every
horse. It sends the horse into flight mode and requires that both parties might possibly
need to expend a great deal of energy. When exposing a horse to something new, the
trainer must understand the sensitivity and confidence level of the horse they are
working with. Personally, when I think about creating a trusting relationship with a
horse I want to keep from scaring him to the point of him running away from me or
something I am doing.

Advance and Retreat
This technique is a calmer approach to desensitizing but can take a long time if the
horse is really scared. I initially used this on Riley to help him overcome his fear of
being sprayed. My first goal with advance and retreat is NOT to send the horse into
flight mode. I want to slowly build his confidence and trust in me.
With Riley I first had to determine where his comfort zone was. What was the distance
that I could use the spray without causing him to move away? This can take some trial
and error but you’ll figure it out soon enough. Once I determined where his comfort
zone was I briefly sprayed the air towards him and then quickly stopped spraying if he
didn't move away.
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My goal was to begin working from a safe enough spot so that he wouldn't move away.
If he did move I would continue spraying, keeping the same distance away from him
until he stopped his feet. Then I would drop the bottle to my side, relax and praise him. I
knew that only when I quit spraying would he actually understand that he did the right
thing. If I quit when he was moving away he would think that was the response I was
looking for. It takes practice to really get the timing down and to read the horse well.
You want to stop just before you think they might move away. If you are looking closely
you will see his muscles tighten or twitch and notice him start to lean away before he
actually moves his feet. Also, be aware of what his expression is telling you. If he begins
to raise his head, tense his muscles or has a look of fear in his eyes, back off the
pressure. You have found out where his comfort zone is and where you need to remain
working for a while.
What I like about the advance and retreat method is that if you are patient, read the
horse correctly, and have good timing, you can usually accomplish your goal. The idea is
to keep the sessions calm and short, avoid sending the horse into flight mode, and build
their confidence slowly. This will help to preserve that trusting relationship we all want
to have with our horses.
Both of the methods described above are based on negative reinforcement training. The
horse would view the scary spray as something negative. This "negative" stimulus was
applied and only stopped when the horse responded correctly, which was when he
either stood still or stopped moving his feet. Most likely, either or both of these methods
would have resulted in some level of success.
With Riley I used the advance and retreat method with the spray bottle for about 15
minutes. I was able to keep him fairly calm and not jeopardize his trust in me. However,
it was very clear to me that this method was going to take an eternity. We made hardly
any progress and were still miles away from me actually being able to spray him. If I
resorted to flooding it might get me closer to actually spraying him. While he ran
around me in circles I could actually probably get some spray on his body.
However, trying to effectively spray a 1,000 pound whirligig would become very
frustrating and certainly not help us towards building a trusting relationship. It was up
to me to come up with a better solution. In order to reach my goal with Riley I had to
completely change his mind about the situation. I needed to give him another
association with a fly spray bottle. I realized clicker training was the logical answer.
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Clicker Training
My first experience with clicker training was back in 2003. I met a horse woman at a
clinic who had studied with Alexandra Kurland, a well-known clicker trainer. After
learning more about this method I invited her to come teach a few training sessions at
my barn. For the first session I offered up my lesson horses to a few interested clients.
After that we held clinics where people could bring their own horses.
To help demonstrate the methodology and steps to clicker training the clinician chose
to start with our black Labrador Retriever, Jake. Unlike horses, most dogs exist entirely
to please their owners. However, I also believe that Labs hold food in just as high a
regard. Jake was a model student. He learned the lesson and process so quickly that she
was convinced I had already clicker trained him. I assured her that I hadn’t and
explained that we were pretty sure that most of Jake’s waking hours were spent
thinking about food.
Years later I listened with great interest to Shawna Karrasch, another well-known and
respected clicker trainer. Her program is called, On Target Training. Shawna was
speaking at one of our CHA (Certified Horsemanship Association) International
conferences. Her experience with clicker training was developed through her work with
sea mammals at Sea World of California. I recall her talking about how shocked she was
to learn that trainers of horses, 1,000 pound flight animals, primarily used negative
reinforcement based training methods. She wondered out loud how that might have
worked with the dolphins or the orcas she had spent years training. What might it look
like if trainers were expected to use pressure or force to get them to perform their
tricks? The answer was obvious, it would have been impossible. Ms. Karrasch went on
to become one of the leaders in promoting the idea of clicker training with horses.
Throughout this book I have illustrated how I successfully used the clicker training
methodology to solve problems. As you now understand, this method uses only positive
reinforcement to reward a specific behavior. There is much controversy in the horse
world regarding the use of this method with horses. When I problem solve with horses
and their humans I may end up choosing clicker training as the preferred method.
However, I typically never start out there.
My first goal in problem solving is to observe and assess the behavior. I want to see if
the human needs to learn a different way of working with their horse in order to
alleviate the problem. We always rule out pain as a cause of the problem before we
treat it as behavioral. Once those two things are covered I generally try to assess how
far I can get with the horse using light pressure or advance and retreat. I am careful to
accept and reward any small effort from the horse and give him time to process. I will
first make sure that the horse is responsive to basic handling skills and understands
how to yield to pressure in all ways. He must be respectful and responsive in halter and
he must be clear about who the leader is. All of these things are related to how the
overall horse behaves.
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I primarily resort to clicker training if the horse is really scared, shut down, or just not
responsive to what I feel is a reasonable request. Some behaviors and reactions are a
result of past traumatic experiences or abusive treatment by either unethical or
untrained handlers. In all of these cases we must change their association from
whatever is troubling them to something positive.
Food activates a horses’ para-sympathetic nervous system, thus overriding their
sympathetic nervous system which is the one that tells them to RUNNNN!!! If we can
shut off that flight instinct and help them use the thinking part of their brain, then we
are one step closer to helping them overcome their fears.
When I am presenting this training method I am very quick to add caution. I stress the
importance of understanding the philosophy behind this method. It is a tool to be used
as needed. It is not based on bribery and is not simply hand feeding treats to the horse.
Food rewards offered incorrectly can result in a dangerous horse. They can create
dangerous situations and behaviors. There is much to learn. For example, with some
horses the position of his head when being treated must be addressed. Some need to be
taught to look away from you in order to receive their treat. There may even be times
when the treat is delivered in a feed pan or bucket and not out of the hand. However, I
have found the need for this to be rare.
Timing is incredibly important with clicker training. The sound of the click must be
delivered at just the right time. I actually don’t use a hand held clicker because I often
need both of my hands free. I make a “cluck” noise with my tongue and reserve that
specific noise only for clicker training. It is the bridging signal to the horse to tell him he
is on the right track and to keep doing exactly what he is doing. He knows that a reward
will be forthcoming.
Much of this training begins with using a target and putting it on a verbal cue of “touch
it” or “target.” The horse is rewarded for touching the target. I covered this method
previously in the obstacle training section of the “Natural Style Training” chapter. In the
beginning, when we use this method to retrain a problem behavior, we often use a
quick succession of click/reward. This is done to completely change the horse’s
association in a particular situation or with a particular object. Once he has become
comfortable with a specific task we can lengthen the time between treats and even back
off them completely if desired.
With clicker training any positive reinforcement can be delivered. It doesn’t have to be a
treat. It might be a rub or a scratch on their sweet spot. It just has to be a reward that
the horse can anticipate and will really appreciate. Once a horse understands clicker
training it is up to the trainer to determine if or when they might want to use it. As
mentioned above, I don’t ever begin with this method, but I have found it to be one of
quickest ways to calmly and safely change a horse’s perspective when fear or
misunderstanding is involved. It brings out a willingness and desire in the horse like
nothing else I have ever experienced.
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The real beauty of this methodology is that once your horse knows it you will forever
share a specific language. He will instantly understand and know how to respond when
he is scared or confused. It will cause him to quickly change his mind, his attitude and
his behavior. The best part is that it is fun, safe, effective and enjoyable for you both.

Fly spray success – Safe, easy & effective
Riley’s confidence and level of “try” soared as soon as I introduced clicker training. I
began by first spraying away from him, clicking and rewarding him for standing still. I
repeated the process a couple more times and then started to advance forward. He
remained still, seemingly frozen in place with his eyes and ears on me. This training
was a totally new experience for him and he was captivated by it. Within a few more
repetitions I was spraying close to his lower legs. When I got really close he moved a
little and I kept spraying until he stopped his feet. At that precise moment I
simultaneously stopped spraying and clicked, then immediately delivered his treat.
After just a few minutes Riley had figured out how to open the candy dispenser.
I could see his inner struggle, but he sucked it up and kept on trying, all for a bite of hay
pellets. Within five minutes I was spraying his legs and decided that was enough for the
day. It was no longer about the spray. He understood that all he had to do was stand
still, accept being sprayed and receive a treat. It was clear that this was the method that
would open up a whole new world for him.
By our second session he was standing still and letting me spray his entire body. I
clicked and treated him only a few times during the whole process. We then moved
onto the water hose. From the first click Riley understood what I wanted and tried his
best. My job was to progress at a pace that would build his confidence and set him up
for success. I paid close attention to his body language and timed my rewards. Because
this technique was familiar and desirable to him we achieved our goal in a very short
time.
One of the greatest aspects of using this method is watching the horse’s new response
to something that previously caused him fear and anxiety. When I got the hose out his
big eyes would look at me and his ears would prick forward as if to say, “Oh boy, I
wanna play, I wanna play, I love this game!” The change in his response just warmed
my heart and made me smile.
The more training techniques and methods a horse handler can learn the better. Horses
are as individual as humans. I don’t believe that any “one method” best suits every
horse, every time. Although one method might work well for many horses, if you work
with enough horses you will come across one that needs something different. These are
the horses that send you back to the drawing board in search of another way. It is a
never ending journey of learning.
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Treats don’t have to be forever
People often ask if they will always have to carry treats with them if they use clicker
training to solve problems. The answer is no. Much of this training is done to reshape a
behavior or help the horse overcome fear. Once your goal has been accomplished you
can replace the treats with praise and other forms of positive reinforcement.
In the early stages of clicker training, the rewards do come very quickly. Once the
horse understands the process you can hold off longer between the click and the treat.
The click is a bridging signal that tells the horse to just keep doing what he is doing and
a reward will follow. You can even click a few times to “hold” the behavior and then
reward with one treat to end it. This “holding” teaches patience and can help you get
through a process such as cleaning the entire hoof or cinching up the saddle. Once you
are done with the task you can deliver the treat. Trust me, he will be right there
waiting for and expecting it.
In addition to food rewards there are other forms of positive reinforcement. I like to
add a “goooodddd” into the process as an additional bridging signal. The horse begins
to associate this word with his action and understands that something good is coming.
Depending on what behavior you are trying to shape or reshape, the reward doesn’t
always have to be food, it could be a nice rub or scratch. It is actually beneficial to mix
it up so the horse is always left in the position of trying and asking. He never knows
exactly just how meaningful the reward will be, just that there will one. For a job really
well done he should hit the “jackpot” and be rewarded with some “high value” treats.
These could be carrots or apples instead of hay pellets. Anticipation of these special
moments will keep him engaged. He may begin to offer you behaviors in order to start
a “discussion.” How cool is that?
Let's walk through teaching your horse to stand still, lower his head and tip his nose
towards you for haltering. In the beginning you will have to click and reward every
small try. You may have to start with asking him to just stand still when you lift the
halter. The next step is to click and reward when he turns his head towards you. Then
click and reward when he turns his head and lowers it from your touch on his poll.
Lastly, you click and reward when he places his nose in the halter. Once he is good at
each of these steps you may click through the entire process, asking him to hold the
behavior until you have fastened the halter on his head. Once that is done you can offer
him his reward.
Only when you have 100% success at each step do you move on to the next step. This
process can be applied to a horse who has never been haltered or one that needs
retraining. They quickly understand that cooperation leads to a meaningful reward.
Previous behavior issues associated with haltering should rapidly go away. Approach
haltering mindfully and understand that regression can happen. If it does just return to
clicker training for a while to further reshape the behavior. Remember that the shortest
path to success is often through the mouth:)
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The “Don’t mug me” Lesson
I don’t want to leave out this very important part of clicker training. It is generally
what I teach immediately following the initial target training. Once a horse
understands the sequence of events he may begin searching you for the food supply.
This is a behavior that you need to nip in the bud as soon as it begins to happen. Left
unattended it can quickly escalate into a dangerous behavior.
As strange as it might sound, we solve the problem surrounding food with food. It is
also extremely effective for retraining mouthy horses. Yup, you can often fix a mouthy,
nippy or mugging horse by using treats. It’s weird, right?
The lesson is generally a simple one to teach and most horses catch on very quickly. I
taught this to Riley in about 3 minutes in our barn one snowy winter. He was starting
to get a little too interested in what might be in my pockets. He had begun to search me
for treats when I was close to or approaching him. I have listed the methods used on
the following page. The pictures below illustrate the process with a clinic horse who
had the exact same problem. During our in-hand session he was constantly mugging
his owner for treats. Within just a few minutes I was able to reshape this behavior by
teaching him where his BIG head belonged.
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Steps to Teaching the “Don’t Mug Me” Lesson
1. Begin by standing at your horse’s left shoulder, facing forward. Have your treats in a
pouch or pocket on your right side.
2. Here’s the hard part-When he begins to mug you in search of those treats you must
Ignore him! Do not swat at him. (Remember that positive reinforcement training is
based on ignoring the undesirable behavior and rewarding the correct one.)
Swatting at him will only engage him in his favorite game of “bite me” and it will not
stop the behavior. Only respond to this behavior if he is getting too pushy or mouthy.
You don’t want it to progress to him trying to bite you. Try to defuse the situation by
poking or nudging him away with your finger or elbow. Make it subtle, but sharp,
clear and uncomfortable. Keep emotion out of it. (*See last paragraph on what do if it
begins to feel dangerous.)
3. He will begin to figure out that his behavior is getting him nothing. When he realizes
this he will begin to offer a different behavior. Pay very close attention here. The
behavior you want to reward is the turning of his head away from you. Click him at
the exact moment he begins to look away from you, even if it is just a slight
movement. At this point also click and reward any time a distraction causes him to
look away from you. He knows exactly what his body is doing at all times.
4. After you click him for moving his head away deliver the treat away from your
body. If you allow him to bring his mouth back to you for the treat you will undo the
process and confuse the horse.
5. Offer him the treat by extending your arm and hand to a position that would require
him to put his head in front of his chest and away from you.
6. Continue to stand quietly next to him with your arms hanging at your sides. He will
continue to search and mug you several more times. Some horses catch on very
quickly and some take lots of repetition. Continue to ignore him until he turns his
head away even slightly. Correct timing of your click is imperative. Click and reward
the moment you notice the head position change. He will soon figure out that if he
keeps looking straight ahead or away from you he will be rewarded.
7. Continue these steps until he is consistently placing his nose in front of his chest.
When he does, click and treat.
8. To go a step further, hold off on treating until he takes his face further away from
you, even to the opposite side. Then click and treat again.
9. Remember to be consistent with rewarding your horse. When you click he will most
likely look to you for the treat. You must hold off just a moment until he remembers
the second step, which he will. That’s when you deliver the jackpot!
10. Lastly, he will relapse and try to put his mouth towards you in search of a treat.
Simply never reward this behavior. Wait until he remembers to turn his head away
and then reward.
*For additional safety you can also teach this lesson using a stall. The stall wall
provides a boundary between you and the horse. Reinforce the appropriate behavior
by treating either through the bars or over the stall door. He still is only rewarded when
he turns his head away.
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Come on down here big boy!
Late summer brings me to the Bitterroot Ranch, located in northwest Wyoming’s
beautiful Wind River valley. This is one of the locations where I teach a week-long
Centered
Riding/Holistic
Horsemanship Clinic.
Guests participate in
workshops,
relationship ground
training, Centered
Riding lessons, trail
rides, team sorting
and other enjoyable
activities. Bitterroot
Ranch is home to 180
horses of all ages,
levels, sizes and
breeds, including
their home bred
Spanish and CMK
Arabians.
During my 2016 retreat I taught a “Changing Unwanted Behaviors” workshop for the
guests. My focus was to expose them to the benefits of positive reinforcement training.
I asked Mel Fox, the matriarch of the ranch and horsewoman extraordinaire, to choose a
few horses with undesirable behaviors. In that size herd there was bound to be a few.
One horse was Nevada. He was an 18 year old, 16.2 hand, Percheron gelding. The ranch
purchased Nevada about ten years prior from a 5′4″woman who was riding dressage
with him. He had some good training, excelled at team sorting and was quite athletic for
a horse his size. We already used Nevada a few times that week and he had proven
himself to be a steady, reliable mount, albeit a bit strong and opinionated. His only vice
was that he had developed a habit of throwing his head up when being bridled. Many of
the wranglers were on the small side and therefore, this behavior created a pretty
difficult situation for them. As always, we ruled out the chance of any physical reasons
for this change in behavior and also discussed trying different bits.
When faced with a behavior issue I always want to see if my approach to it will elicit the
same response. As expected in this case, it did. I had a much longer reach than some of
the wranglers. However, Nevada made easy work of throwing his head up high enough
to avoid the bridle going on and nearly lifting me off my feet in the process. It was clear
that clicker training was the only way to reshape this behavior. Trying to out-muscle
him was not going to work. I spent a few minutes on target training to teach him the
process. He caught on quickly and figured out that a certain response would earn him a
“cluck” of my tongue and a treat. He was all in and ready to play!
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I needed to begin at exactly the place in the process where the negative behavior
originated. From there I would break the session down into baby steps. The first step
was to teach Nevada a “head down” cue. When I placed my hand on his poll I needed
him to drop his head. He was immediately clicked and rewarded for doing so, even just
slightly in the beginning. He caught on quickly. Next I taught him to softly bend and
keep his nose in and down, towards me. Once that was consistent I introduced the
bridle. He had to remain in position when I lifted the bridle up to him and then when I
touched it to his face. Next he had to allow me to touch his mouth with the bit in my
hand. Each of these steps had to happen without him throwing his head up. If he did
that we started over, returning to a place where he could be calm and successful.

The final step was for Nevada to quietly open his mouth and accept the bit. He was
clicked through the process and offered a treat reward the moment the bit was in and
his head was quiet. I wanted him to know that good things happened when the bit was
in his mouth and he remained still. This session is typical of most any clicker training
session. It was calm, safe, effective and fun for both the horse and the human.
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All about that “Smile” 
Teaching a horse how to “smile” came out of a Behavioral Clinic I hosted with Dr.
Jeannine Berger. I met Dr. Berger back in 2009 at Rutgers University. We were both
presenters on equine behavior at the 2009 Horse Conference. Dr. Berger’s topic was
how to understand and evaluate equine behavior while mine was how humans affect
equine behavior.
I wasn’t really sure how well this presentation
would go, seeing that we had never even met each
other. We were briefly introduced just prior to our
presentation start time. We both enjoyed hearing
each other’s perspective on the topics. As a teacher
of clinical veterinary behavior science at the VMTH
at UC Davis California, Dr. Berger’s presentation was
primarily based on science, academic research and
clinical findings. My presentation was based on
practical, experiential and self-awareness lessons.
Our approaches were different; hers looking from
the animal’s perspective, mine from the humans.
However, our desires and concerns were the same.
We both were very committed to helping people
always first consider the welfare of the horse.
Our goal for the attendees of the conference was to
help educate them about horses, horse behavior and the role that the human plays. We
wanted to provide them with a little information on how to better understand the horse
physically, mentally and emotionally. After our lectures the attendees had so many
burning questions that we were asked to offer a question and answer panel during the
lunch break.
During this session we alternated taking questions from the audience and offering our
answers and insights. Over dinner that same evening we continued to share our
passion, got to know each other more and discovered that our views and goals were
very similar. Over the next few years we’ve collaborated, hosted multiple clinics and
always enjoyed our time together both professionally and personally.
In 2003 I hosted Dr. Berger for a behavior clinic in Vermont; it was very well attended
by horse enthusiasts and teachers, as well as veterinarians and trainers. We did a great
deal of problem solving with a variety of horses and the approach was the same with
each one. All the behaviors were treated using positive and negative reinforcement
training techniques, no punishment or intimidation was used. My friend Deb was
leasing Cooper at the time and asked if Dr. Berger could teach us all a trick. She chose
the “smile” technique which since that day has changed the faces of many a horse in
our presence. We were taught this trick using positive reinforcement but not
specifically clicker training. There was no “clicking” but there certainly were treat
rewards.
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Teaching the “Smile”
1. Have your horse either in halter and lead or free in a box stall. Have some
treats in your pocket or pouch.
2. Tickle the very end of your horse’s muzzle by lightly wiggling your index
finger up and down on the whiskers that are there. Be sure to go as lightly
as possible so that it isn't unpleasant-just that it tickles.
3. If he stands still for this, praise him with a click and follow up with a treat.
If he knows clicker training he will quickly switch into game mode and
begin offering behaviors. This technique will also work fine on horses that
don't know clicker training, it just might take a little longer.
4. Now that he is attentive and standing still you can hold off on the click and
reward until he twitches his upper lip. Click and treat at the slightest
movement.
5. Once he begins to understand that you want him to wiggle his upper lip
you can hold out longer for more of an expression. You may want to hold/
cup his chin in your hand to help him understand that you want his head
to stay still and to just move his lip.
6. At some point you can hold off to see if he will offer you a solid “flehman”
response. This is of course a natural expression of the horse.
7. If he gives you the whole flehman response then click and treat him
BIGTIME!
8. Once the response is well established you can stop actually tickling his
whiskers and just use the vertical motion of your index finger. You can
also add a verbal cue of “smile” if you wish.
9. Next begin to back away from him a little at a time and offer the cue.
10. Lastly “smile” and enjoy this new communication!

We taught this to several of the horses at our barn. We found that some horses offered
the flehman response instinctively, while others did not. Some of us held out for the full
response while others settled for something in between. A random twitching or
wiggling of the lip was often rewarded and that was good enough. The result was a
variety of goofy faces that spanned down the barn aisle when we raised our fingers up
and said "smile."
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If you are having trouble getting the full flehman response you can try to introduce
something to the horse that is likely to illicit it. It might be something that has a
particular taste or smell that triggers it, like an onion. Use your finger and voice cue
while holding up the item to his mouth. If/when he responds with the flehman action,
just click treat, reward and repeat. You can phase out the item once he understands that
your finger and voice cue is asking for that response.

Hey guys, I have an idea!
I vividly recall one specific lesson that I was giving to a student named Jerilyn and her
horse Tana. They had also attended Dr. Berger’s clinic and Tana had become very
proficient at the smile. Our lesson was progressing along nicely. As I was watching
them work the exercise I wanted to point out something that I thought would help. I
asked Jerilyn to stop on the rail for a moment. I was standing just off to Tana’s right
side, facing Jerilyn, as we talked. We were pretty deep in theory when all of the sudden
Tana began smiling. He was looking at me, just offering a great, big smile. It was as if he
was saying, “I have an idea, why don’t I just smile, then you can give me a treat and we
can forget all this serious business of working.” Clearly the lesson and discussion was
of no importance to him.
When this happened Tana gave us a look into the window of his mind. While we were
solving the troubles of the world (aka, leg yields or something else of great importance)
he was thinking about getting a treat. What a hoot!
One of the biggest benefits of positive reinforcement training is that it opens up a
pathway of communication between horses and humans. It give us insights into what
they are thinking about in certain moments. Thank you Dr. Berger for teaching us
something that will always bring us joy!

Jerilyn and Tana working that "smile."
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Case Study - Stress-free Vet visit
Thanks to the effectiveness and success of clicker training I am pleased to share the
story of how one horse received the help he needed through use of this method. Its
content was taken from an e-mail sent to me by Tammy, a clinic student in Rhode
Island. I had met and worked with Tammy and her Mustang Nic, at previous clinics.
Her story serves as a great example of how we can positively and lastingly change a
horse’s reaction from one of fear to one of calm acceptance. This change will forever
enhance Nic's life and that of the people who care for him.

“Hi Heidi,
Nic, my Mustang and I met you this winter at Arcadia Stables in
Exeter, RI. We came to your Clicker Training (Changing Unwanted
Behaviors) Clinic. To be honest, I was pretty doubtful that clicker
training would help Nic and his HUGE phobia of needles. But because I
had learned so much in your other clinics, and because Nic trusted
you, I came to the clicker clinic. I took the tools that you taught me in
that behavior clinic and practiced them with Nic two more times, for
about 10 minutes each time.
The vet was here today for spring vaccinations and dentals. For the
first time in the eight years I have had Nic he was perfect!!!!!!! My vet
was shocked! I told him that I had done clicker training with him and I
think he thought," sure but there is no way this horse is going to be
good." Last year he was so bad that he wasn’t even able to get done.
Thank you so much for helping Nic. If you were here, I'd hug you!!!!!!
True Believer, Tammy”
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Reading Tammy’s e-mail lifted my spirits the day I read it and made me smile. As
trainers, it is so immensely rewarding when we set up a learning situation that helps a
horse and their human to this degree. It warms our hearts and helps us remember what
all the hard work, long days, hot sun and cold weather are truly all about. It’s all about
the horse!

Here is Tammy's response to my request regarding sharing her story:
"I would love for you to share Nic's story! I preach clicker
training and Heidi Potter to anyone who stands next to me for
too long!! If you have a nonbeliever in the room have them give
me a call. Nic was supposed to be my second string limited
distance horse but his fear of people made the vettings
dangerous. My Arab mare is my “go to” girl but she has been side
lined for now. I really needed Nic to step up. I'm going to use
clicker training to help him at the vetting stations. Nic might just
become your poster horse!!"

The only clicker training done previously with Nic was my 20 minute session during
that Changing Behaviors clinic. As I mentioned, I don’t ever start with clicker training
when faced with a fear issue and this case was no different. However, it quickly became
clear once I begin working with Nic that this was the right way to help him. In that 20
minutes I was able to change a lifetime of fear and help a horse be able to calmly deal
with a procedure that could one day save his life. I’m so grateful to Tammy for sharing
her story with me and so happy for Nic that she is his person.
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Only when they are free to express themselves do we get a
glimpse of what's inside.
Riley’s gift – A special moment almost missed
A while ago I experienced one of the most special moments I have ever had with
horses. It was fall in New England and typical of the season, this day started out cool
and warmed up with the midday sun. I didn’t have much horse time that day, so I
decided to spend a few minutes playing at liberty in the picadero with Riley. Our
picadero is set up in the far end of the outdoor arena. I took off my gloves, vest and hat
as the sun warmed the afternoon air. When we were done I gathered my things, opened
the picadero gate and proceeded across the arena. I left Riley loose to either follow me
or not. I was glad to notice that he did chose to follow me. When I stopped at the gate
Riley stopped and stood at my right shoulder. While I was unlatching the gate I noticed
that he left my side for a moment and then returned. When I looked over at him I
noticed that he had my hat in his mouth. I hadn't even noticed that I had dropped it, but
Riley had. He literally went back to where I had dropped it, picked it up in his mouth
and carried it back to me. I smiled, extended my hand and Riley dropped it in. I rubbed
all over him and told him how wonderful he was.
Later that night, I shared this experience with my husband. I realized the significance of
this single act. It was a gift! I was so filled with love, appreciation and gratitude for this
horse. He just makes me smile. If I had put a halter and lead on him for our walk back to
the barn the window to his mind would have
been closed. It would have taken away his
ability to express himself and I would have
missed out on this experience. By giving him
this freedom it came back to me tenfold! I’d
like you to think that this happened because
my horse is just brilliant. However, the truth
is that “fetch” is one of the games Riley and I
play from time to time. On this particular day
we hadn’t played any games and I didn’t have
any treats. Also, in the past, I never asked
Riley to fetch anything other than his toys. I
throw the toy, he goes and picks it up, I
whistle for him to bring it back and then he
hands it to me. This always earns him tons of
smiles and a treat. Riley gets to decide
whether he wants to play or not. At times I
may throw the toy and he’ll walk right past it
on the way to his hay pile. Luckily for me, on this sunny, fall day, Riley wanted to play
and he clearly shared his idea with me.
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The Horse You Lead is the Horse You Ride

I grew up not knowing anything about groundwork. I wasn’t even familiar with the
term. We just got our horses, tacked them up and hit the trail or arena. Luckily, most of
us managed to do okay with this approach. However, looking back, I can see how much
better certain things could have been with a little more knowledge.
I prefer to start my clinics with groundwork because the horse you lead truly is the
horse you ride. This first session gives me the opportunity to be sure that all of the
horses are halter broke. You would assume that halter breaking is something done with
a domestic horse in the very early stages of life. However, I consider a halter broke
horse only those who are respectful and responsive in the halter. If a horse is pulling
back and dragging their handler around, then to me they are not halter broke. If this is
the case then it is exactly where our clinic training needs to begin.
This rule is true of every horse, especially those that are going to be ridden. I have seen
many people mount up on horses that I would have no interest in riding. The ground
work sessions help me get a feel for what type of relationship the participants have
with their horses and what their skill set is. Just as important, it allows horses and
humans an opportunity to acclimate themselves to being in a group situation, in a new
environment. Not unlike a horse show, the first thirty minutes can be pretty exciting.
My job is to calm the storm as quickly as possible so that the learning can begin. I find
that many people begin to worry as soon as they enter the clinic space with their
horses. This is one of the best reasons to keep everyone on the ground at first. What I
often observe is that the handlers begin immediately obsessing about how their horses
are responding or reacting. They need to be aware, but not obsess about it. To settle
things down as quickly as possible I begin by asking everyone to walk along
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the rail and only focus on their breathing. I ask them to put 90 percent of their attention
on themselves and only give their horses 10 percent. As you now know, the effect of this
deep breathing causes the handler to relax physically, mentally and emotionally. It
helps to clear their mind for the new lessons and experiences they will have. It also has
the same effect on the horse. No learning can or will take place for the horse or the
human without calmness. Humans and their horses are generally ready to begin
working after just a few minutes spent breathing away their troubles.
The horses in my clinics generally range from those who have had a great deal of
groundwork to those who are quite unmanageable. Sometimes the unmanageable ones
are referred to as rude, pushy, or disrespectful. While these adjectives might really
seem to best describe them, the real problem is that they haven’t been taught how to be
anything different. Horses only do what they have been taught, allowed to do, or what
has worked for them in the past. They need clear and consistent boundaries to change
their undesirable behaviors. Once a horse knows what is expected of him things will go
much better. Due to the hierarchy that exists in the herd a horse will seek out a leader.
Most horses are happy to hand over leadership to one who has shown themselves to be
worthy, horse or human. If no leader is present or acceptable, then the horse will feel
solely responsible for their own safety. Those horses will remain ever so vigilant and
ready to save their lives at any given moment. It is the human’s job to help the horse
develop and grow into a more confident, willing and relaxed partner. All of this work
begins on the ground. The time we spend on the ground comes back to us ten-fold
when we get in the saddle.
At times Mother Nature adds a little something extra to our horse plans. It might be
high winds, a warm sun that causes snow to slide off the arena roof, a pounding rain
that makes it impossible to hear, or something outside that causes the nearby herd to
run for their lives. These types of unforeseen conditions can really railroad the best laid
plans. When this happens it is wise to consider your options. Safety should always be
your number one concern. Let it drive your decision about whether it is wise to stay on
top or to dismount. Reconnecting with your horse on the ground is often the best way
to return to a place of peace. Listen to what your horse is telling you while you are on
the ground. Give yourself permission to call it a day or just continue with some in hand
exercises. There is nothing to be gained by taking chances. It’s no big deal if what you
had planned has to wait until tomorrow. Your ability to make the right decision will
help ensure future enjoyable experiences with your horse.
Lastly, don’t overlook the importance of ground work for your well trained, well
mannered, mature horse. Those few pre-ride moments on the ground will allow you
time to connect with him and assess how he is feeling that day. With that information
you can then create a session that will result in you both being successful. This time
spent on the ground will help ensure a more safe and enjoyable ride for both you and
your horse.
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One of my personal “Golden Rules”
I personally expect every horse I ride to stand calmly and willingly at the mounting
block. This tells me that they are ready and willing to accept me onto their backs.
Ground training at the mounting block is one lesson that should never be overlooked.
So often I see riders struggle to get a horse squared up and standing quietly to be
mounted. Commonly, the deed gets done by the rider deciding that it is good enough
and they leap or lunge up onto the horse’s back while he walks away.
Mounting the horse is one of the most dangerous moments of riding. I personally am
not interested in getting on a horse who is not giving me permission to do so. There
could be a number of reasons for this behavior. Often times it is simply lack of training.
However, physical discomfort must always be ruled out first. Saddle fit is a common
cause and must be remedied as soon as it becomes known.

Keeping it safe
As previously mentioned, safety should always be your #1 concern when working with
horses. This would be safety for yourself and safety for your horse. Working with a
1000lb flight or fight animal means that things can go drastically wrong, very quickly.
While it is hard to predict everything that could go wrong, there are many things within
your control. Here are the three areas to consider for safety before you start your
session with your horse.

Creating a safe environment
Choose an environment that will best support what you are planning to work on with
your horse. Consider whether you should be working in a box stall, tied to a hitching
rail, at liberty in a pen or in halter in a riding ring.
As previously mentioned, it should always be our goal to cause an action with our
horse, not a reaction. However, the unexpected can and will eventually happen.
Prevention is the key to reducing risk. Look high and low for things that could cause
injury if the horse were to suddenly jump, rear or buck. Check for low hanging lights,
protruding objects, narrow doorways, uneven ground, slippery footing or unaware
bystanders. Make sure that your horse’s escape route won’t include going over the top
of you or anyone else if he gets frightened and tries to flee.

Keeping yourself safe
Let your physical, mental and emotional state drive what you choose to do with your
horse on any given day. If you are feeling stressed, tired or emotional consider a
grooming session or a hand walk in the woods. This might prove to be enjoyable and
therapeutic for you both.
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Whenever possible, have someone within sight or hearing distance of your work area.
Consider having a ground person present to assist you if you are in the early stages of
mounted work. Wear a helmet, boots and possibly a riding vest to reduce the risk of
injury. Carry a cell phone for emergencies, but keep it turned off to reduce distraction.
Your horse needs and deserves your undivided attention.

Keeping your horse safe
Observe your horse upon arrival. What is his mental, physical and emotional state? Base
your plans on this observation. This will help ensure that your horse gets what he needs
from you and sets you both up for success. Prey animals are very much affected by
changes in their environment, in their herd and in the weather. Understand the need to
be flexible and design a safe and productive session with your horse. Consider whether
protective boots or wraps could help reduce the risk of injury for him. When you are
schooling a green or insecure horse away from the barn try to have a quiet, experienced
horse and handler accompany you. This can help to keep the session more safe, create
confidence in your horse and offer you some support as well.

We don’t know what we don’t know
Our goal in working with horses should always be to proceed in a safe manner and in a
way that supports good horsemanship. Try hard to avoid situations that will cause the
horse to go into flight or fight mode, as nothing is learned through fear. Seek the help of
a professional anytime you feel like you are in over your head, things feel unsafe or you
are simply out of tools. One of the beauties of working with horses is that the learning
never stops. There will always be a horse that sends us back to the drawing board.
Search for another point of view or a different approach when you get stuck or nothing
seems to be working. It can make all the difference. Achieving our goals with our horses
takes time, patience and knowledge. Enjoy the journey and be safe.
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Case Study - April 2014 My Introduction to Ginny
I first met Tina when she attended a workshop at my house. She explained that her
horse Ginny had a knack for spinning and bolting when frightened out on the trail. Tina
went off this horse on a regular basis. She was hoping that the workshop could give her
tools to help her stay in the saddle when things got “exciting.”
Tina had just begun riding a few years prior and had been sold a 3 year old Morgan
mare as her first horse. She was told that the mare was trained to drive, was recently
started under saddle and would make her a great trail horse. Ugh!
Tina’s troubles began as soon as she got the horse home. She found the mare untrusting
of humans, spooky and very reactive. The previous owner told her that the horse had
been the victim of someone shooting BBs at horses for fun. It was no wonder this little
horse had fear and trust issues. During the following three years Tina sought the help of
a few trainers. Through that work they developed some solid ground skills. Over the
course of that time, Tina and her horse also created a bond and a certain level of trust.
A few weeks after the workshop I received an e-mail from Tina asking for help with a
behavior problem. It was late winter and she had been riding out on a snowmobile trail.
Upon hearing a snowmobile approaching, Tina dismounted and they both stepped off
the side of the trail. The driver of the snowmobile was kind and stopped his machine
when he saw them. Once he moved on, Tina looked for a place to remount. At every
attempt to remount the mare would back up, step sideways or walk off. This was a new
behavior for this horse as she always stood still. After many attempts, in several
different spots, Tina decided she needed to get a little firmer. This resulted in the horse
pulling away and running back to the barn. Since that time the horse refused to be
mounted. She began offering the same exact behaviors at the mounting block. It was
impossible even with someone holding her. Tina asked a more experienced rider to try
and that ended in failure as well. It was clear that she needed a different approach.
On the day I arrived Tina had Ginny tied up in the barn. I asked her not to tack the horse
up so that I could make an assessment from the beginning of the process. I wanted to
see at what point her problems began. I quietly approached her with my arm extended,
offering her the chance to smell the back of my hand. Tina explained that Ginny was
really scared of people she didn’t know. As I slowly approached Ginny she looked at me
with fear in her eyes and quickly moved as far away as the ties would allow. That poor
little mare had no trust of humans at all, with the exception of her owner. At that point
Tina began to share more stories about Ginny.
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On the ground
1. Ginny was difficult to catch in the pasture. Tina explained, obviously a little
embarrassed or ashamed, that she could only catch her with treats. I reassured
her that rewarding this horse for coming to her was not only fine but
appropriate.
2. The barn owner was unable to blanket her in adverse weather.
3. She was terrified of the vet. She had to be sedated and twitched to receive her
shots, which really upset Tina.
4. She had to be tacked up in cross ties because she wouldn’t standstill.
5. She would sometimes kick out and try to bite at you when tightening the girth.
6. She wouldn’t load in a trailer.

Under saddle
1.
2.
3.
4.

She would walk off while being mounting.
She would get quick going down hills when ridden out on the trail.
When something frightened her she would spin and bolt.
She was afraid of dogs.

My heart went out to both of them. Tina clearly loved this horse and had tried so hard to
help her. She was just too new to horses and didn’t have the necessary skills and
training to deal with these issues. This poor, sweet mare was just so scared of almost
everything.

Back at the barn
The boarding facility didn’t have any enclosed ring or even much of a flat place to work.
I chose to begin out in front of the barn. In order to develop a connection with Ginny I
decided to take it very slow. I wasn’t going to just dive in with my requests and expect
results. Nothing could or would be accomplished if I couldn’t make a connection and
build some trust.
I asked Tina to untie the horse and hand me the lead rope. I knew that being outside
and untied would make it less stressful for Ginny. It was important to me that she did
not feel trapped. I wanted her to have the freedom to move around if and when she
needed to.
While I listened to Tina share more information and history about this horse I just
stood next to her and let her smell me. This was an important first step. Once she
stopped smelling me I began stroking her with my hand. I then asked for a brush and
spent a few minutes brushing her entire body. I did a lot of rubbing on her and mixed
in a few small requests. I asked her to yield her hindquarters, lower her head and give
me some light lateral flexion of her head.
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Because Tina had done some ground work with Ginny she was familiar with most of
what I was asking. When I asked her for a little lateral flexion I was careful not to just
pull her head around. I asked gently, with just two fingertips on the halter. I released as
soon as she yielded just slightly to the pressure. She was incredibly sensitive and quite
responsive, but very scared. I released her the moment her expression softened and
she relaxed just a little. After about 20 minutes she finally began to quietly and
willingly accept my guidance.
For the mounting issue I explained that we had to rule out a couple of things before we
could begin treating it as a behavior problem. The first was pain. I was unable to find
any tenderness or soreness anywhere along her withers, back or hind quarters. I
understood that this was a new development since the snowmobile incident, but we
had to start there. Then I addressed the importance of proper saddle fit. It is proven
that ill-fitting tack is a primary cause of back pain in horses. I was pleased to learn that
a saddle fitter had been out and was happy with my own assessment. No problem
there.
Tina mentioned the mounting issue to the farrier during a recent visit. The farrier also
checked the horse for pain. The mare flinched away from her touch as she ran her
fingers down her back. However, upon further inspection, Tina correctly suspected that
it was just a response to the actual touch by the farrier, and not a reaction to pain. This
mare was incredibly sensitive and wary of humans. It was her nature to shy away when
touched by any human that she didn’t totally trust.
As we headed around the barn to the mounting block I checked in with Ginny’s leading
skills. The mare was attentive, respectful and responsive. She stopped and backed up
with very little pressure when asked. I explained to Tina the importance of selfawareness and communicating clearly with the horse. I demonstrated how to use an
audible breath to calm and reassure Ginny that all was well and she could relax. As
always breathing proved to be a very valuable tool with this horse.

At the mounting block
I approached the mounting block and stepped up on the bottom step with my leading
arm extended. My goal was for Ginny to follow me up to the block and stand quietly in
position. I allowed her quite a lot of lead line, giving her the opportunity to follow me or
stop wherever she was comfortable. I wasn’t going to pull her up into position. It was
important for me to see exactly where the trouble began and where her comfort zone
was.
Once on the block I began quietly asking her to take a step towards me. I kept the lead
line loose, looked in the direction I wanted her to go, (not at her) and pointed with the
lead line in my left hand. I ever so slightly raised my right hand towards her hip if she
resisted forward movement. This provided a slight driving cue. My main goal was to
show her that I would reward every little try that she offered me and that I wasn’t going
to force her. It is easy to get in a fight with a horse and that is one thing I try to avoid.
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However, it takes finesse, knowledge and patience to avoid the fight. How can fighting
with a horse at the mounting block set up a situation where one would want to get on? I
needed to set up a situation where we made progress and built trust in a quiet,
thoughtful manner. Working with her in this manner was the only way to build her
trust in me. Trust was a quality I needed and wanted long before getting up on her back.
At first I rewarded every single effort by dropping my cue and rubbing on her.
“Every single effort” means anything from a lean, to a step, regardless of how big or
small it was. If she only gave me a two inch step, then I rewarded her. After several
minutes she would square up to the mounting block with me on the bottom step. Once I
moved up to the second and highest step we were back to square one.
When I asked for that final step forward, or acted like I was going to get on, she would
swing her haunches away. My response was to send those haunches around, switch
hands and send her right back around in the other direction. I would relax as soon as
she was in proper position again. This exercise was done abruptly, followed by
complete release, rest and stroking when she halted and lined up in the correct spot. I
repeated this exercise and quit once she was standing quietly in position. It was time to
mix it up and give her a break.
As humans we are driven to succeed. We often expect the same of our horse. It can be
hard to know when to stop, or even if it is okay to stop, when you haven’t actually
reached your goal. My goal was to have her walk up to the block and stand quietly in
position. Accomplishing my goal in this one session wasn’t nearly as important as
building trust. I wanted to help her understand that when she offered a try in response
to my requests, she would be rewarded. I was always mindful about giving her the time
needed to relax and process in between requests. I taught Tina to wait and watch for
signs that the horse was done processing before making another request. I would take
whatever time was needed for Ginny to lower her head, blink her eyes, lick and chew,
release a breath, etc., before beginning again. It is simply not productive or conducive to
establishing trust, when the handler keeps a horse working in a heightened level of
anxiety. I want the horse to know that I am the leader of our herd and that I will be
making requests. However, I also want them to know that I will be fair, reward every try
and give them the time needed to process and relax. There will always be something
good for them in our sessions.
I can’t stress enough the importance of taking whatever time is needed to achieve your
goal. It’s not about how long it takes or about actually reaching your goal; it’s about how
you get there. This is what the horse will remember. He doesn’t care about the end
game, he cares about the journey.
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Introducing Ginny to clicker training
We left the mounting block and headed to the barn where I decided to teach Ginny
about target training. I chose to use a target that I ordered online from Shawna
Karrasch’s website. This happens to be a stick with a white oval shaped ball on the end.
Your target can be anything that creates curiosity in the horse and is easy to hold in one
hand. I held it up right in front of her nose so that she could easily smell it. At first she
backed away, unsure of what my intent was. Within a very short time she became
interested and reached out to smell it. I immediately “clicked” with my tongue and gave
her a treat. Now I had her full attention and we were off to the races. Let the fun begin!
This stage of clicker training is one of my favorites. You can just see the lights go on. The
eyes get bright, the ears come up and the horse becomes 100% invested in your cause.
They can’t believe their good fortune! I repeated the click and treat a couple more times
when Ginny reached out to the target. Then I waited to reward her only when she
actually touched it. Clarity and consistency is important with all methods of training
and very much so with clicker training at this stage. Timing and accuracy is also
important. A horse will reach out, not actually touch the target, and then pull away in
anticipation of a treat. Once the horse reaches a certain level of understanding the
trainer must hold their position and only reward the actual touch.
Right from the start I decided to teach Tina and Ginny the “Touch It” game. Because
Ginny was so distrustful and fearful I wanted to offer Tina something positive,
productive and fun to do when the need arose. Hearing the words, “touch it” would give
Ginny a task that she could take ownership of. It would switch her out of the reactive
part of her brain to the thinking part of her brain. She would know exactly what to do
and that she would be rewarded for doing it. Just imagine how much better this is then
trying to force a horse towards something they are afraid of, or trying to ride out the
“sit, spin and bolt” move.
Once Ginny repeatedly touched the target I began holding it in different positions so
that she had to reach for it. Once she was willing to stretch and reach I knew that she
understood, and we could move on. She now had the beginnings of target training. She
also knew that when she heard the “cluck” of my tongue, she was doing the right thing
and a reward was coming.
I decided to involve Tina in the treating phase so that she could better understand the
timing and also help me out. With clicker training there are certain times when a second
person really helps. When we began addressing the girthing problem I was holding the
lead in one hand and the end of the girth, under Ginny’s belly, with the other. When
Ginny responded favorably I would cluck with my tongue and Tina would deliver the
reward. As a team we were very efficient and got through the lesson pretty quickly.
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Saddling up
From target training I went on to saddling Ginny. When I first lifted the pad up she
flinched and moved away slightly. Because she was a horse that had been under saddle
for three years this was a red light for me. She was responding to the fact that it was me
and I had totally changed the process. She was okay with Tina tacking her up in
crossties in the barn. However, saddling her up outside while holding her lead was a
game changer.
As she moved around I was careful to make sure that I kept the pad against her body. As
soon as she stopped her feet there was a “cluck” and a reward. At that point I took the
pad away and gave her a moment to process. It was clear to me that there were a lot of
holes in her training and her distrust of humans was so deeply ingrained that it made
almost everything a big deal. Typically, these things should be all taken care of long
before the horse is ridden.
Again, I commended Tina for her hard work and dedication to this little mare over the
years. As someone who was new to horses she sure had been dealing with a lot of
drama. She understandably was questioning whether this would ever be the right horse
for her. It depended on what her expectations were, but I was doubtful. This horse was
so green and so scared. It seemed unlikely that she would become a calm and reliable
trail horse for a novice rider. It was too early in the process for me to determine that for
sure. However, I did know that together we could help Ginny overcome much of her
fear and improve her confidence for wherever life might take her. We must appreciate
how hard it had to be for her to live with this level of anxiety and fear. Being wary of
people and afraid of everything is not a happy life. My goal was to help her find trust in
people and confidence in the world around her.
Due to the success of clicker training Ginny was standing still after just a few minutes
and I was throwing the pad up on her back, moving it around and pulling it off again.
She stood still and was rewarded each time. This technique was then repeated with the
saddle. Tina had a small pack tied onto the side of Ginny’s saddle. She explained how
she always held it up and was careful to place the saddle on gently. While I believe that
is the respectful thing to do for a horse, I had to approach it a little differently before I
was done. I didn’t want anyone to have to “tip toe” around tacking her up. I wanted to
avoid a train wreck from occurring if the pad accidently slid down her side onto the
ground. I explained the necessity of saddling her up rather sloppy and not so gracefully.
Ginny needed to be sacked out like a green, unbroken horse. She needed to understand
that her job was to accept what we were doing and keep her feet still until we asked her
to move them. The clicker training worked very well and things progressed very
quickly. I would swing that saddle up, let the bag come around and bump her side, slap
the saddle, slide it around and yank it off repeatedly. Ginny was clicked and rewarded
for standing still. Things were coming together.
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Girthiness
Before addressing Ginny’s girthiness issue we discussed the reasons why horses get
girthy. Pain is always the first thing to rule out. After that I address saddling technique
and proper tightness. It is very easy to overtighten the girth which causes discomfort.
The skin can form wrinkles and the pressure on the horse’s body can just be too much.
The English girths are often tightened up to the point when the elastic stretch is gone.
That can result in a girth that is too tight. With western cinches it can be a matter of too
much muscle being used and taking up all of the latigo slack. Both of these methods can
cause problems.

Three stages
Tightening the girth or cinching up in three stages can help prevent a horse from
becoming girthy in the first place. It can also aid us when we are retraining a negative
behavior. Upon initial tacking it need only be tight enough to prevent the saddle from
slipping if the horse shakes or moves quickly. Once the horse has walked around a bit it
should be checked and tightened again if necessary. At the mounting block it should be
checked one more time. Once the rider is mounted it is possible that an adjustment will
need to be made. Lastly, the girth or cinch should always be double checked before the
first canter or jump.
With Ginny, the first time I gently touched the girth up under her body she swished her
tail and kicked her hind leg out. I gave her my “Ut-Ut don’t you do that” response and
held it there until she stopped. I then dropped the girth and did some rubbing along her
heart girth area. The next time I gently brought it up she did not offer a negative
response and was instantly rewarded. I repeated the process a few more times and she
did great. We now began to replace her previous behavior with a much more desirable
behavior. It felt really good to all three of us.

The first “ride”
Once Ginny was saddled up I brought her back to the mounting block. She was warier
now of sideling up all the way to me. I repeated her earlier lessons but we didn’t get
quite as far. Our session needed to wrap up so I decided to pick a good stopping point;
one where she was calm and had given me a good try. When that occurred I praised her,
stepped down from the block and led her away.
Before quitting for the day Tina mentioned that things might have turned out
differently if we had attempted to mount her from the ground. Sometimes with horses
you can change it up just a little bit and have it make all the difference. I was taking a
risk here by doing this. If she stood still that would be great. If she did not stand still I
would have to get her back to a calm, obedient point before I could praise her and stop
the session.
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I collected the reins and lifted my left foot several times. She didn’t move. I put my foot
in the stirrup and got up half way. She still didn’t move. I just stayed there and stroked
her. After some repetition I swung my leg over and sat. She stood completely still and
turned to look at me, waiting for her reward. I stroked her and got off immediately. This
was great progress and a good note to end on.
Tina couldn’t believe that Ginny actually stood still once I was on. That was not
something that she had ever done, even prior to the mounting problems. All the lessons
of this day and prior days were taking hold.
You see, all of the behaviors that she was offering were connected. They were all based
in fear and her need to take care of and protect herself. Because of the gentle way I
worked with her the walls began to come down. Ginny was developing trust. When I
got up on her back she had no reason to move off. In fact, you could tell that she was
processing the idea. She was thinking that there may be a good reason for her not to
move at all, and she was right! Previously, she had been rewarded for just standing still.
Her mindset was starting to shift, making way for new behaviors to immerge. This new
method of positive reinforcement training created a line of communication. It allowed
her to think in a different way and ask questions. She literally thought about the fact
that standing still, while I was sitting on her back, just might earn her one of those
treats.
Tina e-mailed me the next day saying how relieved she was and hopeful that change
was possible for her and her horse. Giving her tools and hope felt good. However, what
felt great was showing that terrified, sweet little mare that people can be trusted and
life with them can be good.
I gave Tina so much credit for all that she accomplished with Ginny prior to and during
our training sessions. She again asked me if there was any hope or if she just wasn’t the
right horse for her. While I didn’t want to give up on this little mare, I still felt, that in
the end, she probably was not going to be the right horse for Tina. I would have rather
seen Tina gaining experience and confidence on a calm, well-mannered, mature trail
horse with lots of life experience.
Ginny was always going to be a really sensitive, athletic, reactive horse. We could make
things better behaviorally, but we were not going to change her temperament or
personality. We both took comfort in knowing that if Tina did decide to move her on
then all of our efforts would help improve her chances of having a happy life with
someone else.
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Saddle Placement
Correct saddle placement is really important. It helps ensure that the horse can move as
naturally as possible and also plays an important role in the overall balance of the rider.
In Tina’s case she was putting her saddle too far forward, thus causing discomfort and
restricting the movement in her horse’s shoulder. She explained that the saddle always
wanted to slide back. She was taught that to prevent this she must tighten the girth
more and only use the first two billets to help keep the saddle in that forward position.

The saddle was actually sliding back because Ginny’s shoulder was pushing it to the
place that it should have been sitting. This is a common problem that reaches across the
disciplines. As a child I was also taught to put the cinch right up behind the elbow, just
behind the front leg. Much later in life I learned that this was incorrect and why. On the
next page I have included some tips to help you assess the saddle fit and placement for
your horse.
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Correct Saddle Placement














Always begin with the horse standing squarely.
Place the pad and saddle up further on the withers than where you ultimately
will need it to be.
Slide them both back down into position on the back. (This allows the hair to
lay flat beneath the tack)
Pull the pad up into the pommel to allow for airflow and help prevent the pad
from tightening down hard on the withers when riding.
Slide the palm of your hand along the scapula and allow your fingers to trace
the edges of it all the way around. You are checking to see if there is any
pressure or pinching from the saddle on any part of the shoulder blade. This
will also help you understand just how far back on the horse’s body the
shoulder goes. Remember when the horse moves, the shoulder blade will
travel back even further than it is when he is standing still.
Slide the saddle back to a place that clears the shoulder and where it
naturally wants to nestle in on the back.
Flatten your hand out and place your palm between the point of the elbow
(the pointy bone you can feel at the top of their leg) and the front of the girth
or cinch. There should be approximately a hands width of space between the
two. The average adult hand should fit in that space comfortable.
Question the fit or placement of the saddle if you are using devices to hold the
saddle in place. At times I have seen a breast collar or chest plate used to
prevent the saddle from sliding back to where it may naturally need to be.
The horse’s movement could be trying to place it in the correct place.
If the horse is especially round the saddle could have the tendency to slide
forward. In this case possibly a crupper could be used.
The saddle should sit level on the horses back. You should not be able to
either rock it back to front or side to side. It should follow the contours of the
horse’s back. The gullet should easily clear the length and width of the horse’s
spine and keep it clear of any contact. Three fingers width between the
withers and the underside of the top of the gullet is ideal.
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The Life of Riley & the Road to Gaining Trust

Laurie and I riding the two Canadien brothers, Wally and Riley.
As previously mentioned, I first met and started working with Riley as a two year old.
His owner Laurie and I continued to work together from that point on. Throughout
Riley’s entire life Laurie had been totally committed to helping improve Riley’s level of
confidence. She regularly trail rode him and participated in educational opportunities,
including horse agility training and obstacle play. All of this helped him become quite
confident with just about any obstacles presented to him in the ring. However, it all
seemed to do little to build his confidence out on the trail. He would still freeze up
when he saw something that frightened him. In addition to that, trailer loading
continued to be an issue, especially when he was away from home. They seemed to
have reached a plateau. It was time to accept that Riley was who he was. He was his
best self for the time being.
In 2014, following one of our training sessions, Laurie mentioned that she was planning
to retire and needed to downsize. She needed to own just one horse. We discussed the
differences between the two horses. She knew that it made sense to keep the horse that
best suited the type of activities that she enjoyed. That horse was clearly Wally. He was
confident and would willingly ride out alone on the trail. He had no issues with trailer
loading and seemed to love obstacles. He was the more balanced and athletic of the two
horses, and being shorter in height was better matched for Laurie’s size.
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The decision to move a horse on is always a difficult one, especially when it involves
horses that you have had since birth. Having known, worked with, and cared about
Riley for over eight years, I was having almost as much trouble as Laurie. We just
couldn’t imagine moving him on to someone else. He was incredibly sweet and
sensitive, but worried. We feared that someone would get frustrated with him and
subsequently try to "strong arm" him into submission. Riley was a horse that simply
would not move forward until he felt safe. In the wrong hands that situation might
result in abuse.
After some discussion, and lots of thought, it was decided that I would free lease Riley
for a year. Laurie wasn’t quite ready to part with him on a permanent basis. This
arrangement would allow her to ease into the transition of not having him there at
home with her and his brother. We were both comforted by this decision. I was excited
about having the opportunity to continue riding, working with and enjoying this sweet
boy.
During one of our sessions Laurie reminded me that I had actually been the first one on
Riley’s back as a two-year old. She and Riley had attended a Jon Ensign Colt Starting
Clinic that I was hosting. I was then reminded of the moment that I lowered myself
down from the round pen panel onto his back. As expected, Riley just took it all in
stride and calmly stepped away. After a moment I hopped off and considered that a
great first ride!
Our hope for Riley was that I would be able to continue helping him become a more
confident, secure horse. In July 2015, after a year of free leasing him, Riley became my
personal horse. I accepted who he was and knew that the challenges we would face
would make me a better horsewoman. I would be forced to seek out new ways to work
with him that would hopefully lead us to developing a more trusting relationship. Only
if and when Riley decided to fully trust his human, like he did the leader of his herd,
would he find peace and comfort in new situations. I planned to continue traveling with
him, teaching off him and exposing him to new things as much as my schedule would
allow.
Before I get into specifics about my journey with Riley I want to mention a story that
Laurie shared with me. It offered me insight, gave me a greater understanding of who
he was and put into perspective just how deeply rooted his insecurity was.
One day, when Riley was just a young foal; Laurie was leading his mother Fiona across
the driveway to another part of the property. Riley was following along behind them
like foals do. A long, narrow, shallow drainage ditch ran along the edge of the driveway.
It could easily be stepped over by horse and human. Laurie and Fiona stepped over the
ditch and continued on. Then they both realized that Riley wasn’t following. He had
stopped at the edge of the ditch. He couldn’t figure out how to cross over it and was just
too scared to try. In the end, Laurie’s husband Tom had to literally pick Riley up and
carry him over the ditch. This example is a helpful reminder of just how individual
horses are, and like people, they are born with certain personalities, traits and
characteristics.
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Teaching clinics gives me an opportunity to work with a variety of horse personalities.
There will generally be some quiet types, which, I always appreciate. Those help to
balance out the reactive, hypersensitive ones who are ready to flee at any given
moment.
I often light heartedly tell the owners of those horses that they would likely live a good,
long life in the wild. Nothing was going to sneak up on them and catch them unaware.
However, this sure didn’t seem to be the case with Riley. After hearing the story of him
as a foal I came to the conclusion that in the wild young Riley probably would not have
fared very well. It really put the depth of his fear in perspective for me. I knew I had my
work cut out for me if he was too afraid to follow his own mother over a natural
obstacle. I wasn’t sure how much progress I was going to make, but felt up to the
challenge. I really wanted to help him feel better in his own skin. I also knew that
helping him was going to make both our lives easier and more enjoyable.

Riley and his fears
Even though I had known and worked with Riley for seven years, there was nothing
that could have prepared me for the depth of his fears out of the ring. As previously
mentioned, Laurie had participated in Horse Agility with Riley at my facility. She was
looking to do something fun with him that would hopefully result in improved
communication, trust and confidence. The agility training and obstacle play did help
them both. Riley did become quite confident with almost any obstacle in the arena.
Laurie learned more about what type of learner Riley was and how best to support him.
As is often the case, it came down to patience, understanding how to ask, when to ask,
and when to quit.
A few days after getting Riley home we headed out on our first maiden voyage. It was a
short trailer ride down the road to our good friends David and Mary Ellen Franklin.
Together with their son John, they owned and operated an organic dairy farm. Even
though Mary Ellen and I were looking forward to trail riding together, I had made no
such plans for this first visit. This trip was just a chance for Riley to experience all that
an active farm has to offer. To avoid the temptation of riding I left our tack at home. I
was committed to taking things one step at a time.
Riley loaded up within just a few moments and we were off. After arriving at the farm I
opened his side door so he could get a look around before I unloaded him. I was
shocked and troubled to see that he was shaking. Had I driven too fast on the corners? I
didn’t think so as I am pretty mindful about that. What could have caused this level of
nervousness?
I have trailered horses for hundreds of miles, even from the northeast to down south
and back a few times. I have never been the cause of or seen this level of trauma in a
horse. When I dropped the ramp and unloaded Riley I noticed that he had sweat
dripping down his legs and his hooves, all the way to the ground. I was so deeply sad for
him, and at the same time so very grateful. It never ceases to amaze me what a horse
will do for a human, just because we ask. Riley had gotten on that trailer for me, simply
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because I asked him to. He would not have chosen this for himself. I asked him to load
into the trailer and come with me. He did it quietly and obediently, even though it
seemed to have terrified him.
Unlike many horses with this level of fear, Riley’s demeanor is not one of a frightened or
anxious horse. Because he is an introvert it can be hard to see or understand the real
depth of his fear and anxiety. He just quietly sucks it up. When he is frightened he
doesn’t dance around, scream to his friends, rear up, spin or display his anxiety in big
ways.
I’m sure putting too much pressure on him could possibly elicit some of these
behaviors, but it is not in his nature to do so. He quietly internalizes his fear. The
important lesson for me was to understand that even though something may seem like
a small thing to me, it can be a very real, very big, scary thing to Riley. The sight of him
shaking and sweating that day would stay with me forever. I had unknowingly caused
that reaction in him just by doing something many horses and horse people take for
granted. My heart ached for him and I now understood how difficult it must be for him
just to be present in new situations. I then understood the challenge that lay ahead for
us more than ever. However, I was also committed, more than ever, to do my absolute
best in figuring out how to help him become a more confident, secure horse. I never
wanted to cause that level of anxiety in him again. I learned to pay close attention to his
heart rate and his breathing, or lack thereof. When he is really scared I can feel his heart
racing beneath me, even when I’m in a saddle. Then I know to take it slow and give him
the time he needs to see that everything is okay.
After unloading Riley that day I took him for a short walk around the yard. Once he
stopped shaking I hitched him up and rubbed him down. While he munched on some
hay I spoke softly to him, offered him my gratitude and silently apologized. I felt guilty
for having caused this sweet horse to be so absolutely terrified. I unhitched him from
the trailer and sat in a nearby chair. Holding a long lead line I gave Riley the cue to
graze. The lush, green grass would bring something positive to the experience.
As we hung out Riley got to experience life on a typical Vermont farm. I decided that I
would not make any demands of him. He had enough stimulation without me adding to
it. There were tractors coming and going, cows everywhere, road traffic and even a dog
riding on the back of a 4-wheeler with his owner. Because Laurie had trail ridden and
traveled with Riley all of his life he seemed unbothered by most of this; attentive at
times, but unbothered. After 30 minutes we went back to the trailer to load up and
return home. Once we were at the trailer Riley began to shake again. I quieted him and
just remained calm. I was not going to put a bunch of pressure on him to get in. He was
clearly concerned about getting in the trailer with all of the activity going on around
and behind him. Let’s face it; it makes no sense at all for a flight animal, claustrophobic
by nature, to get trapped in a box on wheels, with predators lurking around behind
them. They clearly understand that once they are trapped inside they could potentially
become somebody’s “dinner.”
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Over my years of working with Riley I learned that he was not a horse that you could
force to do anything, simply by upping the pressure. Riley would take whatever amount
of pressure a human could deliver and still not move until he felt safe. Increasing
pressure on a horse like him will never make him trust you, nor will it make him brave.
I understood that trailer loading that day would take as long as it took. It ended up
taking about 30 minutes, which was fine with me. I had no agenda. My only goal was to
load him in a calm manner. I would not jeopardize his trust in me by creating a bad
memory, no matter how long it took.
I often tell my students that horses are perfect in our absence. If you look at them
hanging out with the herd, grazing in the pasture, sleeping or playing, they are simply
perfect. Then along comes man (or woman) with their expectations and everything
shifts for the horse. Maybe I just wasn’t careful enough with my driving or maybe it was
just that Riley really didn’t know me well enough yet to trust that I would keep him safe.
I promised him that day that I would go slowly in all that I did with him in the future. I
made it my goal to try to create a relationship with him where he would build enough
trust in me that he would never have to feel that level of fear again.

The use of pressure -How much and when?
Unfortunately, many horses are forced to do things that are not natural to them. Often
these things seem simple to us, but for reasons often unknown, they appear to be just
terrifying to the horse. It is not important whether we feel their reactions are justified
or not. They are real for the horse and that is all that matters. When someone uses
excessive force to “make” a horse do something I blame it on ignorance. It goes back to
not knowing what we don’t know. This lack of knowledge can be accompanied by a lack
of understanding the horse, lack of compassion, lack of empathy and/or simply being
afraid. (By the way, being afraid isn’t a bad thing. It is a survival mechanism that is
triggered when our body senses that we are in danger and alerts our brain. We would
be wise to listen to this message. Either figure out a different, more safe approach to the
situation or call it quits for the day.)
As mentioned, Riley is not a horse that can be forced. There is no amount of pressure
that will cause him to go if he is really frightened. It simply does not work. You could go
to a full “10” on the pressure scale and still not get what you want. I have seen people
resorting to the use of sticks, spurs, whips, ropes, flags, brooms etc. to move a horse.
With many horses those people will succeed. However, in the end, one must consider
what effect their method had on the horse. Was that technique the best way to build a
trusting relationship? Will it cause your horse to seek you out as his leader if he is in
trouble? Or, will he simply just run the other way once he is released? The type of
support the horse really needs from us comes from the inside, not from the outside.
Riley is such a lucky horse to have been born and raised into the hands of Laurie. I can’t
imagine what his life would have been like if he ended up in the hands of someone who
didn’t understand him.
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Rules are made to be broken
We, as horse trainers, constantly need to adapt to what each specific horse needs from
us at any given moment. Clarity often comes when we slow down and listen to what the
horse is “telling” us. Riley taught me a new lesson when I was trying to load him into
the trailer at the farm. This lesson required me to think outside the box and let go of a
hard and fast rule that I had learned long ago.
There is a general rule for obstacle training (which includes trailer loading) that states
that the horse must always be looking in the direction of go. This meant that they were
looking where you were looking. You wanted their attention to be focused in the same
direction as yours. Their mind is going where their eyes are going. In their minds they
are running away when they are looking behind or away from the obstacle.
Therefore, we always insist that they look where we are looking, and that would be at
the obstacle. I teach this exact rule regularly in my obstacle training clinics. The horse
doesn’t necessarily have to do the task, but they have to try and that includes looking.
We know that when we are working with horses there is no such thing as a rule that
applies or works 100% of the time. As I was trying to load Riley that day at the farm I
discovered a situation where sticking to that rule was detrimental to our goal, possibly
even preventing it from being achievable. I needed to break that rule and listen to what
he was trying to tell me.
As I watched Riley trying to deal with the stress of getting on the trailer that day I
discovered that the real problem wasn’t actually with the trailer. His level of fear was a
direct result of what was happening outside of the trailer. As previously mentioned, this
concern comes natural to a prey animal. After correcting Riley a few times for looking
behind him I realized that was exactly what he needed to be able to do. He needed me to
allow him to look back and see what was behind him. He needed to scan the area in
order to feel confident enough to turn his back on whatever was out there and load up.
He hadn’t developed enough trust in me yet to just walk into the trailer because I said
so. He was taking care of himself. That was when I broke the rule and made a deal with
him. As long as he gave me some forward movement when I asked for it I would allow
him to stop and look back. If he needed to back up that was also fine. I offered him no
resistance. Remember, it takes two to fight and resistance meets resistance. I kept the
lead rope very soft and just went with him when he backed up and off the ramp. Then I
gave him a moment to look all around before gently asking him to try again. He was
hugely rewarded for every try. Eventually, all the stars were aligned and he felt safe
enough to load up. When he was ready it happened smoothly and calmly, no drama!
After this experience, I realized that things would probably go more smoothly and
quickly if I went back to clicker training with Riley at the trailer. The targeting games in
the trailer would switch his brain from survival mode to play mode. This would result
in us having fun at the trailer and him staying more attentive to my requests.
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A week or so later I scheduled another trip down to the farm with Riley. This trip
included a short trail ride with Mary Ellen and her confident little Fjord Comet. I was
extra mindful while driving down the curvy, country road that leads to the farm. When
I opened the door I was relieved. Riley was less sweaty and not shaking at all. We
enjoyed a nice trail ride, relaxed a little and then loaded up. This time it took about 15
minutes, a big improvement. He always showed progress when he was experiencing
something for a second time.
During that first year I let Riley take almost whatever time he needed to feel safe before
loading. I gave him lots of support, took deep breaths, kept my eyes soft and rubbed on
him. I would ask him to step up, but allowed him to back out without any resistance
from me. I allowed him to look around if he needed to do so. After what I felt was an
appropriate amount of time, generally 5-10 minutes, I would begin adding slight
pressure from behind with a dressage whip. I trusted that I had given him sufficient
time to check things out and the time had come for him to just trust me and do it.
Much of the time I needed only to lift the whip or gently tap him. I refrained from
increasing the intensity of the tap as I had discovered that it had absolutely no effect on
him. I came up with a different approach for the few times when he got really stuck and
I felt he was just saying that he would rather not. This is a hard call but a necessary one.
We just hope we are reading them correctly. There can come a time where they are just
refusing and will try to wait us out. That is precisely the time when we need to send a
clear message. I was pretty confident that I could read him well enough to tell the
difference. God knows we spent enough time together at the back of the trailer for me
to have figured it out. When this happened I would strike the ground hard with the
whip directly behind him. This technique proved to be very successful. I only had to use
it a few times that first year and not since. He understood that enough was enough and
it was time to act.
Fast forward a couple of years and Riley loads easily into the trailer with just a point
from me, no matter where we are. He often still needs to take a momentary look around
before entering, and occasionally backs off once or twice. That seems fair to me. He
often leaves a pile of manure before he loads up. This action tells me that trailering still
causes him stress, but he does it for me regardless. Once he loads up I click him for a job
well done and put up the butt bar. Then I go to him with a treat reward and a stroke,
always remembering to tell him how wonderful he is.
I will end this section by saying that I am not naïve enough to believe he will never have
trouble loading again. Every day is a new day. As horsemen and women our job is to
handle whatever is presented to us on any given day, to the best of our ability. If one
wants 100% consistency from their horse then they should trade him in for a bicycle.
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Our horses, our teachers -The 10-second rule
As a trainer, instructor and presenter, I am often humbled by the horses I serve. The
lessons they offer us are never ending. We simply need to take the time to slow down
and listen to what they are saying to us. Riley has been and continues to be such a good
teacher for me. His fear and general lack of confidence sent me back to the drawing
board many times over those first two years and still does to this day. While he
continues to grow in leaps and bounds, he still remains a very cautious horse. Out on
the trail his reaction is still to freeze when he sees something of concern and not move
again until he feels safe, which can be quite a long while. There have been times that I
have had to dismount and lead him past a scary object or have another horse take over
the lead position. One way or another we do eventually proceed. No horse, not even
Riley, will stand still forever.
The first summer I had him at my farm I realized I needed to change my response to his
“freezing” behavior. As previously discussed, simply increasing pressure had
absolutely no effect. As I sat in “freeze mode” one day on Riley I began to think about
one of Sally Swift’s Centered Riding philosophies. She would always remind us to “fix”
ourselves before trying to “fix” the horse. This line of thought led me to consider what I
needed to change within myself in order to better support my horse. My initial and
immediate reaction to his freezing often came from a place of frustration. I knew that
whatever was causing him to freeze up was no big deal and would not likely eat us for
dinner, but that was just me thinking like a human, which he is not. Horses don’t make
things up. They live in the moment and whatever they are experiencing is real to them.
In the end, it doesn’t really matter what I know or what I think. It only matters what he
thinks. By freezing up he is telling me that he is concerned and that is all I need to
know. At that point my only job is to handle the situation in a manner that supports
him. It was my attitude and response that needed to change.
Going back to our Centered Riding basics I began experimenting with just breathing. I
set a goal for myself. When Riley froze up my only reaction would be to take one deep
breath per second, for ten seconds. After that I could begin asking him to move on.
When I started to experiment with this on our rides I discovered some interesting
things. One thing I noticed was that often times Riley would relax and be ready to move
on before I even hit the tenth breath. What previously seemed like him freezing up for
a long time was in actuality him freezing up for less than ten seconds. As humans we
tend to be in such a hurry. I was not even giving this horse ten seconds to feel safe
before applying pressure and asking him to get over it and move on.
This horse has an amazing amount of try and does his best for me. He will proceed
forward even when I can feel his heart racing beneath me. His trust in me greatly
improved over our first two years together and continues to grow to this day. When he
hesitates at something I try to remember to check in with myself first. I breathe. I relax.
I soften my eyes. I try to appreciate that he is giving me his best try every time. I
continue to promise him that I will be the most patient, compassionate leader that I
can be in that moment. I know that he often just needs some patience and a few
seconds of my time in order to feel safe enough to proceed.
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I have a much better feel now of when it is okay to ask him to proceed. However, there
are times when he just must go forward because I say so. I do carry a stick on most of
our rides for those times. As riders and trainers we all must have forward movement in
our horses in order to keep them and ourselves safe. Riley is no exception. He continues
to build trust in me and I continue to show him that I can and will take care of him.
For me the 10-second rule brought feelings of joy and peace to situations that
previously created feelings of frustration. Instead of just putting pressure on Riley I
would take a moment to breathe, relax and enjoy the beautiful space that surrounded
us. The deep breathing allowed me to open myself up. It allowed and reminded me to
feel gratitude for all that was present in my life. You see, I knew it was only the sun
shining on a rock, a trash can, a human being, but that was just me thinking like a
human, which he is not. He is a horse and that is the only thing he knows how to be. It is
my job to try and see things from his perspective and to think like him. To me this is the
essence of “Natural Horsemanship.” If we can work this way with horses it will set us
apart from others in our field and hopefully lead us to developing long lasting, trusting
relationships with our equine friends. Try this technique the next time you find yourself
in a “freeze” situation with your horse. You can use it on the ground, in the arena or out
on the trail. Think of it as a gift you give yourself and your horse.

The 10-Second Rule
Give it a try!
1. Okay-your horse has just frozen in place. Sit or stand calmly and begin taking your
10 deep breaths. Breathe deep down into your diaphragm and feel it expand.
2. Upon exhaling, allow each breath to travel down your entire body, softening your
eyes, dropping your shoulders away from your ears, softening your lower back and
rebalancing your pelvis.
3. Feel your legs grow long and heavy, draping around your horse’s body or growing
down into the ground if you are standing.
4. Smile as you count and be grateful for all that you have. Share in this moment with
your horse. Look at the object of concern and then begin looking around and away
from it. In this way you first acknowledge his concern. Then, by diverting your
attention away from it you are showing him that you are no longer interested in it.
He will look to you, his leader, for your reaction and will notice everything that you
are doing.
5. As you are taking your deep breaths find peace and beauty in everything that
surrounds you. Consider how lucky you are to be sharing this experience with your
equine partner and friend.
6. Become mindful of your horse’s breathing. Listen or feel for a big sigh. If his heart
was racing, become aware of when it begins to return to normal.
7. Watch his eyes, head position, and mouth. His eyes may begin to blink or he might
look around. His head may lower or maybe he’ll shake it. His mouth may soften and
he may begin to lick and chew. All of these are signs that he is processing and
beginning to relieve stress. WAIT until he is done before making another request.
8. Then it is time to either close your legs or lift your lead rope and proceed forward.
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As I previously stated, no one technique is for every horse, in every situation. Even this
one holds true to that theory. It is your responsibility to know your horse’s behavior
pattern and determine if this approach is right for you. For example, you would
probably want to use a different training method if your horse is prone to spinning and
bolting when he is frightened. For that type of horse it might make more sense to gain
control of his mind and his feet by asking him to move around, disengage his haunches
or back up. As you do this it is still important to try to remain calm and remember to
breathe.

Helping make things better, one horse at a time
In 2015 I had the opportunity to teach the 10-second rule to a group of Connecticut 4-H
students who were participating in a horse agility play day. The kids helped me set up
the obstacles in the outdoor ring. After viewing the shower curtain obstacle one
student said to me, “Oh boy, I will have to use my stick to get my horse to do this.”
Now, I admit that this particular obstacle is unquestionably one of the more difficult
ones in starter level agility. However, I assured her that using a stick would not be
necessary. I did not allow the children to even carry sticks in my session. My focus was
to teach them first how to be aware of their own bodies and their own body language.
They needed to understand how their mental, physical and emotional state affected
their horses’ behavior.
Another lesson was on how to read their horses’ body language. I wanted them to figure
out how they could best communicate and support their horse when he was worried
about something. They were tasked with the challenge of only communicating their
desires to their horses using their body, their energy and their intent. I taught them
about their breath and the energy that comes from their center. They were not allowed
to use any halter pressure until they tried using all of their natural aides first. This is the
opposite of how most of us were taught. It required the children to be very mindful and
aware. They had to communicate with their horses through understanding, patience
and compassion.
I pointed out that we were not there to “make” their horses do anything. We were there
to enjoy sharing time and space with the horses. The goal was to see how far they could
get with the handling skills and obstacles that were presented to them. The one
requirement was that it had to be done calmly and in a positive manner. They all did a
great job. The little girl who was so sure she needed a stick learned a lot that day. She
realized that through patience, understanding and encouragement she could get her
pony to do just about anything she asked of her, even walking through a shower curtain
on a windy day.
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The peacock lesson
We know that horses are 100% honest. They simply don’t possess the ability to make
things up. That is a human trait, anthropomorphism at its best. I get upset and annoyed
with people who claim that their horse is just being stubborn or difficult. In my opinion
there is no such thing. There is always a reason for everything that a horse does and it is
our job to figure it out. Sometimes we don’t have the answer. We just need to proceed in
the best way we know how.
Occasionally I get to enjoy a “take your horse to work” day. This is a great opportunity
for me to continue expanding Riley’s horizons and exposing him to new things. It also
allows me a chance to test his progress in handling new situations. The first summer I
owned Riley I was scheduled to go out on a trail ride with the little Morgan mare Ginny
and her owner Tina, that I previously told you so much about. Tina was having some
issues out on the trail that she wanted some advice on. Our ride went well and we were
heading back to the farm a different way than we headed out. The trail made a big loop
down the road, through the woods and back onto a different road. As we circled back
towards the farm we passed by a spot where we could see into the back of my horse
trailer. I had left the ramp down after unloading Riley. Just by chance I happened to look
in as we walked down the road past it. Much to my shock I spotted a peacock walking
around inside the trailer. I was really surprised as peacocks are not that common in my
area and I had no idea that there was even one around. I had been to this farm many
times and had never seen one before. We were still on the road at that time and quite a
ways from the trailer. The horses didn’t seem to see what I had seen. We approached
the barn from the front entrance, unmounted, untacked and gave the horses a quick
grooming. Upon approaching the trailer with Riley Tina and I noticed that the peacock
had urinated in it. Tina asked me if I wanted to clean it out. I said that I didn’t really
think it was necessary. It wasn’t a very big spot so I just kicked some straw over it. As
was the case that first summer, I was prepared for trailer loading to take anywhere
from 5 to 15 minutes. Luckily, I was only heading home and not hurrying off to another
lesson. That turned out to be a good thing.
When I approached the trailer with Riley he stopped walking forward quite a few feet
from the ramp. My immediate thought was, OMG, really Riley? If we have to start the
process way back here it will take forever. I went through my repertoire of cues. I
waited. I took some deep breaths. I rewarded every little try that he offered me. Suffice
it to say they were VERY little tries, but tries none the less. After 10 minutes we had
hardly made any progress. I just couldn’t imagine where this new level of fear and
resistance had come from. It was hard not to become frustrated. With my human brain I
convinced myself that the wet spot couldn’t possibly be his problem. It was so small and
I had covered it up with straw. However, only when we stop being emotional can we
have mental clarity.
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Of course it was the wet spot. A horse’s sense of smell is many, many, many times
greater than our own. To Riley this foreign smell was a game changer. I could only
imagine what his prey animal brain thought laid in waiting under the straw in that
trailer.
I swallowed a bit of humble pie and suggested that we go ahead and move the straw,
sweep out the wet spot and re-bed it with fresh material. After that it took about 10
minutes to convince Riley that the coast was clear and he calmly walked on. I honestly
don’t think that he ever would have gone into that trailer if we hadn’t cleaned it out.
On the drive home I began to reflect on how ugly things might have gotten if we didn’t
happen to see that peacock in the trailer. The wet spot could have easily gone
unnoticed by us. I really don’t think we would have seen it at all or thought anything of
it if we had. I could imagine that eventually my patience would have worn thin, leaving
me very frustrated. Feeling that way I most likely would put a ton of pressure on Riley
to get in the trailer. In the end neither of us would have felt very good about the
experience.
This experience just reiterated something that I already knew. Horses really are 100%
honest. I often share this story to remind myself and my students the lesson that Riley
taught me that day. We can always trust that whatever the horse is reacting to is very
real to him. It doesn’t matter what we think. It only matters what he thinks. We can only
do our best, even when we are left feeling frustrated and confused. Remembering to
think out of the box can help.
Trust your gut, try new things, remain calm and keep a positive attitude. When you run
into trouble try to think like the horse, not like the human. In this way you will continue
to show him that you really are worthy of being his trusted leader.
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Conclusion
My journey in horsemanship continues to evolve as I hope yours does. I don’t believe
there will ever be one set of methods that will work every time, for every horse.
Instead of learning “methods” I encourage you to learn and practice philosophies. Make
these philosophies part of who you are, how you live and how you interact with all
living beings.
With the horse it is not possible to be one person on the outside and a different one on
the inside. He will always know. He will show us our weaknesses and appreciate our
strengths. He will require us to be forever mindful and never stop learning.
With an open heart and mind he will even make us a better person. That is one of his
many gifts. Thank you for sharing this journey with me. Listen closely, go in peace and
enjoy the ride!
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Please share your journey with me!
Thank you for reading my book, Open Heart, Open Mind. My hope is that its content
will open your heart and mind to the endless ways we can improve ourselves, our
lives, and our horsemanship. These three elements are interwoven and cannot be
separated.
Did reading this book change your personal journey? Did you discover a pathway to
experiencing more joy and peace in your day to day life? How did it change the way you
view or approach your horse and your horsemanship? Did you find understanding and
success with your horse where once there was difficulty? If you answered “yes” to any
of these questions I would love to hear your story. Please e-mail me at:
heidi@heidipotter.com. Your story just might become part of my next book 
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